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I. LEGISLATIVE WORK IN THE FIELD OF FURTHER EDUCATION IN THE7E7=1=
In Germany, the promotion of adult education is provided

for in the Constitution since the Weimar Republic. A provision in
the Weimar Constitution of 1919 reads :

"The Reich, Lander and local.authorities shall take Steps
to promote further education, 4nc1uding Volkshochschulen".

Here "further education institl]tions" does not-mean publio
institutions but institutions of society groups. Although the'
commUnalising of olkshochschulen .(whereby the latter'.6re.placed
under the municipal authorities),,begun in 1919 and.still
proceeding,is not included in the Weimar Constitution, the special
position of Volkshochschulen is borne out by virtue of explicit
mention thereof in the text of the Constitution.

The Bonn Basic Law of 1949 contains no special provisions
on the subject of adult education. General adult educatiron is a
matter for the Lander. In most Lander of the Federal Republic
there are, therefore, especial constitutional regulations relating
to the promotion of adult education. The Constitution of North
Rhine-Wesphalia, for example, contains the provision

"Steps shall be taken to promote adult education. In addi-.
tion to the State, municipal authorities and associations
of municipal authorities, other responsible bodies, 5uch
as churches and independent associations, are recognized_
as authorities responsible for institutions of adult
educetion",.

The vocational sphere of further education, on the other
hand, is not a matter for the.Lander but for the Federal Government,
since it is connected with vocational requirements and the labour
market. The Federal Government has jurisdictional powers in respect
of vocational continued education, vocational retraining and--
vocational rehabilitation.

The differing powers of Federal Government and Lander res-
pectively are the point of departure in this report for a descrip-
tion of legislative activities in the Federal Republic of Germany,
since it is necessary to differentiate between federal laws and
Lander laws.

, .

There are so far:three federal laws relating to the sphere
of further education. The Labour Promotion Law of 1969 provides
for long-term vocational.continued education and retrdining, with
-the help of individual and institutional promotion measures. The
parties concerned give up their occupational.actiVity and receive
a considerable part of their former earnings ath-a-subsistence
allowance. The financial means under this law are not provided out
of the nation-al budget, but derive from employer and employee
unemployment insurance contributions.

7
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The Federal LaW on Grants.for Pupils and Stlidents (Bundes-,
ausbildungsfEirderungsgesetz) has a bearing on adult .education,
especialy on adult education.at the secondary level (Zweiter
BildungSweg)..Its appropriations for the purpose, are considerably
smaller than thoce provided under the LabOur.Promotion Law ; they
are intended to assist students at secondary general evening
schools (Abendgymna'sien), adult education institutions for acqui-
ring the general maturity Certificate (Institute zur Erlangung
der Hechschulreife) and .secondary general evening school shorter
courses.

The Vocational Education Act prescribe's the duration,
requirements, final examinations and competence in the field of
vocational further education. Special consideration is given
therein to specific features of retraining and rehabilitation
lneasures.

A federal bill of law on the subject'of correspondence
education is in course of preparation. No federal law has as yet
been passed in respect of education leave.

Lander laws on adult education/further education (for the
purposes of this report the terms are synonymous) have been
promulgated in three batches :

1953 forth Rhine/Westlhalia - Law on subsidies to
Volkshochschulen and corresponding further
education institutions.

1970 Lower Saxony-Law on the Promotion of Adult Edu-
cation.
Saarland - Law N° 910 on the Promotion of Adult
Education in the Saarland.
Hesse - Law on Volkshochschulen.

1974/1975 Bremen - Law on Further Education in Land Bremen.
Hesse - Law on'the Promotion of Adult Education
Institutions. (This law is complementary to the
Law on Volkshochschulen of 1970 and relates to
the other bodies responsible for further education
institutions).
.North Rhine/Westphalia - First Law on the Organi-
sation and Promotion of Further Education in
North Rhine/Westphalia.
Bavaria - Law on the Promotion of Adult Education
Institutions.
Rhineland/Palatinate - Land Law on the Re-organi-
sation and Promotion of Further Education in
Rhineland/Palatinate.

Law consultations are taking place in Baden/WUrttemberg and
Berlin.

In the three Lander of Hamburg, Lower Saxony and Hesse,
laws on education leave were passed in' 1974.
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All Lander laws on further education/adult education are
"financing laws" ; they govern the financial promotion.of adult
education institutions under the Lander budgets. Such financing is
either a jurisdictional requirement (North Rhine/Westphalia,
Lower Saxony and the.Saarland) or is determined by the respective
appropriations (Bremen, Bavaria and Rhineland/Palatinate).

Besides determining the relevant financial measures, all
Lander laws are also "structural laws", i.e0 they determine
structural features of further education facilities.

Some of the main structural problems in Lander laws as a
whole are :

- Independent organisation of curricula ; pedagogic freedom.

- Guarantee of further education facilities for all citizens
by a prescribed minimal standard programme.

- Co-ordination of the further education facilities offered
by the various further education institutions, with the
assistance of co-operative boards.

--.Organibation.of.part of the facilities in the form of
combinable education units (uni credit systems).

- Re-enforcement of full-time educational staff specialising
in further education ("professionalisation").

- Provision of premises for adult education suited to the
special working con,ditions of this type Of education.

- Provision of service institutions.(e.g. Land institutes)
available to all further education. institutions.

The purpose of structurising provisions in Lander laws-is.
to ensure public responsibility for further education by means of
an adequate, comprehensive and versatile range of facilities with
varying degrees of specialisation. It is in this context that the
Federal RepUblic of Germany does not provide further education in
accordance with a national system With government requirements in
respect of curricula, as is, for instance, traditionally.the case .

in respect of schools. On the other hand, adult education is not
left to fend for itself. The-Lander support the various bodies
responsible for further education institutions, in so far as they
fulfil given conditions..They merely lay down a broad structural
'framework, within'which the bodieS concerned (e.g local authori-
ties, chUrches, trade unions and independent associations) are
free to make their own arrangements. It:is expressly stated in the
laws on further education that institutions have-the right to
independent organisation of curricula.

9
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The respective further education laws of the Lander 'vary in
their emphasis on structural features. In this context the Lander
laws On adult education/further education fall.into two:-Cate-
gorieS. A majority Of the laws .expect the provision Of further edu-
cation facilities fox citizens to be carried outloy means
ordination with the help'ofHco-operative boards. TheSe Lander'
include Lower Saxony, the Saarland., Bavaria'and Rhineland/Palatinate
The.organisation of further education with the help of 'co-operative
boards is in accordance with the general schemeof education draW.n

up by the Federal Government-Lander Committee On Education Planning
in 1973. (Bildungsgesamtplan),

In two Lander:laws (aesse.and North Rhine/Wedthalia) the
strUctural organisation of further educationiS'barriedoutiby
making it a statutory obligation-for the muniCipalitieb toSet up
university adult educa:tiOn'institutes,("oompu1sory.:regUirement").
The sphere of action of other bOdies is unaffectedthereby.

The Planning Committee on "Adult Education 4fld,FUrther
Education", set up by the MiniSter:Of Educatien._ad CultUre of
North Rhinb-Westphalia, flxoposed in its First:Report in 1972 that-
local authorities be assigned the statutary obligation Of detting:

up VoIkshochschulen. Whilst the usefulness Of cooperation is-nOt
gainsaid, it is not held to be the Main organisational featur4 of
further education.

THE 1974 NORTH RHINE/WESTPHALIA FURTHER EDUCATION LAW
---

a.
Eac1-52a---.°1-11-1d

The First Law on the. Organisation and Promotion of Further
Education in'the Land of North Rhine/Westphalia of 31.-guly 1974
canine into force on 1 January 1975-and suPerbeded the Volkshoch-
schulen Law of 1953. The political. determihatiOn to replace the
Adult Education Law Of 1953 mainly alinancing law 7 by a lay':
with,structural provisionfor the Organisation of the field Of
further- education is boUnd up with theeducation reform in the
Federal Republic. To this end further education is looked upon'

as a fourth sphere of the general system of education arid an

attempt is made to integrate it on an equal footing into-the
.education system as a whole. After this goal had been laid downin
the Government statement of Minister-President HeinZ Kuhn (1970).

and'the North Rhine-Westphalia Programme of1970, the. CDU:OppOsi,-
tion tabled a bill Of law in 1971. Thejiand Government worked''Out

a concept with the Planning Cotmittee of the Minister of Educa-
tionand Culture. In 1973 a bill of-law was introduCed by the
SPD and FDP coalition parli4mentary group's and.nitimately adop.eed.

against the votes of the Oppositiorn..,The contesting attitude-of
the Opposition is due to the differing financial proviSions in
respect of public and non-public 'Institutions.
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.b.. -Structural ,Provisions

The North Rhine/Westphalia Further Education Law consists
of four main seCtions. After the "Principles", the "Tasks of the
Land" are set forth, followed by provisions relating to those
institutions which are a responsibility of the municipal authoti-
ties and to those for which other bodies are responsible.

.

Principles

1. The Law on Further Education formulates for the first time
in the Federal Republic a r-Lbt to further education. The right
to free development of persona ity and7thekright -6"6"-a free choice
of vocation, laid downin the Basic Lawi are..expressly sf:'lated
also to the field of further education. By further-education io

. meant the continuance or' resumption'of.organised learning after
completion of ar initial .phase of education in school, in voca-
tional training or in the university. The rig)at to further educe.
tion is nOt an actionable, precisely defined right which may be
claimed by law, but is a general postulate.

?. The entire sphere of further education is definecl as being
aort, with equal ri7hts of tbe edUcatioris stem. It is a.;;.the
same -:61.3n.e Clearly apparen that e par of us her r.;Cur.tion-
governed by the law on further education doeb, not'. embra the
-whole of further education. The Law on. Further Educatio-relates
solely to furthor education institutions for which.the State or
municj_pal-authorities are responsible and to other further educa-
tion 'institutions in so far as they are recOgnized by the law. All
further -duation. institutions.within the MeaLing.of the law are
accessible to..allsersons. "Closed further education",-:T'oA: instance
within induS=CElareIterprises does.not comeunder the provisinns
of the law. Similaly further education organised'by'schools or
umiverities is rot. affected. Further education orgazd.96 by
schools av01e,.ebove all, in the sphere of schoolF.I.for.
adult education at the 'secondary level _(Zweiter BildUngsWcg), that
means in tho.r...phro of subsequently taking .school final.eNami2lations.
Other furtbeJ2 education schools are technical'schoolswithin' the
vocation70 school system. which provide further eduCatiOn.facilities
for 7ersons who have already completed the-initial phaze Of educe.-
,tion'and taken up an occupation.

.

3. The Law on Further Education enumerates the most important
tasks of further education aCCording to their Content, defir:ing
-s-gVen equivalen1;,' idbeiFgfated spheres :

(±) The sphere of "non-vocational,further education ler,ding tu.
certificate's" further education embraces, for 'instace,.the.
.certificate courseS of the. German Association'of.VolkshoCh*
schulen_(Deutscher Volkshochschulverband) and courses for
subsequent school final examinations in further eduCation
institutions.

1 1
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Vocational fUrther education includes al:Leducational_faci-
lities for the purpose of providing participants with voca-
tional knowledge, skills, abilities, insight and'know-hOw
for the exercise ef an occupational-activity, which-do not
fall within the sphere of primarY vocational training.'
These'facilities include, in particular,- further education
possibilities which, on the basis of a learnt or practised
profession, are directed Cowards adjustment to. Chang0d voca-
tional requirements, the su17sequent Completion of vocational .
studies,'occupational,pion and re-integration 'ofun--
employed persons in prosional life. Vocational further-
education includes retraining measures for'the:purpose of_.
takingup a new trade or prole-Ssion, with an eye 'toansuring..
or improving vocational mobility.

(iii) Further education in the field of Science inCludes facili-
ties which, in both content.and method, correspondto the'
curricula of higher- scientific institutes and-serve to
extend and complete scientific education. In this way, it
is intended-to link up the.further scientific' eduCation work
of higher education institutes and further education insti-
tutions,. bearing especially in mind,the work.. of the'newly.,
founded.correspondence university at Hagen.(Westphalia).

(iv ) Political.further education'relates to educational facili-
ties conveying poItical.information andimparting knowledge
and abilities enabling the citizen to take an active .part.

dm public life.

(v) Further education for leisure-time activitiesandpromoting
creativity, is intended to qualifyparticipant3to make active
use of their spare time. The educational facilities.provided
may therefore include music training, hobby courses and
sports and gymnastics training.

(vi) Parent and family education is centred on Instruction in
family matters. Parent -eduction relates mainly to the
upbringing of children. Other matters discussed are those
of partnership in the family and the relationship of the
family to society.

(vii) Further education related to the person is concerned, above
all with consideration of the participant's own person and
include questions of livelihood and way ,of life. This sphere_,

tayl,at the same time, be taken to include such, miScella-.
neous features as do nOt come within the other six Spheres..

4. The aim of the- work of further education institutions is to
rovide further education facilities ensurin, com lete covera e of

re evan nee s. he responsibi Ity for.such facd i ies is assumed
by fhe rand and,municipal authorities as public bodies,amd by non-
public or "independent" bodies.

-



5. Further education ink,uitutions have the ri,ht to inde endent
or anisation of their curricula. Teachers employed in fur er
educa ion initutons arel'as such, entitled to freedom of tea-
ching. The right to independent organisation of curricula means
that the State may not interfere in such orr-1--fleonal
To some extent this right makes the inst atively inde-
pendent of its responsible authority i terth. The
responsible authority works out with t bhe uacation insti-
tution the long-term development of the 11 , education opera-
tions and-the principles which must be observed in this connection.
Within this framework the institution is free to organise its-
curricula as it sees fit.

6. The Law on Further Education makes a distinction between
the_authority responsible for the further education institution
and the institution itself. Responsible authorities are, for
example, the municipal authorities ; institutions are, for example the
Vokshochschulen. It is incumbent on responsible authorities to
promulgate u1ations goyerning the relationship between the bo-
dies_ responsib e and he institutions. The said regulations deter-
mine'-the Position and the sphere of duty of the principal and of
.the educational and other staff. The regulations also specify the
co-operative rights of the parties concerned. The co-operation
refers to participants in further education arrangements as well
as to staff members of an institution. The co-operation rights
relate, in particular, to the planning and execution of educa-
tional facilities. The form of co-operation is not laid down in
detail. The Minister of Education and Culture may issue model
regulations to this effect.

7. Co-operation of-Schools and universities, as well as of
vocatiolia training and vocational further education institutions,
with the fr4.11er education inStitutions is prescribed without
any special regulation as to the organisational form such co-
operation should take being laid down. Especial emphasis is
placed upon co-operation Of further education institutions with
-seCondary schools for adult's (Abendgymnasien - secondary general
evening schools ; Institute zur Erlangung der Hochschulreife -
"Kollegs" - adult education institutions for acquiring the general
maturity. certificate ; and Abendrealschulen - secondary general
evening schools, shorter courses).

8. Courses for the subsequent acquiring'of school final exami-
nations, hitherto provided by further education institutions (14,000
participants attended these courses in North Rhine/Westphalia in
1972) prepare the participants for the examinations that take place
before a board whose members are not tdachers of the participants.
They are consequently preparatory courses for external examinations,
although, as a general rule, the principle "The teacher is also the
examiner" (internal examinations) is observed in the Federal Repu-
blic of Germany. In pursuance of the Law on Further Education ins-
titutions providing such education are entitled to held state exa-
minations (internal examinations) as is t prac ice under the cooi
iTirga7This is, however, conditional upon the corresponding curri-
cula being equivalent to the state education curricula.'This right
holds good also, but not exclusively, in respect of subsequent
school final examinations.
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9 The Law on Further Education empowers the Land government
to determine.by 1e4aLopler to what extent typified and combinable
units of.teaching progrimmes make it possible to acquire 'certifi-
cates .and final diplomas in sections. In this way the legislator.
provides a means of preparation for building a unit/credit. system.

Tasks of the Land

.The Law on Further Education enumerates four asks of the
Land : the obligation to promote further education in accordance
with the Law ; the promulgation of framework guidellnes for develop-
ment planning ; the setting up of a Land institute for further
education and the creation of conditions for research, teaching
and study in the organisational and didactic sphere of further
education-at universities.

The guidelines for development planning and setting up a
Lend institute for further education are the two most importaht
indirect organisational possibilities of the Land in the sphere
of furthereducation on -6he basis of the relevant Law.

1.. The Land fraMework cruidelines.forAevelo tent lannina relate
tomedium7 erm p arming or,a perio o say,. ive. years. !deve.lop..;'

mentPlanning"). The frameWerk 'guidelines constitute_theplanning
scheOue for the indiVidUal further'education 'developtent-
which nust be submittedby all 54 'Treise" (administrativedistricts
and 'Kreis" -free towns of the Land within Tour' years.. These
planning authorities must at the same time include the' capacity,

planning of all other authorities responsiblefor recognised
further education institutions, thereby creating a comprehenrlive
plan-fer each p1anning,region concerned.. It primarily.embodies.the
plannj.ng in.respect bf-the future' development of staff, space
requirements' and the, necessary costs (e.g. investments). It is also
called upon: to arrange for sharing the use of rooms in schools,
school centres and other cultural institutions.Sinbe these tasks
cannot be performed withqut:taking account of the tespective.work,
pi.lmes, development Planning is:also indirectly respOnst.
for ensuring a certain amount of co-ordination in'the,prOvislon-
of a'given planning.region with further.education facilities. The
framework guidelines for development planning are worked ,out y

.the LTod.and require the approval of the relevant parliamentctry
committee..Upon submission the further education development :plans

are examined to determine whether they 'comply with the framework

guidelines.
,

2. The setting up of a Land institute for further education is

the second important organisa-ftona possibility 6i -tlie ianjTh the
sphe:re of further educatin under the relevant Law. It is intonded

that the institute shall be a service institution fbr all connerned

in further education and that it shall, in particular, help t3
improve and consolidate the quality of further education,frAoili-
ties. The.institute will contribute to qualifying the facilii.des

offered by effective promotion of further education aurricula nnd

ensurThg the qualification of staff in the field of furthe:?



education by means of continued education. The Land institute may,
for example,- qevelop model further education facilities to sti-
mulate and meet further education needs that can.be made use of .

eventually if the institutions think them useful.. 'The Land insti-
tute can acquire considerable-importance in developing educatiOnal
units within the framework of the uniticredit. system. It will,

.such time as a .federal unified further_education ins-
titute is set up, fulfil the tasks*o:C a documentation centre pro-
viding services extending beyond the '-)orders of North Rhine/
Westphalia.

The Land institute foT-fl,'Iller -iucation will be set up in
conjunotion with a Land institute 6ne continued,training of
teachers and curricula development, thereby bringing about 'closer
-contact-with 'the rest of-the' education system:,---in-so7far:as-thit
is likely to-be .Of-as-sistance in Meeting the needs of .fuxther.
educatioh. The Land institute will.probably have its headquarters
at Soest.

'Further education institutions under municiaal authorities

A characteristic feature of the Law on,Purther Education in..
North Rhine/Westphalia is the dele ation to munici al authorities
of the duz:I_Io_set_m_EadmainEaln, o s oc schu en.

1- This.dut- is incumbent unen all "Kreis" 7free tewns and all
"Kreis" municipal auniErity areas with a population of more'than.
40,000 inhabitants (in North Rhine/Westphalia the administrative.
'areas known as "Kreise" are medium-size adminiStrative units with
about 150,000 inhabitants). In respect of municipal authority areas-,
with less than 40,000 inhabitants, the said duty lies with the
Kreis.

There are two main variants of this basic formUla

a. Municipal authority areas belonging to,a Kreis and.having
a population of over 40,000 may delegate to the larger ad-
ministrative unit of the Kreis the duty conferred upon them
to set up and maintain Volkshochschulen, the larger unit
thereupon becoming responsible for providing the said muni-
cipal authority areas with further education facilities.

b. Municipal authority-areas with less than 40,000 inhabitants'
may unite to form associations of municipal authorities and
constitute an administrative unit for more than 40,000
inhabitants, thereby also becoming entitled to assume the
above-mentioned duty in respecb of further education.

Municil.al authority further education institutions are known
as VokshochschulDn. Delegation of the relevant duty does not mean
that adult education is thereby nationalised ; the work of provi-
ding adult education at Volkshochschuien institutes is part of
the self-administration of municipal authorities.

15



Prior to the entry into force of the Law on Further Educa
tion there were 245 municipal further education institutions in-
North Rhine/Westphalia, rest of.them comparatively-small and run
by: part-time principals. As a result of the Law on Further-Educa-
tionabout 150, fairly large TlkshochsChulen will be:set VP.
ADelegation of the'task efJproviding further educationfacilities
and. Concentrationupon efficient organiSation units ha.s, by and
::.1arge-the assent of the municipal'authorities:Cencerned-and the
staff of the Volkshochschulen.

'2.' The setting Alp of_Volkshochschuleais subject to the ful-
filment of certain-legal ui ients :

The Volkshochsc11,14 are to be run by principals as a full-e-
time e,ccupation. There_ore_.11.0._specifie_preyisions.concerr..

. ning the..qualifications,of-the

It is incumbent on the Volkshechschuleh to plan and provide
instruCtion in all "spheres"..with:the exceptionefvoca-":
tional further:education (since the-latteris not financed'

. under the Law on Further'Education).

(iii) The facilities offered:must comprise -,a.minimumnumber of
hours of .instruction .per year, i.e. 2,400 hours of instruc-
tion a year per 40,000'inhabitantS-.plus 4,800 hellTs a-year
for each Volkshochschule. A Volshechschuledn a municipa-
lity of 40,000 is required to plan and previde a.minimum
of 7,200 hours 71=2' instruction a:year ; a VolkshecSchule.. in
a municipality 'f 80,080 inhabitants a minimum (Zt.t 9,,600
'hours of instruz;tion.a year.

The necessary --=emodation and educational Matem must
be provided by the authority responsible. for the -olkshoch-
schule.

Further education institutions under other ramonsale authorities

.'InLorder to be promoted by the Land further education
institutions under other responsible bedies need to be.recognised
b the com?etent Minister, e.g. the Minister of Educatzta and
Cu1ture . aey do no need to include p11. "spheres" in the faci-
lities offered as do Volkshochschulen libich provide basic faci-
lities.

In order to recognition, institutions must fulfil
the following con.diti-g

(i) The nature and_ Fa7;ope of their actiyity must offer a guaran-
tee of continu7.
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They must provide further education facilities of at least
600 hours of instruction a year within the area covered, by
them in North Rhine/Westphalia. In the case of institutions
with boarding facilities (e.g. "Heirlvolkshochschulen") the
minimum requirement'is not reckonec_ in hours of instruction
but.in "participant-days", the number of days of inStruc-
tion being multiplied by the number of participants. The
minimum amount of instructional activity for the recogni-
tion of further education intitutiona with boarding faci-

_

lities is 1,500 participant-days per year.

(iii) Their sole purpose must be that of providing further
education.

(v)

The instruction offered must not serve by tay of priority
the purposes of individual business enterprises

The instruction offered must not serve profit-making pur-
poses Commercial further education enterprisesare conse-
quently excluded.

(vi) The.bOdy responsibli for an. instilation must undertake to-
provide the compete-iirster witfli such information as he..
may request concerni.544,4 tale educational facilities .offered.
In this way it is pa=ailo to compile statistics relating..
to further educatiozt-

(vii) The body responsible 17111.5.!t undertake to conduct capacity
planring in concertatiom with the municipal authorities
concerned. These requairients make it-possible to plan the
development of furth014 't:4,cation as:part of the overall
facillties.

(v",ii) The responsible boa: mot be prepared to allow the competent
Minister to emcise 0Ntrol over its financial operations
in respect of the instdtution.

(ix) The,responsible bodzi nurot guarantee the proper mme of the
financial aid proviAL

The educational esti4hlimhment must have a set of rules and
regulations, definiL6 ida. oarticular the position and tasks
of the principal and ste'22: of the further education insti-
tutions and the nature and scope of the co-operative rights
of staff and participant Jal educational programmes.

c. Financial_provisions

Under the Law on FurtLgr Education there exists a lecsal
claim to financial promotior by the Land.

(x)
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A characteristic feature of the North Rhine/Westphalia Law
on Further Education is the w in which the methOd of .romotiola
differs for:ArolkShochschu en an ae o seT ur er euca ion
ins i utions respectively.

,

The bodies resonsolefox the task of rovidinL further
education receive in_respect of e par o he cos s susidised
By the Land a .100 % reimbursement'of costs..In thiswaytheL4nd
-sets9.14P...:277717767710!a6-077517P7775767557-5.4..fa.cil,itichel-
whole O'f7ih:e t.errOory, Reimbursement iS made Of th'e cost_of
time educational.staff'Flndthe hours of instruction,proVidecii,
together with.part of the administrative costs.. Material'Osts
are berne by the municipal authoritiesresponsible. Paynent
made, of the costs:in respectof the hours of instrUction'actually;'
proyidod, on condition that the MiniMum number of paxtioi&ntg:is
not, as.a general rulei less than tenThis. repayment Ofcosts
lidWe'Ver,'-effeCted7only-subject7to-iprovision-ofthe-minimfaci--'---
_lities_prescribed,_by_law_(240.0. hourS_OliinStruOtiOn-A.P.099.
-inhabitentS, plus 4800 hours.of instruction-1.pr VolkshoChSchule).'
In theCase of VolkshochSchulenithereforeonlythe baSiC prOVi7
siorrof minimum facilitiesAs subsidised. The ceiIinef the
subsidies granted is identical.with the.extent .of the minimum
TEEITTEigs provided.

For- every 2400 hours ofAnStruction actually provided a
muniCipal authority maintaining a Volkshochsehule is entitled to .

reimbursement in full of the cost of one full,-time member of the
educational staff. In respect of the.first full-time member of.:the

educational staff of a Volkshochschule the planning of the Work
programme. suffices instead of 2400 hours of instruction. The maxi-
mum number of full-tine members of the educational staff financed
by the Land is likewise determined by the minimum education faci-
liUes provided. A VolkOhothschule providing a. minimumof 7200
hours of instruction per year'may receive subsidies for three and'

a Volkshochschule providing a minimum of 9600.hours.Of instruction
per year four posts for full-time educational staff.

%The ratio of 2400 hours of.instruction per year_for-each
full-time member of the educational staff Was determind_ by the.
Planning COnnittee Of the North Rhine/WestphaliaLMInister of Edu-
cation.and Culture in its First Report.in 1972,1n order to esta-
blish the desirable ratio.of largely available full-time educational
staff whose main task it is to plan and organise the Programme,not
to do the teaching Work, and the number of hours of dnStruction in
the'Work Programme. The Lours of-instruction in adult'educatiOn are
mainly given by part-time teachers.

. .

.

:.SUbsidiesarenot granted in respect of teachin g. facilities

in the,Sphere:,ofcyocational further7education onaccotnt-of:the
.uncertain financiai'implicatiOnS for the land, as weJA:as.of the.
parti.al responeilDility of the Federal State and bbe possibility
of aid 'rnde the Labour Promotion Law.

_

Special financial aid may be'previdedfor investment projects,
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2. Reco nised institutionF ur(9..er other res onsible bodies are
granted aid. in di erent ways, according' o-whether thy carry out
their work on the basis of hours of instruction or that of parti-
cipants-days.

Institutions working on the basis of hours of instruction
receive 60 per cent of the subsidies for res onsible munici al
authorities. In this case, however, there.is no cei1 i4E. as in
that ofVo1kshochschu1en. The number of subsidisable hours of
instruction plus an administrative costs allowance and the number
of. subsidisable posts for educational 'staff .(one full-tine member
.of the educational staff per 2400 hours of instruotion per year)
are not limited.

Institutions with boarding facilities .(e.g-A;Teimvolkshcch-
schulen")1 which reckenin participant-days, are vtanted per
:Partielpantday a-subsidy-which is "geared to staff 'expenditure.
:For 1500 Ilarticipant-days a grant of oneand a half times the
staff costs subsidY is arcade for ane fulItime'member .of the

.ieducational staff in suriii an inbtitution. In addition, a subsis-
tence allowance is granted.

For every 1500 participant-days one post for a full-time
.mem:oer of the educational staff is subsidised to the extent. of
.60 per cent. In the caseof inStitutions-with boarding facilities..
there is likewise no ceiling in_respect of subsidies for partici-
pant-days and educational staff.

3. Assistance granted takes the form of allowances which ar&
laid down each year by the Parliarv.nt in the Land Budget.. These
-appropriations are granted under three headings :.

- full-time educational staff
(1975 : 50,000 DM)

- instructions hours including a 50 %,share of administrative
expenditure
,(1975 :

allowance per instruction hour 25 DM plus 50 % for
administrative expenditure 12.50 DM
Total allowance : 57.50 DM)

- Subsistence allowance in respect of institutimas with
boarding facilities
(1975 : 3.-- DM per participant-day).

Public institutions receive in full the allowances for staff
and instruction hcams ;

non-public institutions receive 60 per
cent. The grant _faair one participant-day is at present 53 DM.

4. The 1975 .,1oad Budget contains an appropriation of
70,000,000 DM farmunicipal authorities responsible for further
education and of 'about 30,000,000 DM for other responsible bodies.
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Implementation

The North/Westphalia Further Education Law entered into
force'on 1 January 1975. It is consequently possible to report
only to a limited extent on the results.achieved. After promul-
gation of the administrative provisions and legal regulations
relating to implementation no serious difficulties have been
!follnd to arise. The 1953 Law on grants to Volkshochschulen-and
corresponding institutions will be allowed-to run for anothor
three years, in order to.gie those institutions nct; whuu oe
recognised immediately after the new law time for adjustment. So
far 120 further eduation institutions have received recognition
under tl'; new law. Volkshochschulen are at present providing well
over 11.000,000 hours of instruction ; the'other responsible bo-
dies are providing some 240,000 instruation hours an4 286,000

-participant-days. Triers-1B clear evidence of are-enforcement 4_
educational'staff in pursuance of the _intentions ofithe:new_
Since the. Land is now granting.much higher subsidies to further
educattald institutions than hitherto _(1974 : 30 million DM ;
1975 : 100 million DM) it is to'be expected the further education
facilities provided will be both improved and extended.

15 -

TIINNING FOR-THEADEVELOPMENT:0E.A UNIT CREDIT BYSTEM IN
.e

The idea of developing-educationsi provision in terms of,
unit/credit systeM-Fas uiven especial ei7s1iasis in the structural plan
of the German Education Council in 1970. The Planning Committee of the
North:Rhine/Westphalia Minister of Education and Culture thereupon.-Set
about- working out recommendations for the development of a unit/
credit system in .its First and Secend:Reports (l972/75). (Book-
lets 19 and 25 of the documents series:on theStructural Promo-
tion of Education in the .1iand of North Rhine/Westphalia ; Erwach-
senenbildung Weiterbildftng, Erster Bericht der PlanungskommisSien
Erwachsenenbildung und Weiterbildung des Kultusministers dps
Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen, Heft 19 deS Schriftenreihe des Kultus-
ministers "Strukturförderung it.Bildungswesen des.Landes .Nordrhein-
Westfalen, Ratingen:1972 ; Zur Entwicklung der Weiterbildung,
Zweiter Bericht dar PlanungSkomnission Erwachsenenbildung,utd.
Weiterbildung d.es Multusministers des Landes Nordrhein-Westfalen,
Heft 25 der Schriftenreihe des Kultusministers "Strukturf8rderung'
im Bildungswesen des Iendes.Zerdrhein-Westfalen, Köln 1975)'.

A z2pecial provision on the development of a unit/credit
:system in the North Rhine/Whstphalia Law on Further Education
reads :

"The responsible Minfster shall specify by legal order the
extent to which tyr)if±ed and combinable educational units
may make it possible to acquire certificates and final
diplomas in part-sections.

The said legal ordeir has not yet been:issued ; preliminary-work
will-still take same. time.
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From the legislative provision it is possible to deduce
the various features of the plann:Ing concept for the unit/ credit
system. The four main features are :

- typified component units ;

integration of the component units into a unit /credit
system to make the components combinable ;

- qualification goals which can be achieved in Tart-sections ;

-meoognition procedure for component units.

1. The unit/credit system consists primarily of:typified
ed&ati.elral units, which comprise the basic features (flcomponent
rEaTETT.71r576ing of unit/ credit fstems-from the-fact-Ehat in
further education facilitiesigiven educationa: units recur again
and agailm and that it is consequently rational-to typify these
nmits by standardising them. They can thereupOn be repeated in
approxiaately the same quality. Their purpose-then becomes compa-
rable tit the party concerned, since component unit provisions are,
in a manner of speaking, comparable with,a trade-mark article,
affording guidance to the interested party in his further education,
efforts and helping him to make up his mind. The establishing 'of
typified educational units must take into account the tension
between the respective individual concrete instructian in equiva-
lent educational units and the overall educational aims and contents.

Nat all educational aims and contents are amenable in the
same way to standardisation.

Educational units may be standardised in three main ways :

.- By ensuring that education as a whole and in all _details is
closely governed by step-by-step procedure, as isl for
example, the case in programmed instruction.

- Specification of determinable minimum_ results upon comple-
tion of educational units, it being left to a large degree
to the teacher how he achieves the result.

- Standardisation by means of model educational processes,
Imaking directly discernible the intended alternating effect
of themes, instruction procedure and educational_ ainvg

It must, however, be pointed out that standardisatian takes
considerable time. Topical facilities bas ed. on spontaneous:needs
are not, therefore, as a rule standardisable. The high cost en-
tailed would appear tG make standardisation of facilities rational
only far,educational facilities for which there is a fairly-fre-
quent demand or which must be provided at fairly short notice in
many plaes.
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The coMpilation of "compnnert units" is carr d out in
accordance with procedure c &opted in curri ln develpmert :

- Consolidation of the (ovisiou of funds) ;

- Definition of minimum results (compilation of a catalogue
of educational targets) ;

- Elaboration of planning aids and educational material (cons-
truction and implementation) ;

.- Controlled testing (Evaluation).

In typifying educational units a question which is of some
importance is that of the,amount of time available. In this con-
nection the necessary time is determined by educatibnal targets,
target level and the initial-situation. In further-education-this
time is 'available only to a limited extent. Educational target and-
target level-are in fact determined-by the 'tine available. It _has
to be decided how much time must be available in order to make it

,

rational to typify educational units. In this connection it might,
tdo, be deemed deoirable to consider reducing the educationa1
targets envisa,::ed.

donsideration -might be given,to adopting model periods for..
'the time assigned to a .component unit, in order- that .the.latter
may be suitable dovetailed into the organisational set-up-.of the
other facilities. The Planning Committee of the North Rhine/
Westphalia Minister of Education and Culture proposes that three
basic periods of tine be adopted :

(i) about 20 to 30 hours
(a course of 10-or 15 two-hours sessions; .a week's seminar)

(ii) about'60 hours
(a year's course of.one weekly two-hour session)

(iii) about 160 to 360 hours
(ttVoakshochschul"' certificate cburse in :English, e,g. 360
hours ; mathematics, e.g. 200 lours, ; two-years' instruction
in one subject at aa_Abendredischule (evening. intermediate
school) four hours a week :L60 hours).

Each basiC period of time might be used .for-the development
of component units. It is conceivable that a.mumber of short-time
tomponent units may yield a component unit of the.zext larger
basic period:

Typified educational units can be produced by various depart-
ments. In the Federal-Republic of Germany stepaamite.been taken
.this sphere by-the Paedagogic Work-Department .cif: the German "Valk's-
hochschulverband!' ; in developing wifolkshochschUlzertifikate"
(adult education.certificates) the Department has .presented &clear.
.pitture of how-typified educational units may .be worked. out.
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2. Ancther key-phrase embodied by the legislator in the lega1
order is that of the "combinable natura of com onent units", which
is at the root of unit cre it sys ems. uch sys emsare requen-
tly.met with in the sphere of technical manufacture and have thence
been transferred to adult education.

The concept of the unit/credit system is based on the
assumption that typified educational-units.should not constitute
isolated facilities bubshould be bound up with each other.'To this
end component units may be either placed alongside each other or
serve to assist in a building-up'process between component units.
For example, in ths certificate system of the.German "Volkshoch-
schulverband" the certificate component unit Mathematics is next
to the certificate component unit French ; both are fundamental
cbmponent units. There is.no component.unit which serves . tp pre-.
PA:re-for...them. On the other hand, there is a build-up relationship
between electrical engineering and electronics.

Where component units can be used for several aims, they
are known as polyvalent (versatile) component units. The multiple
available use of-component units increases the mobility of the
participating student. He can change his qualification goal without
the skill he has already acquired becoming superfluous. He*can he-
given credit for it, thereby avoiding unnecessary loss of time.

3. The unit/credit. system is directed towards qualification
goals, qulifying certificates and final qualifications. The typi-
fied educational units are organised to these ends. This does not,
however, mean that the completion of typified units is not of
itself of value. It is, indeed, a feature of the unit/credit system
that partial final achievements are possible without such part-
completion necesmurily leading in each case to the qualification
goal.

The organisation of unduly lengthy courses.is likely to
.43ive rise to prciblems in further edUcation. They should, on the
contrary, be divi,fted up into parp-Sectionsin order that theymay.
.thereby be convered into a composite urig/ credit system:. By
setting intermediate Goals a unit /credit sYstem servea'.to taoti-
)fate Participants and encourages future participants tO makea

.

start.:.It enables the time available to beApetter organised. Final
qualifiCations frequently make the juxtaposition of several sub-
jects necessary. In this cas4,, too', part-sections and part-quali-

.:fiCations are des±rable ; instead of all the prescribed aubje_cta
being simultaneously completed, final cOmpletion may be achieved
by:the auccessive completion of .part-finals. This euCcessive
process has-the admantage of ensuring careful application_presen-
ting no risk. It .aan serve as an introduction to the concurrent
study of several sahjiacts.

2 3
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44. Lastly, the unit / credit system calls for recd. 'ition ,-r

modalities. They must be laid down in a legal orderl'vr, ere Y the
175737711-Tesponsible specifies the extent to which certificates
and final qualifications may be acquired. Recognition may be
granted bY evaluating a partial ,achievement (component unit) as
a contribution towards final qualification. This is, for -instance, '

the case where a language certificate of a further education ins-
-titutien may be credited as proof af achievement of the required

'- standard for the purpose of subsequent completion of school finals, .:

,.

without renewed testing of achievements being demanded, or where , --

'a'givennatural Science-certificate is-accepted-as-proof of havire; .7

achieved the'required standard in the case'of qualification for
s,, ,.._

vocational promotion (e-g..technician, master craftsman)..
,

In conclusion, a. number of limitations.must be formulated ,-11-

.1-

with regard to the planning concept of the unit/credit sYstem :

,1

,.:

..a,.... TyPified educational units are practicable_in.respect _of .

ol.047 part - say one-third - of further education facilities offered.
.. . . . ----,

b. In typifying and standardising such units, the danger must
not be underestimated of their becoming toe hard-and-fast- ; it can -

be limited only by continual revision of the curricula.
. .

.

.,

3. Although the necessary _frequency of demand for a unit / cre-
dit system_should, on the whole, become more-pronounced, it none-. .

theless places an important restriction on a too expansive intro-
duction of such a system in the field of further education.

_
,

4. It will in many cases be possible only to a limited extent
to.organise effective combination of cemponent units.,This,ia
most conveniently practicable in respect of media facilities, without
direct instruction. Even where it is not possible to embody it in
a uniticredit. system, the typifying of educational units is of
considerable utility for the development of further education, since-
it can contribute to improving the quality of further education
facilities.

The planning concept of-the uniticredit system is mainly
: directed towards improving individual educational facilities,

systematising-educational units in their relationship to each
.,, otherand enhancing the transparency of the.further,education faci-

, lities for the interested citizen.

In North Rhine/Wbstphalia the development of the unit/
credit, system will probably begin along two lines :

- Recognition of Volkshochschul certificates and comparable
educational units within thejramework of adult secondary
education (Zweiter Bildungsweg) ;

- Elaboration of typified facilities of a model nature by,
the future Land Institute for Further Education.

The strategic impulse for the development of 'a unit /credit
system should lie firstly in harnessing further education facilities
to qualification goals, which have.already been introduced in the .

remeining spheres of education, including that of.vocational trai-
ningv_ and secondly- in a growing- improvement -of the quality of further
education facilities by laying down oducational aims and contents.
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Now that management and trade union organisations are
meeting to consider means of improving the vocational training
agreement of 9 July 1970, on which the Act of 16 July 1971
is largely-based, it is time to take stock of the effectiveness
of this contractual and legislative apparatus at the-end of
four years.

Vocational training in France did not originate with this
body of texts; it was already an economic and legal reality.in 4
1970. Economic in so far as expenditure for trainiag in-Fren6h
industrial firms employtLg over 50 workers, for examPle, already,

-1acocunced for 1.10% of the payroll in 1966, although with sczeable
fluctuations from one sector to another.- This is the finding
of surveys carried out at the time by the INSEE (1). Legal, too,
in-softr as certain elements in the ,prasent _structUre -had,a1ready-_,4
been established by two laws: the Act of 3 December 1966 Which'
instituted the training convention as the instrument of- state
intervention and laid down the principle - but only the principle -
of educational leave; and the Act of 31 December 1968, which
provided.for the payment of trainees on state-approved courses,

It is'therefore important to identify the originalidontribUtionsi
±. of the 197:., lgreement and 1971 Act, so that we-may attempt to

evaluate their results.

The National Interoccupational Agreement signed by the
workers' trade union federations and the Conseil National du Patronat , 4,

Francais (CNPF) and Confederation Generale des Petites et Moyennes
Entreprises (CGPME) is a follow-up to the Grenelle Agreement, ,r

itself a product of the events of May 1968. As such, it reflects 4

a balance of power and includes a series of provisions, agreed upon
,

by the social partners after fourteen months of negotiations, and -

seen by them as a means of progressing towards goals which are by .

no means identical. For management, vocational training was first -,
,`-

and foremost a means of adjusting to technical change, an ,

investment, "one of the strongest forces for social progress and
economic development (2)". For the workers' organisations, it
was to be "a springboard in our struggle"(title of a CGT pamphlet), ;

primarily an instrument for increasing workers' power, and securing
greater autonomy. ,

-
,

,

(1) J M Belorgey, "le financement de la Formation Professionnelle
Continue", Education Permanente No. 15. -

-

(2) Mr Yvon Chotard, at the CNPF meeting in Deauville in
November 1973. 26 1

'
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,
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The i.-.greement establisheL the.right to educational leave -
that is, permission to be absent.from one's place of work in
.order.to undergo training; it obliges employers to continue
paying wages to workers they send for training and to pay the
'cost of their training as well; it also obliges them to
continue paying wages to workers on educational leave who 'are
attending oourses apOroved.by the joint employment Committee
of their occupational category. Lastly, the agreement establishes
,F:acial compm33.tion arrangements for workers,affected by a
.mass'lay-off on economic grounds.

The Act oxtnds the right_to educational leave-to ail'
workers, wage-earners or not, and fixes,a minimum'pereentage
to represent the 'financial- contribution to vocational,training.
ofanyone employing over. 10 workers, It is designed:to operate
ap-much as.possible through consultation. Under it, discussion 'of
training'questions by the works council is compulsory, and-the
-council must also be consulted before any financial aid can
be obtained from the state under a convention. Lastly, it
defines the conditions on which state..aid may be granted, for
both'capital and running expenses of centres and payment- of
trainees,

After a brief look at the overall figures, we shall attemptt
to evaluate progressin the following key areas since the Act
came into force on 1 January 1972:

l'ight to individual educational leave;

consultztion in the field of training,

We shall then pont out the darker.side of firm-organised
--training-;-----aind-the-new-trends in-stata-intervention:

To begin withyhowever, e should define the limits of .this
study arid the'obstacieslacing any attempt to:assess the present_
implementation of the tratning policy. They arise. from:a'very'

-. definite lack of satisfactory information. Inthe first place,
there is. simply not enough of it. The chief source, of information
on firm-organised training is the annual declaration completed
by employers and sent to the.tax inspector, every 5.'April.
It-,.accounts, for expenditure under the heading of the. firm's
compulsory contribution to training, which is a percentage of
the payroll. Of ccursa, supplementary expenditure, can_also
be declared, as'it can be spread over the following three years.
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However, when we recall that in 1969 somejndustries were
already spending 2.24% of the payr01.1 for this purpose, we
may conclude that a substantial proO)rtion of the training
effectively dispensed does not apPeAr' in statistics derived
solely from the annual declarations, In hip report to the
National Assembly (3) on the result0 of the vocational training
policy in France, Mr Ribadeau Dumas riegretted that information
°remained so incomplete as regards 19Qt1 the evaluation of
training needs and the. evaluation of results ... the document
submitted annually as an appendix tO the finance bill ..
adds together full-time and part-tiolq courses indiscriminately

and in.any event, the,data it c011tains is extremely
generalised and'cannot be used to a0qertain what benefits
either firms or trainees may be derl:ving from the-training policy

The qualitative inadequacy of Plformation on the implementation
of the policy therefore, is even mof flagrant. Of course, wheh
the choice was made to give the fullAst possible decision-making
powers to the,social partners actin5 together, and at every level
from the national federation to the individual firm,. it ,

automatically followed that the information facilities offered by
more centralised structures would nOt be available.-

I. 'OVERALL FIGURES FOR CVT SINCE:AV.

Total figures refer mainly to 'Ole amount of money spent and
, the number of workers involved, and On that basis.the authorities

; have been able to conclude thac CVT is progressing satisfactorily.

The 1976 finance bill appendix.,(4) on vocational training
and social progress announces that /Ahe information compiled
on the efforts of firms and public flnancing -vvveals the extent
and rapidity of growth in France in the'past three years".

1. Money-spent:

In thousand million francs:

by the state
by rifts
combined

1972 1973 1974

1.7 2.0 2.3
' 2.8 "3.7 4-9

4.5 5.7 7.2

(3) Information report On behalf of the-Finance, General

Economy and Plan Committee; Oemblde Nationale
No. 1625: - May 1975.

(4) In pursuance of Article 11 ol% tile Act of 16 July 1971,
an appendix to the annual finanee bill gives ariaecount

7-oftheal-locationofpublic mOley_and_eMploYerST
participations.
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The state's allocation for training (exclusive of apprentice-
ships) has accordingly increased by nearly 40%.bet*en 1972 and
1974, and has tripled in comparison with the figure for
1969 = 0.8 thousand million francs.

Comparing firms' expenditure for training with their total
payroll, we observe that their participation has risen steadily,
from 1.35% in 1972 to 1.497 in 1973' and 1.63% in 1974.

2. Numbers of workers involved

The total number of trainees in 1974 means that one out of
8 persons in employment waS involved in some form of training'.

The number of trainees on state-financed.courses has
fallen appreciably since 1973; the reason for this is that
public intervention is tending increasingly to favour long
training, and is therefore h9coming more selective.

Trainees having attended a 1972 1973 1974
whole course or part of a
course

financed by the state
financed by firms
combinee

958,000
1,049,000
1,760,000

956,000 8800o
1,492,000 1,770,000
2,230,000 2,470,000

In addition to the total numbers involved in training,
length of courses must also be taken into consideration.

The trend here is for courses to be slightly longer when
-.L-----state-financed-and-shorter-when-financed-privately.

Hours of training

state-financed
firm-financed
average course
length - state
average course
length - firm

1972

182,000,000
78,000,000

190 h

175 h

1973

180,000,000
103,000,000

190. h

67 h

Ih

105,200,X%)
110,1000,0'

21b h

62 h

./.

N The figures on this line are not totals of the two lines
above, because the courses attended by a certain number
of trainees (250,000 in 1972, 220,000 in 1973 and

_

190,000 in 1974) were financed jointly by state and firms,
but-have-not-been-bounted-Ltwtce-in-the-total. =,

9
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We can already in spite of a slight increase 'in
both expenditure and :numbers of persons involved, that we
are 'still a long way fr-mm .the gOal . set by the Act: 2% bf
a.1.1 -workers absent iat =IT 'moment :on 160-horzr couxses

We- must now conaicl.?r the mean7.4 1.1"- nese fUure's
inri.gr.r- detail., .17=7. iion to thi aims of the .Le.77..

4

! 17"Mt RIGHT. TO INT:17.-v v JAL /EDUCATIONAL _Y..LEAVE .

' 'Orr thiS point e-ze 4-le has ;made the same observatic171,--
!,e that yery little t 2 fks being made,..of the
4:11;acational leave a is a 'failure, or. at :least'. a ..tr.04a contrszy

tb that foreseen. Evoti-: in its introduCti.on,, the appendi* to
the finance: bill lays stress on -this week point and': on tt°,'
need "to improve the.7.prtsent system so 2ttilat 'workers may
greater use of their rl-fLttlt to edlication.:-.1 leave".

. . .

;First of -all, let us look at the figures.: in_ 1974
90,000 workerS, out of the 'recorded total of 2,500,000::-traines
for the. year, were on educational leave-,- giving ;the 'abSUrdly

. .

in

the Is.6re',. Pas de Calais and Sarthe, emploYing a tote.]: Of
The' .Ribadeau Dumas report mentions a survey of 3,014-firtn's

6onWna .1711eativaeriveee::;.v:ed

by thes,e firms amounted to a grand total of 21 '. The. figure
modest, to say the least. The people conductihg ,the -survey.;

did try to evaluate the potential demand, however, and concluded
"that -a definite increase in the demand is to be antiCipated" . '

All sorts of explanations are offered to -account ;Or this
lack ef interest in educational leave: . Too much attention .is
often paid to reasons 'of a psychological nature, suCh as 'lack
of motivation, and mistrust of the, training process. , True,
the dread of "going back to school" does exiSt7-atid-true, too;
teaching at the basic level of education 'is so often failure-
oriented that any adult with a memory may be discourfsged for
life from any form of training:And it is also true that a
very large number of jobs involving tasks which are repetitive,
fragmented, mind-deadening - why mince words - have' not yet
been, if they ever can be, "enriched". And after spending
several years at this type of activity, it is true that a
worker may well feel he is no longer capable of the. initellectua
effort required ,by the process of learning. Such fears, and

7-inhibitions exist, but they are not the prime obstacle to
workers' initiative. Nor is the uncertain history of the
right to educational, leave itself . As J M Luttringer' puts
it, this right had a "difficult delivery (5)". Until

c.

(5) J M Luttringer, "La. difficile naissance du droit au
congé formation", .Droit Social No. 1, Janury 1975.

3 0
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1 July 1975, there was. , r -nfusion between a 4uest
for training origtnati.7, tt: worker who was usintais
right to educational 1,, ana Ls being sent for tring
on his employer's init7t. ;,.,,,nceforth workers goin: on
courses on their own initif.;=: be counted as beizz
on educational leave. Bu- this, legislative misunde,;andings
do not seem to have much do :,,k;11 the fact that so little
use is being made of the r1:-4fla:. The major obstacles are
workers lack of informati(fn above all, coA.

Lack of adequate toi about a new right is
obviously a handicap to-ily In keeping with the rest of
the law which establishes ,;',.tl-alisation of decisio::-and-
consultation at all levelz T-fr'cm--ation was also to be
decentralised; it was to U.5., of existing channelsH.in
the working world and emer.E 't5711^ the free play of consultation
at the different levels. ,-,,,JaTed, the workers were informed
of their new right, but thLt, 17-,*4--r -. was not the result of a
long-standing and massive a..1.4 more importantly, it was a
right whose concrete meani. 3 Ifizzg escaped them. The enabling
acts have been produced wi aivme degree of celerity; yet
information about the righ:, _,,,aompanied by detailed particulars
of existing training opportL ities, the holding of courses,
the authorities to be conaulted and procedures to be followed,
has not had the desired impazct. Sources were and indeed had
to be manifold, but in some ,cas.cs mistrust was the result of
this diversity. The previoly-mentioned enquiry is
illuminating On this point: "The fact of having attended a
course brings some improvement in workers' awareness of the
law, but not to a point that could be declared satisfactory:
out of every three workers :having undermone training, one is
totally ignorant of the law .!,.=2:1 the second is only dimly
aware of it. Over half of t-t: :=ainder have never heard of
it, and more than a quarter ly know that it exists but
cannot mention a single specf_ft: provision in it." This degree
of workers' ignorance of tl-rEllrraghts must have some connection
with the small number.of individual applications.

the major obstacle, however, is still economic. For
one thing, the employment situation is not conducive to a rise
in individual applications; but above all, the cost of
training - counting both losz of wages and payment for training
itself - remains the over-ridirr, barrier.

With the present growing unemployment, workers feel -
even when they have been vcry clearly informed that their
jobs are guaranteed'by law 'nd that leaving for training
on their own initiative do.=; nct break their employment
contract - that it is risky t: express any desire for change
at all; in their eyes, this would be marking th9m.pells_oU.t
as a future target for a dreated lay-off... When a group training
scheme was set up in the Lormatn coal-mining area, analysis
of voluntary enrolments showe that there is a mtnimum threshold
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Of job Uncertainty below Which training exerts but little
'fbrce of attractioi, and-a maximum-threshold'above.whiCh it
exerts:none.atall The present employment situation in
France is-more conducive to the collecttve expression withi.

-:the firm of individual needs, than to thE use of the right
to individual educational leave.

Nbw let Us look_at 'the problem of financing individual
leave. We know that educational leave consists in a permis,T+.1.=

to-absent oneself from work,.unaccompanied by a guarantee o;

payment. However, there are two possibilities open to the

worker: either he takes a course approved by the joint commi=ee
.Of, his, occupational category, in which case his mag.es are zratd-

'iri.fUll for the first 160 hours of training;- or he.takes' a .'

course which_has been_state-approved with respect to payment.
If it is a refresher course (of which there are very few),

he receives a monthly salary equivalent to. the SMIC-which
Febtuat'y 1976 was 1365 F. If it is a longer advanced vocatiunnal,,
course, he is paid an allowance which varies with the level
of qualification attained at the end of the course. In most
instancpsthis allowance means a very appreciable reduction'
in income, over a period lasting betweena and 2 years'.

Levels I and.II - Engineers and cadres - 2050/month
Level III - Senior technicians - l850/Mbnth
Level IV - Technicians - 1500/month

In addition although the worker may be sure of getting his
former job back at the end of his course, he has no certainty
at all of being promoted to a job corresponding to his new

level of qualification. For courses which are not state-apOroved

and whobe vocational value i2 not recognised by a joint body,

the worker's right is "limited by his personal financial
------resources-",---in-the-words-ofthe-CNPF (6).

To the problem of maintaining earnings is added that

of pcjing for training. It should be observed that this

problem also arises - independently of the rdght to educational

leave - for unemployed workers, who are thus quite unable to

undergo t:saining even though-their former wage level is
guaranteed for a year.

Lesne, Collon, Oeconomo "Changement socio-professionel
et formation. Etude d'une situation.de crise dans le

bassin de Briey". Doc. INFA - 1968.

(6) -CNPF pamphlet, "Bilan et rdflexions 75"

.414v
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The white loaner on obstacles to aintng for unemployed
workers presented_by the AsSedic.grou of the ?anis region,
gives 'a few examrass of the cost of trai:L courres most commonly
applied for, whiL.. must be borne in full by tae unemployed
person or worker 7= ed=cational leave.

:227 anisin bod Len th

aris Chamber of
ommerce and InduEtry,

Girls' Business &Chad].

Spoken and
written
communication

.

36 h =F.

UNCO English,
German 25 h 1300P-

wea1c

Paris Chatber of
Commeree and Industry,
Trudaine Centre

Shorthand
typing 24 h 3000F;

Clothing industry-
Technical Centre

Pattern-
Maker/marker 4 weeks.

.

2.4.00F1

These courses are state-aided; even so, the cost remains ttgh,
equal to or more than the hourly or monthly pay in the corre 0 WOO ng

occupatimns.

Furthermore, there have been numerous examples of unjustfiably
large fees demanded by the training market in recent years.. In his
report on the finance control bill (7) enacted on 31 December
1975, Jacques -Dalong-states-that "_liberalism-sometimes needs a
helping hand, especially to avoid the harmful effects of 'deals'
which may be made between. training bodies and employers tothe
detriment of those 'tbtrd partie& who ought o be the benefictartes,
ie the workers themselves". As we have seen, however, even if
bodies Charging fees which are ":-.:xcessive in-relation to the
normal price" will hereafter be zarosecuted, this will do nothing
to remove the major obstacle z-2-,,-.he rase of the right to individual
educational leave, which is tt= cost mf trainiEng.

(7) Reportby JannuenDelong on behpjf of the CUltural
Family and- arTnlal Affairs Commil,Lee, Assetb14e Nation7.41e
No. 1997, Nowember 1975.

33
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HoweverA, we cE_trl qualify this negat'22kAl conclusion regarding
educational. Aeave c.ansidering what other- means exist for'
satisfying ilzdividLaals' _demands. Ia "Biaan et reflexion 75"
the MIFF suKests two -reasons for the smala number' of applications
for leave-, wz.tch mhave- rmthing to do with obstructionism on the
part:of manaxement".

"In the N-rst when an emplo: -r assumes financial
responsibility for --=71 irveividual coursaapplication; it is recorded
in -the tax declaratinT an employerts-ini tiative. Ibis disguises
tha fact that the r 77 tion came from the individual.

It the second -nr---a-e, as consultatt=n develops in working
out .-=aining progr=.41tuv.r.s. the employer t increasingly brought
to im=orporate individual and collectt requests into the
programme even when they have no obviou connection with the
professional activity of the people expressing them."

It .is true that the collectively exmressed needs of many
workers find satisfaatton In the firm's 7n. eneral training
programme- In -some oases_ satisfaction has even been guaranteed
above and beyond the annual :execution of the plan, by means of
firm -and oc caai onaily o anupati on agreements giving workers
more extensive rights than those laid down in the,- agreement .and

Act. As an example,, ve may take the SATIEM agreement whereby
the firm's (r4o0o) workers aro eztitled to a total of 6 hours:

a week or 24 houms a month of paid educational leave. This
is not counted a's zart mf t1. 2% maximum absence for training
or as deductible ::!zpendd-Iture -mnder the heading of compulsory
participation. "OkE, should take note of one provision in this
agreement whose importance 7:'=, the .a oved functioning ofm
aonsultalion w111. be seen fazther "the members of each
firm's training -r=mittee s11 ha'a. a. total monthly
allocation_ of 5f Inurs to_ appmxtim 'Pv ung themselyes."

We should 7mention a clause th another firm agreement
because it _thformatiam..abmt training, the urgent
need for whlole.;. _7tm alrealty zesn. This provision occurs in
the TEPRAZ a6reemt-at signed an 29 Ciato-hr 1975 after a dispute
with ocongation of_2=remises, lastt-z_ se'reA, ral months . The

agreement: stipulai7- that 'ra total annnal information allocation
of- 6 hour- shara tz aw4tyona employed".

.Aften this -reviav .or the -pnaceent use of the right
-to educattonaa -47-7Mr:F;, the, ulttztacles famtng it, and :the potential
openett:up toworkals' Initiative .by cdEnebtive negotiation, -we

will meturally want: to sea ,how the const7Itation process is

Tunctioning in tha -iimplementatiOn-of- tht . training policy.

3 4
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III. OPERATION OF JOINT AND WORKERS' BE:PRESENTATIVE BODIP.S

It. -has repeatedly been said that the CVT machinery in
France operates by a system of consu1tati2m. What does this
rather vague term actually mean? Firs7; 0_12 all, it means
that before the state can enact legislati-Lm and -regulations,
it must consult the reoresentativeE of th; social partners xad
arrange for the participation of eumloyiars and wcrkers'
organisations on the numerous con itative bodies, at mations',
regional and even department levels.

The other aspact of consultation relates to the relatians
between the social partners themselves. The employers remalia
masters of the firms' activity, and across from them their
employers' trade unions Possess negotiating powers. But the
law' can only take affect by means of amlissultation between
employe/:e, and workers at every level. "This may ab=ume
different forms: E.-.ichange of informa. omr, discussion metings,
definition of areas in which deciss :must be mate jointly,
supervon of workers' representative =Indies to ensure respect
for individual rights. The main ocmar.i for comsultatian is
the joint committee meetings (in wtdch seats are fivided equally
between management and workers' representatives) in each
occupational category the jointly set up and managed training
insurance . funds, and the works c7mlici1 5- set up tultler -the
order of 22 February 1945.

The firm is the basic unit (:),:f- the system. It is there
that the right to educational 1ealo2 is used and the compulsory
financial partIcipatIon is made, a ld it is also the centre
of consultation. Our first subjecl, far consideration will
accordingly be the warks council auql fts training calanitt
we shall then move on to look Jrieny at the training dnsmt:zalize

--ftirids----MF)-- arid- empl ,;a-arlErnt cmmt ttis
joint bodies.

Under the law, campulsar:' cial participation is coupled
with -t.he obligation to ensure thp_t. the works council discuzaes
general braining problems within the firm. The importance
attached to this Latter point by the law is shown by the famt
that failure to comply with it renders the offender liable -to a
fine amounting to 50% af the financial participation.

To what extent has this obligation been respected
thus:far?,

3 5
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In the first place, we should note that tine Amt has
_led.to:the. institution of works councils-in-firns mhich.
_ought long since to have had them. A study publiShed by
J M Luttringer in Droit Social (8) atates that 'tt-Lese
legislative measurre7TCVT-77-6Eire undniably contrituted to-the
rising number pf works councils. In 1972the Ministry of
Labour recorded over 3300 new councils, or more than twice
as many as were founded in 1970.

197(0) 1971 '1972 1973

Existing committees 129778 14158 18940 19663\:

New committees 1586 1482 3339 2320

..It.is.difficult to ascertain the liumber.of firms whidh .
beW ipreferred to Pay the increase for non-discussibn.by the
morks council. The finance bill appo.6ces say that .. the amoumt
paid into the.Treasury under this heading was 7.57million truces .

9.5 million 1n1973, and 13 million in 1974.-

What we most need,to know are the conditions in. "idd...&:,17M+-T
discussion takes place, what it involves andjhow it is. preaarsa.
Tn this respect, information la 'signally:wanting. he 'ma11 ztutir
available ta that .by the Secretariat :(zArrai :far: Vtzattani
Training, trased on' the minates of couacil dt.muzz.;Lons. and..

'.....deciarations of 1817 firms in the Novd, lamousimand:Pnaa-
CoMté,regions in 1973. T sample camact be .rezarded as:

_representative, as the rat of participa=ota,..1.20% or',Iaver
than the national rate af:-1.65% tor Timis off-zrame:

.
The study does establishowever, tn6=lt the -7-11nce ot
minutes. of a discussion lz-not-ssuf-Mtlzut.g7=untliror-d
that the works council tas: taken an, prepam±mg-
the,Ltraining_pr_ogrammegeneralisults:at-tite studsr:ax

uisaa. z

given in the following tatfte.

*ft

(8) J M Luttringer, "Comité d'e..--!eprIsa et 1....armation",

Droit Social, No. 4, Apri1

°AO
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1 Regions: Nord, Limousin,
: 1ranche-Compt6, by size

1

of firm
Percentage firms in '

Firms with
over 2000
(headquarters
in Paris)

1

of which: 1-
i Average
1 over 50
1 workers

r
50-300 !Over 300
workers !workers

1

consultation took place
before 1/1/1973

preparations were made
for the me'eting

,

63%

19%

61%

14%

71%

41%

83%

55%

the works council expressed
an opinion on training 55% 57% 48% 55%

the employer supplied the
works council with-.
information

the employer presnted a
training programme (30

60%

28%

57%

22%

.

74% 92%
_

1

.

53% 82%

staff representatives
Made proposals:

1

19% 15% 37% 66%

,

the works council actually 1..
debated the training
programme 18% 14%

131% 1 67%

-.-- ...., P m41,11.1 4,-, 1

,---- ,------

which percentages refer 1,817. 1,439 378 120

) The concept of "training.programme" implies information on
the following:

objectives of training interms of needs of firm and of workers

nature' of training

bodies providing training

- conditions and methods of training

occupations concerned.
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'The study also shows the importance of preparation for
the discussion. On several occasions since the law was enacted,
the authorities have called attention to the strength of'the

.
term "delibération" in French law, and have rejected the idea
that a mere consultation can suffice. At this point, however,
there are no legal texts setting out the conditions which must
be met, especially as regards the provision of documents long
enough in advance for the term "delibération" to correspond
to reality. The Secretariat General's study observes that
"documents seldom seem to be distributed in advance; this

is done by 3% of the firms having 50-300 workers and 7% of
those. having more than 300, 4% being the average figure.
Many council members have drawn attention to this situation,
arguing that the absence of preparatory documents made it
iMpossible for them to carry out a study of training problems,
and thus to make a valid contribution to the debate".

.A certain aMount of preparatioh is involved in the presentation

by works couneils:Of proposals relating to problems which are of

priMe importanceto-all workers: the choice of bodies and means,
the value of training courses and the categories coVered. .

The study also shows that the active participation of works
council members in debates on training depends largely on the

size of firms. These conclUsions agree with those of an enquir7
commissioned by the Finance Committee:- ."a genuine training policy

is found far more, often in large firms than in Small ones ...
in almost half of the firms having fewer than 500 iaorkers, the
training policy is the product of management alone".

Proposals designed to give greater realitY to the ,effOrts

of the works councils.and their training committees'llave been

put forward in the report of t1ne Comité pour la Reforme de
1 'Entreprise of which PierreS-U-dre-axrrisChairman.: ----11Ijnder the---

present-law, the works council must be consulted on general
problemsrelating to vocational training, both initial and

advanced. So conceived, consultation may assume a relatively

formal aspect. As this is a key, area for employees,.discussion
Should aim at a true training programme covering the following

particv'ilr points: amounts'spent on training, ocCupational
categories affected,_division of training within and without
the firm, specialist and general training, choice of training.

bodies. .All.these aspects should be studied and discUssed
.1Deforehand by the training committees. To enable them to
perform their task efficiently, it would be desirable for
them to be giVen a certain nUmber of hours, with a minimum

set by law."
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One area in which the works:councils and training committees
already play an important role in some cases, as a channel for
the.expression of workers' demands, relates to'the'analysis and
development of those demands. Some firms haVe investigated the
paradoXical situation in which:requests for training almost
AlwaYi.originate among the workers who-are already most high1y7
trained. Of course, there are reasons for this,, such as the
fact that the courses offered are so short-that no substantial change..
in Occupational standing can be expected from them, or tha.
.virtual absence of any link between training and promotion4.
but there are Other reasons as well. Most often', the\offer of.
.tra.ining apPears in the firm as a catalogue of actiOns. eaoh.Of
.which should correspond to an existing and: expressed need.
BUt the facts do not bear out this assuMption-for the 'categories
to whom training has hitherto been offered only éceptionally,
ie the unskilled and semi-skilled workers. .It is only at the
clOse of a sometimes lengthy collective-Apalysis of the work
situation and possible objectives of .training that demands can
emerge hich have had time to "mature'. Some eounCilS have
p'ersuaded their managements to set up analysis machinerY.-which
they help to supervise or even assume control of, The.,existence
of such machinery has usually led to council proposals aimed
at.bringing into the training programme elements designed.fer
.categories.previously having expressed no "needs", and'Offering
new material in remedial, general and even cultural:educatiOn.

'Before closing this outline'of the present role of.he:
works councils, we should remember that their members must
be enabled to receive appropriatetraining if'they are to.
perform all these new.and, as we have seen, highly eomplex
tasks satisfactorily. Increasing the workers' educati.Onal
-leave resources for the purpose of trade union training might

, help to solve this problem or bringing capacities into line
with-de-ciared-go-Irtibal desires.

The training insurance fund (FAF) As another centre af.
consu.ltation. This is a joint body, of which, the' lawMaker,
back in 1971, had high hopes. As it was to be managed jointly,
it could become a mutual insurance eompany which, could be
expected to help solve the problems of Small and medium-sized.

--firms and to provide greater potential for the rights of:
individuals. Jacques DelOrs, cOmmonly known as the "Father of the
.Law% said of the new institution that "the training insurance.
.fund is,more than a technique for implementation and administration;'.
it should be a prototype for effective-consultation in-both
planning and execution .

At the beginning of 1976, what results ean be claimed
for'these institutions? First of what have been the
trends-in their numbers, resoureds, and numbers of workers
affe-6t-ed?

39
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-By 1 June 1973 forty-three funds had.been approved by the
Prime Minister (9); they Were divided as follows: 10 at
firm level, 10 at department level, 6 regional and17. national.
Approximately '7000 firms and 2;000,000 Workers were covered
by these funds.

. Today there are 64 funds regresenting 50,100 firms,
distributed as follows ecnording to size:

fewer than LO ftmm 10 from 50 to 500
workers tao 49 - 499 and 17

Total

number of
member firms 8,800 32,800 8,100 400 50 100

The number of member firme, thus,- has risen -by 35%in.
18 monthsand the number "of wmrkers covered has grown_-from
2,000,000-to 2,500,000.

This increase in the number of member firms is accompanied .

by a-very substantial imerease,-- 297% - in.resources,..,which amOuned
to 288 million francs in 1974, e.actbling 60,300 vorkerS
86% more than in 1973 - to aLtend_ training course's: Thehours
of training-financed were, as desired, devoted to maintaining'
and refreshing knowledge: a3% of all courses.

Three points should be mentioned to qualify this otherwise
positive result:

The funds are still having difficulty spending the sums

francs far 1972 and 1973 an1 had spent only 100 million. Actual
expenditure for 1974 amounted to 170 millions or a consumption
rate of nearly 80%, but this average figure hides considerable
disparity among funds.

Secondly, the distribution of trainees according to
occupational category proves no different from that observed
for participation-financefL training. The funds have not, .

therefore, been particularly helpful to the categories least
inyolved in training.

(9) J M-Luttringer, "tes'institutions de.la Formation.
Permanente",-Armand Colin, Collection Formath;lque.
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Above all, the joint administration of the funds, andthe
attempt to make them function mutually have not always been
successful. Moreover, joint administration was by no meanS
universally desired; both management and certain trade.union
executives, who did not believe in the reality-of the.systeth,
were worried by it.

A study (10) of some of the "big" funds seems to ingicate
that the joint administration principle is not always carried,
out 'in practice, that setting up the .administrative_apparatus
is costly.and also removes the seat of decision far from the
workers' representatives,.who are inadequately.equipped in
comparison with the largely management-appointed administrators.
TheSe'doubts as to the reality of.the joint adMinistration-Idea
give rise to other doubts -relating to the mutual aspect:of the
arrangement, which, under the circumstances-, may end'in the
subordination of small and medium-sized firms.to larger ones.

'The joint employment committees have not been consistent
in performing the role assigned to them under the 1969 National
Employment Agreement and the 1970 Training Agreement, Which .

was to maintain an up-to-date list of classes, courses or-.
sessions deemed, on the baSis of criteria defined by them,
to be of vocational interest.

The first task of the Joint employment committees was
to define the criteria for courSe approval; in some field$
this took a considerable length of.time. The chemical
industries' committees, for example, still had reached no final
conclusions in 1974. In the commerce industries'the partners
were unable to agree upon criteria; and in the glass industry
the trade union organisations_were unable to reach unanimity.

Once the criteria were defined, they had tO be applied
to the training possibilities offered. "In 1975.some committees -
such as the clothing industries' - still had published no list
of.approved courses, and for one category such as the building,
trades, whose'list of approved courses formS a large and
frequently revised catalogue there are many others which have
approved too few courses and covered neither the full range
of occupations in their category nor all the regions in the
country.

.(10) Granger, "Les FAF, organisation et fonctionnement,
quelques exemples"; Actuante' de la Formation Permanente
No. 17, April-May 1975. .
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ly. 'THE DARKER SIDE OF THE IMPLEM.ONTION FIRM-ORGANISED
WINING

We shall say no more of the st)obtcomings aiready.analysed,
.namely the lack of recourse to indivIdual ,edueationalaeave
'and the-weaknesses of the consultatic)n
look-at the diSparity of implement-a.t.ton
of firM, the distribution of trai4eeSJThr ocoUpatonal. Category:,
the,relative unsuitability of tralrlihg oppOrturaties

Disarit.ofnentation-oleOntintiOu6 :irocati6nal trainin
in relation to:size of firm: '

?arms of

iiUmber of firms

'Total wages Paid
r011-millionS of
4%)..

':::Expenditure

effectively
disbursed

Rate of
'Iparticipation 0.66%

J"ayments to the
easury 67

Mumber of
lqorkers

10-19
workers

20-49
workers

46,500 45,000

17,579 38,500

116 329

Mumber of
trainees

'Percentage of
llorkers having
c'attended a
,course

0.85%

89

50.499 500-1999::2060.and,.+.
woNObS w9rkers ...workers

:

24,000 2,000'

88,568 52,576 103 420 300

1,15% 1.46% 2.575 1.63

5 1 217

640,000 1,422,000 3,23_1,000 1,784,000 33,205 poo 4.13;262,00t

22,000 84,000 39,000 324,000 948 000 1,770,0

5.9% 12,2% 18.2%
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'The gap between the participation rate of small firms
and the national rate - which is an average - is.significant.
Even more so is the-gap.betWeen the training opportunities.
offered to a worker in a firm employing 2,000 people-- 29.6%
and those open to a worker in a firm employing 20 people -
3.4%. The finance bill appendix observes that the rate
Increase has been approximately the same in all categories
of firms (0:14% on average), which means that progress in
small firms has been relatively greater. BLit it must also .

be observed that 'per capita expenditure in firms employing
fewer than-20 workers currently stands at 181 P, whereas for
firMs with over 2,000 workers it is 829 F. This gap, already
wide, will widen yet further if participation rates increase
at the same speed in large and Small firms.

A second aspect of the disparity based on firm'size.is
that in small firms the distribution of trainees by occupational
.category deviates from the national average and not in a
satisfactory direction.

Firms of 10-19
workers

20-49
workers

50-499
workers

50o-1999 2000 .4.

workers workers
All
firms

Unskilled and
semi-skilled
workers

Skilled
workers

Foremen, senior
technicians,

Engineers and
executive.staff

11%

41%

19%

29%

13%
,

43%

22%

22%
- /

18%

42%

22%

18%

20%

40

22%

18%

16%

46%

26%

12%

17%

44%

24%

15%

Total number of
trainees 22,000 84,000 392,000 324 000 948,000 1,770,000

Thus opportunities for training, which were already
limited for workers in small firms, become virtually non-
existent for those in the least favoured categories. Of
the 64o,00o workers in firms employing fewer than 20 persons,
22,000 undergo training but only 2,420 of those are unskilled
or semiskilled workers.
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Persons receiving_training:

Which occupational category.benefits most .trom training?
"The distribUtion, of trainees.among,the,variOU'S OccpationaL
categorieS has altered ConsiOerablySince 1972. :The..:relative
sharegOingtoengineerS:and,executiveS and toteohnibians;:,
has dwindled mhilst that of skilled_Workers has:.groiinappreciahly,

Htiut .the.percentage of unskilled and Morkers has
1..emained virtualIsr_unchanged%_-Altnotigh:_witha deSilard:-
tendency. -

1972 ',1973

-1

19
.

74

Unskilled semi-
skilled:Workers 191,000 18% 256,000. 17% .299 0 q 17%i

Skilled and
qualified ,staff 376,000 .36% 612,060 41% ,I84000 7,44%

Foremen, senior
technicians and
tdchnicians

Engineers and

282,000 27% 371,000

6

25% 421,000 24%

executive staff 201,000 19% 251,000 17% 269,000 15%

Total .1,050,000 100% 1,490,Q00 100% 1,770;000 100%

When these percentages are compared with the oVerall
number of jobs in the different categories in France, the
average figpre of 1 out of 8 employed persons undergoing
training loses a good deal of its meaning.

On this point, we quote the well-documented report
presented to the Economic and Social Council by Mr Robert CheraMy(11)
Mr Robert Cheramy (11): "Everyone agreed at the outset that'
one of the consequences of the new machinery should be to
restore the balance in this distribution (among occupational
categories), hitherto more favourable to the highest categories.
Everyone now agrees that there has been a tendency to increase
the share of the workers, although mostly of highly skilled
workers. The point at issue refers only to the extent and.
meaning of this variation. Some maintain that there has been
no real change from the previous situation: training continues
to be available primarily to those whose initial education was
successful; and at the same time continuous training is not

(11) R Cheramy, Report on continuous vocational training on
behalf of.the Labour'and Vocational Relations Section,

'Economic and Social Council, June 1975.
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playing the role of 'second chance intended for it by its
promoters on behalf of those who, for whatever reason - most
often social - were unable to take advantage of the first
chance which the authorities' education and basic training
policy was incapable of offering them ... Others contend that
it is impossible to ignore the importance to the firm of
continuous training for its senior staff, especially the
technicians".

3. The relative unsuitability of trainins opportunities:

Private training facilities have adjustpd'to the new
Arrangements as best- they could-. It has often been said that-

-,traliring bodies were growing like mushrooms; and sometimes like,
toadstools. The new control law, the-.1he1pirlfand' to
Mr_Delong!s liberalism, was enacted Partly to counter the
unjustified expense and unsatisfactory quality of .seme
training initiatives. Almost unanimous).y, the Delong-report
says, firm managers 'complain Of be,ing:subjected.to such.
publicity pressure by training bodies that they sometimes
lead te rejection!, But the real unsuitability lies rdther
in the nature and level of the training offered..

The private sector, largely a heritageof-the former
refresher courses for executives and engineers, is still .

finding it difficult to design and present training facilities
for lower levels. The:desire to remain master of the
training policy contributes further to the unsuital4lity of
the offerings, with the result that employers areending.to
turn to training organised by the firm itself. But this-is
not the favourite of either Workers or their representatives,
,who would like to see the main part played by public organisations;
and the .public organisations arc not yet in a position to meet
their demands fully.

Public training facilitieS consist mainly of the State
schools, universities and adult vocational trainingassociations'
centres.

The state school system has been active in adult education
for a long time, the CNAM (Conservatoire National des Arts
et Métiers) and its associated regional centres have been
teaching thousands of adults for years. In 1973, 400 social
advancement courses were given to 100,000 trainees. But they
all take place outside working hours, and this older form of
social promotion has yet to be harmonised with the new arrangc-
ments. Coming within the provisions of the Act, there are
also 750 secondary and technical schools grouped in some 250
units ,called GRETA, which are responsible for providing courses
coming under the firms' compulsory participation scheme. The
universities also run 17 million francs' worth of state-financed
long-term promotion and re-training courses, and other courses
for which 15 million francs are paid out of firm participation
funds. But the Ministry of Education'sEhare of employer-financed
continuous training amounts to no more than 4% of the total;
in other words, it is by no means the 'main part'.
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'The adult vocational training association plays an
important role, with 3,600 teachers and some 130 centres
scattered throughout the country. But it is now struggling
with the problems facing the state as a result pf the economic
crisis: it must choose between training the out-of-work, whose
numbers are steadily swelling, and offering continuous training
for those who are still employed. The choice is apparently
going to unemployed, and to the youngest-among them in particular.
At this point, the association is taking too small a share
in the development of continuous training as provided for by
the agreement and act.

NEW TRENDS IN STATE INTERVENTION

The economic crisis is pushing state intervention in a
direction which is not that of the original conception. To

be-sure, the links necessarily uniting job and,training have

always been acknowledged. ,But-centinuous training was not
conceived as either a remedy for unemployment or a mere
extension of basic education; yet over half the trainees in
'courses financed by public funds _in 1974 were less than 251
years old and the figures for 1975 will undoubtedly be much

higher. The finance bill appendix says that now more than

ever, continuous training must help to solve employment problems

whether those of young people in search of their first job
'or those who are zut of work and must find different jobs.

With regard to the misgivings to which this trend may
give rise, and the need to improve the machinery that has
been installed while at the same time maintaining its original
objectives, we shall quote the Cheramy report.

"It therefore seems that the main object is to eMerge

unscathed from the difficulties which the economic recession i

now imposing upon continuous vocational training - to ensure

that in the course of this'period, continuous vocational
training does not lose its identity, that the workers come

to see it - eSpecially theiroung ones - as no more than a

weapon in the fight against unemployment, and one which

cannot render it painless. Zt is therefore important, regard-

less of the present trend in training, to set up and try out

immediately trie desired improvements which will enable it to

resume its forward course hereafter, especially as industrial
redeployment makes an effort in,this direction essential,

and the improvement of living conditions (and hence of working

conditions in particular), now more timely than ever, is another

incitement to the same end. And lastly, there is the fact that

expenditure on training is an investment which is universally
acknowledged to be non-inflationary - on the contrary - and

which should accordingly be given priority in a policy of

economic revival."
4 6
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The purpose of this paper is to collate the main results
of agreements on paid educational leave for certain'categories
of workers in Italy.

The first move in this direction came from ttie

metalworkers who, under their last collective agreemerit (1973),
secured a certain number of hours (150) over a three-year
period, for the "improvement of their education" in public or
recognised institutions.

Subsquently-(and in different ways), other categories of
workers a2so secured forms of paid educational leave; but-it
was the metalworkers who led the way (with compulsory school
attendance up-to the age of 14) and promoted the introduction
of classes for workers.

The cpering-menths of 1974 sw the start of the first '

experiment:; TtheEsecend came a year-later and:the third-which
is still inc:prqgT4ess, towards the d of .1975.

For the ftratexperiment, CENS1S .('tCentro. StudilnvetiMenti
Sociali") in ROmeConducted an in--depth.SurV6y'onWorkers-,.
teachers, structures, organisation and costsn whiCh the:
preeht paper is based, on behalf of:the-MiniStry-Of-l'ublIc
Education.

I. Origins of the scheme

The introduction in Italy of paid educational leave is
something quite new, particularly in the form it,has taken up
to now, namely:

- serving a purpose totally independent of production and
its requirements (for which firms ran their own courses

- serving a collective purpose (rather.than an individual
one like the leave for student-workers which continues
to operate).

The origin of the scheme can (and probably must) be
retraced to previous training opportunities in connection with

leave vhf.nia, .orthb.la'st-f-exyahi'b, has
gradually been incorporated in state agreements and regulations
as a result of the pressure of demand for education based
increasingly on cultural motivation rather than occupational
mobility.
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However, in a-wider zontext,.two faators are veryimportant: the issue of the zwit to study and the involvement
of trade Unions in spheres not Atrictly related to firms butto social conditions outside (in this case, schools and
edueational change).

it is also probablethat the.introduction of paid'
eduaational leave was influenced by foreign schemes (French
in particular) but what is clear, from the "historical" pointof vtew_iS that this scheme stems essehtially.frOM'instigation
on-the-part-of-leaders of trade.:.union organisations ratherthan from an explicit demand from the working masses.

Indeed, this point was included in the 1973 Trade Union'Agreement without consultation-:with the workers and, what is
more, with pretty vague and ill=define:i Trovisions for its
implementation.

1The only fairly clear feature is the exclusion from theagreement of any'vocational trailning and job requirement
connotations, the emphasis being placed on general cultural
objectives instead.

After the signing of the Agreement, there was a great deal
of discussion both inside and outside trade union organisationsamong intellectuals, in the first instance, rather than workersas such.

Little by little, certain guidelines were establizhed
regarding.objectives and pradtical implementation. More
specifically, this meant that:

once the general cultural nature of the proposed
educational sahemes had been established, it was decided
that-the prime objective should be completion of basic
education because of the strong potential, demand for it
in firms: in 1973, the percentage figures 'for workers
in industry without thc:, lower secondary school certificate

-

were as follows:
,

. 68% in the North
74.3% in Central Italy
81.5% in the South;

and, logically enough, it was decided to look to the
state educational avenues (to provide a basic level of
education for those deprived of proper educational
opportunities in the past) but also to establish a link
with the educational system with a view to its reform (1).

/.
(1) In practical terms, to introduce a flexibility "input" in

traditional structures; in political terms, to help to
gear the educational system to society. )11
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Agreements and aemends of.the trade union movement

1.'Basic criteria

.There are. two reference positions which indicate the
origins of lower secondary edubation courses for workers:

the first, and broader one, is linked with the type
, of role which trade unions have gradually assumed in

recent years - a role Which is no longer confined to
economic demands-and pay claims, security of employme=;
and working conditions, but has taken on a. further
diMension going beyond the work sphere to include
social relations outside firms;

- a second; more immediae one, which derives from:
(a) the securing by metalworkers (and other categories)
of a certain amount of paid ldave for.educational
activities and (b) a demand submitted to the Ministry
of PUblic Education for the provision of courses
specifically for workers.

In fact, this right to education is not entt±rely new in
the history of national employment agreements_In -view of the
gradual introduction of paid educational leave in :recent-yeana.
In the case of the metalworkers, the agreement st±pulates thaL
workers are entitled to paid leave Ln the form of a "time
bonus" available to all wage-earners over a three-year period.

,and to be spent in public or recognised institutions, in order
to improve their education within the framework of the activity
of the firm.

The "time bonue i calculated at the start of each
3-year period and is arrived at by multiplying 10 hours per
year by 3 and by the total number af wage-earners e4gIoyed in
the firm or production unit at that date., subject to:subsequent
modification of this "time bonus" according to.changes'in the
number of wage-earners (for example, in a firm with 200 wage-
earners, the 3-year "time bonus" would be as follows:
200 x 10 x 3 .... 6,000 hours).

Any worker can claim a maximum of 150 hours of paid
educational leave per three-year period but may also take
them in a single year.

To obtain this paid leave, workers,have to show that the
course they intend to take involves at least double the number
of hours they claim as paid leave (for example, in order to
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obtain 50 hours of paid leave, the course must be of a total
duration of at least 100'hours). This means that the worker
must be prepared to sacrifice at least half the number of
hours taken up by the course out of his own free time. The
contract however stipulates certain restrictions in the use
of the "time bonus":

a. Should the cannual) number of applicants exceed
the:5-year 'time_bonus_by-one-third,-the
management and the works' coUncil, when considering
wOrkers' applications to attend ceurses, must
establish objective assessment criteria to seleCt
candidates for paid leave, such as age, seniority
and the nature-of the courses.

The number of workers who may be off work at the
same time for the purpose of attending coutises must
not exceed 25 of:the total pay,rol1 at l;September
each year; in any event normal produation rates
must always be maintained.; Lastly, the Agreement
lays down that during the period of attendance at
courses, firms'will make monthly payments
_proportionate to the number-of hours,of leaVe
utilised; it is understood that such payments are
strictly conditional upon regular attendance at
aourses.

The differences between the conditions of the metalworkers'
and the textile workers' Agreements-ija-vespect-of-paid leave
are glaring.

-

Metalworkers are required to devote at least an equal
number of hours of their own free time to courses for which
they are granted 150 hours of Paid leave. Textile workers,
however, are entitled to 120 hours' leave to attend courses,
of which only 40 are normally paid (ie one-third paid, as
against two-thirds unpaid).

Furthermore whereas in the metalworkers' sector, 2% of
a fires workers may be absent simultaneously to attend courses,
in the textile workers' sector,-2:5% 6P-WiTe-earners employed
in a ,firm at 1 October of each year may exercise the right to
study, but this is over the whole_year.

Metalworkers are thus favoured all along the line compared
to textile workers with the result that in th2-first year of
the experiment, there were 16 times more metalworkers
attending courses than textile workers.
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As'the experiment goes on, the occupational distribution
of participants is changing, with greater numbers coming from
the ranks of hospital and caterin industry workers and-also
of housewives and the unemployed especially in the South).

Guidelines

Taking.this right in itself, not as a potential source
of education, but as an opportunity-to put specific-and
well-defined objectives into practice, it may be noted that
agreements do not (except in rare cases) delineate the-aims
of the "time bonus's but leave the choice of objectives and
educational structures to the autonomy of the trade union .

organisation.

As far as the general aims of the 150 hours are
concerned, the main initial guidelines (based on gradually
acquired experience) which emerge are as follows:

a. It is a means of cultural advancement for the
.collective use of workers (and hence a significant
move towards self-management), leaving behind mere
individual motivations under a strategy for the
promotion of equality, even on the cultural plane;
priority was therefore given to the objective of
thc completion-of basic education:

- as a step towards greater equality among workers
throughthe aequi-sition of_P basic_educational
grounding

- as a means,of strengthening marginal groups in

the labour market through the acquisition of an
educational qualification which ts'today
undoubtedly regarded as a minimum requirement
in the working world,

- as a substantial aid towards bridging the
dividing line between manual work and intellectual
york by pioneering an experimental linklbetween
education and work of a different type.for the
benefit of those who.have slipped through the.

educational net.

b. It strengthens the ability to keep a dollective
check on working conditions and production
processes, through a type of training which is not
subordinated to firms' requirements.
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c. It is an opportunity for workers to make themselves
felt in the state educational system by a mass
return to uschool% to contribute effectively to
the gearing of this system to society and to alter
cultural structures by bringing about changes in
content and method, with the power of influencing
their childrens' education too through eventual
reform (moving towards greater_flexibility).;

d. Lastly, it is a means of uniting workers, not only
among.their different categories but also, and
above all, in order to tackle the common problems
of their oWn social and economic conditions and, together
find solutions to them.

3, Demands concernlna_orzapisation of courses

From .1.1e organisational point of view, the demands of
trade union organisations miy be summarised as follows (in-
relation to basic education):

a. courses to be held.in state schools with teachers
paid by the state;

b. no. fees to be charged;

c. curricula to be drawn up in consultation with the
participants themselves, using an appxceoh_baaed
on-the analysis of conditions on the shop floor
and the living and working conditions of all course
participants;

d. final examinations to be marked by a board composed -
of the course tutors themselves, the latter being
in a position to recognise the specific nature of
the curricula and the educational methods selected.

Above all, emphasis was placed on the use of state schools,
firstly, to avoid educational schemes within the 150-hour
framework being run in some kind of "second-rate schools, and
secondly, in order to establish an initial link,between
educational and production structures.

It was obvious, however, that the dividing line between
suoh structures could no't be bridged by putting workers straight
into lower secondary school classes and that, furthermore,
there were features of traditional schooling which conflicted
with some of the fundamental demands of the trade union
organisations: to take but two examples, the length of studies
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and the modes of establishing curricula. Initially (in the
case of basic education) the idea was that after the introductory
experiments of incorporating workers in ,the educational
system, teachers with experience of both types ofsteachi
could be transferred back to this system with its' "normal
function of educating the Young in order to introduce .greater
flexibility in ordinary schools. In certain documents, trade
union organisations demand the Selection not only cf "state"
tea-CherePatdby7thesLate butatsoofteacherswhoalternate-.--

teaching on-the 150-hour courses with teaching-children:of
school: age, with normal hours and no overtime. . One. of .the
Main pioneering features of this experiment is the move tow4rds
self:-management of education, that is to say, in the fact that:,
the curricula are to be established by joint agreement- betwPen
students and teachers in the light of,an analysis of'the ao.tual
social and occupational ciraumstances of the participantS.
This approach, 'which seeks to transcend traditicnal't9achintL,
methods, calls for special teacher training of an essentially
methodological nature, based on an ability to run decentralised"
:attivities.

It should also be hoted that trade union organisations
have submitted a series of specific demands relating to other
educational levels (higher secondary, university) at which
"150 hour" courses may be run.

At the higher secondary level, their proposals were
initially concerned with suitable courses to meet the new,
demandfarbasiceducationrather thanwiththeacqui-sition
of more and more adVanced educational qualifications. This
programme has to be seen in the context-of the egalitarian .

drive embodied in the "150 hour" demand, which comes within
the more general objective of a single structure and 'ties in
with the trade union line that, in collective agreements,
preference should not be given to diplomas as a criterion of
occupational mobility. Priority was given, first, to tourses
providing basic education and, second, to university courses
and seminars, while the provision,of higher secondary courses
was held to be relatively less important..

However, the trade union organisatiori s have Started to
taekle the problem of student-workers undergoingHhigher
secondary studies'by submitting.a detailed series of demands
to the Ministry of Public Education. This is because: :

4
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7 the number of workers pursuing higher secondary school
studies is mounting continually;

- private, profit-making evening institutes are on the
increase and absorb the malority of student-workers
(since they are the only establishments which offero crash" courses), thereby'constituting the only
-structures able to fulfil the demands of-werkerb-Whe
want to.study.

In the case of the demand for courses confined to a single
subject and for special seminars, trade union organisations
have placed more emphasis on the universities. In fact, the
greater elasticity offered by university structures and the
greater margins of freedom enjoyed by teachers in the preparation
of their curricula make it easier to organise seminars ,and
courses on themes such as,-for example, industrial medicine,
the organisation of work or the history of the working movement:
in which either "normal" students or workers can take part, with
the curricula possibly based on the direct experience of some
of the participants.

On the basis of these guidelines, the CGIL-CISL-UIL
Federation, in conjunction with the teachers' metal, tektile,
timber, ceramic and commerce (office and shop) workers' trade
unionslwrote to the. Minisr of Public Education asking him to
issue instructions for.educational structures to be used (as
from the academie year 197)/74) for permanent education
activities and in particular, activities connected with the use
of the "time bonus' for study secured in the agreements.
Appended to their letter was a memorandum summarising the
following demands:

- courses lasting a minimum of 100 hours and a maximum
of 450 hours, depending on the cultural level of the
participants, should be held in lower secondary schools
for the completion of basic education;

- these courses should be open to anyone over the age of
16;

- at the start of the courses, the curricula should be
discussed by the teachers and participants;
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- 'at the end of courses, partiCipants should take, an
examination, based on the curriculum so devised'to
obtain an officially recognised secondary certificate
and boards of examiners shbuld be composed"of course
tutors;

- perManent education coUrses and seminars should Ite
held.in higher secondary_schools,anduniversitieson
general educational ,and concerning the
living and working conditions of riarticipants, to.
imPrOve their technical:and scientific.knowledge

- these courses should lett between 30 and,120 hours a
year and be open to anyone over the age of 16, regardless
of previout educationa1 .qua1ificati9=5.

- at the end of the courses, an attendance certifiCate
should be issued to participants .specifYing the
purpote and duratibn of the courte;

7 such_courses should also be open, on an experimental
basis, to students norally enrolled in the sChools or
Institutes in which the courses are held, although
priority should be given to student workers;

- all courses (whether compensatory or special subject
courtes) should be free of charge and theivlinistry of
Public Education should contribute to the costs .
incurred by schools.and institutes out of funds allocated
to school budgets for course management and teaching
material;

- teaching staff should be drawn from provincial grades,
with the option of employing, at their.request, state
teachers for whom full- or part-time replacements
would have to be found;

- nen-teaching staff should be drawn from officially
recognised provincial grades;

- educational authorities should :ee on schemes and
their operational guidelines wii trade union
organisations at provincial, district and local. levels.
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Naturally, as the experiment proceeds, there is also a
change of'emphasis in demand. For example, the demand for
state intervention at higher secondary level is mounting
particularly from workers with a higher educational level
who can derive direct and/or indirect benefits from it in
terms of occupational mobility (eg hospital workers).

'By the, beginning of the third year of the experiment,
the basic demands for state assistance nevertheless still
'centre on, first basic education and, second, university
education (in an almost constant ratio of 10 to 1 based on

\the number of participants).

III. Background: the situation in out-of-school education

1. Educational needs of those sectors of the population
on which the educational system has had a negliaible
impact

Action in connection with workers' paid educational
leave has to be seen against a background in which educational
opportunities:

a. first, are more readily.available to young people:
it is estimated that in Italy about 150 thousand
million lire were spent in the public sector in
1972-73 on adult education, which is just over 3%
of total public expenditure (by state and local
authorities) on education and culture (base year
1973);

b. second, within those young student categeries
themselves, they tend to be more favourable for the
higher social classes through explicit, as well'as
more serious and subtle implicit selection factors
which result in students from the lower social
strata being thrust out on a limb within the prOcess
of daily academic interaCtion.; they are'also biased
towards the natural or acquired cultural background
of the educator:: this implicit selection process
tends to result later in drop-outs, deviant
behaviour and even the complete abandonment of
studies.

Whereas a gradual rise is taking place in the intake of
younger age-groups into the educational system, showing an
increase in the student "mass" equalling 21,3% of the
populatien and 63% of the working population, a situation
still prevails whpreby adults are excluded from the educational

. system, causing a gradual rift betWeen the older,(and middle)
generations and the up-and-coming generations.
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Table 1 Ratio between the student_population and the
workinjapopulation

Year Student populati,on Working population % ratio
between:
student

thousands % incidence
among the
total Italian

. thousands % incidence
among-the
total Italian

population
end-
working:

population population population-_
1952 6,786 14.3 19,577 41.2 34.7

1961 7,939 15.6 20,136 39.5 39.4

1975 11;864 21.3 18,898 34.0. 62.8

Source: CENSIS, on the basis of ISTAT data.

The potential educational needs of the Italian population
as revealed by the 1971 'census data are still considerable:
In 1971, 76.6% of the population over the age of 16 still
had no lower secondary.diploma. There are thus 37.3 million
people (including 16 million without any elementary diploma)
without this minimum level Of education which is nowadays
attained by 60-70% of young people (even though considerable

. geographic differences still persist with the Southern
regions of the country lagging well behind).

Taking the case of the working population, it appears
that in'1974,. 63.9% still had no lower secondary school
diploma, although there has been a slight improvement in
recent years, while the proportion of wage-earners rose to
64..6% in the same year. In the case of the latter, it has
to be said that the mork force in Southern Italy and its
off-shore\islands, by comparison with the North, comprises a
small proportion of workers with an intermediary level of
education and arlarge number without the minimum level of
education. The percentage figures in 1973 were as follows:

South North
- without lower secondary school

73.6% 53.8%diploma

- with only the lower secondary
school diploma

- with a degree or doctorate
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IV. Reuponse from public authorities

1. Courses provided by the Minispf Public Education

The response to the new demand fop workers' education,
in the case of the Ministry, took the following forms:

a. The establishment of a Technical Committee attached
to the Ministry itself to keep a constant check on
the progress of the experiment and carry mit an
immediate assessment of provisional results as they
emerged.

b. Introduction of courses. These were started in 1974
in state secondary schools and based on a unit szslern
(four classes = one unit), involving four courses,
with' fewer than 25 pupils (aged 16) per course with
four teachers and a timetable consisting of 16'hours
Ter Week. The courses last for.one academic year
only and consist of 350-450 hours of instruction,
with a timetable arranged by agreement with those
at'tending the courses.

.

766 courses were held in 1974 (of which 718 were run
by the directorate of 1st level secondary education
and 58, in, the province of Rome, by the general
directorate of popular education).

By 1975, the scheme had expanded considerably; the.
Ministry had almost tripled the number of courses,
from 776 to 2036 (table 5) with a bigger allocation
in the Centre and South of the country compared
with the North, although the Centre eventually*

. showed-a slightly smaller,increase in pupils than
in the number of courses (cf indE.)x.nos. for the
3 areas in table 5).

In the current year (1976), the scheme shows a
two-fold growth over the previous year and a five-
fold growth compared with 19740 with distinct
subsequent progress in the Centre and the South
(cf. table 5).

The 718 courses held in 'the first year began.at
di ffer.ant_timebacause_of_thecommi-tment softcache-re
undergoing basic training.

However, in 1974, ,tbe starting date of courses (in
over-80% of cases) was March/April (1)..

./.

(1) January/February in the case of the Second experiment
(1975) and November/December 1975 in the case of the
third (1976).
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Table State,run basic education courses and HAUS artici ants acodialLigs

R E G 1,0 N

PiedmOnt

Liguria

Lombardy

Trentino41to Adige

,11.1eneto

Priu1 i.Venezia.Giu1ia

Emilia.Romagna

Marches

Tuscany

Umbria

Latium

Campania

Abruzzi

Molise

Basilicata

Apulia

Calabria

Sardinia

Sicily

torth

Centre

South and. islands

ourses

ONNY

1975

(2)

168 ,360

16 48

220 378

19 22

50 126

12 28

47 128

4 51

44 132

60

go 260

54 172

17

4 8. 16

24 73

13

8 18

16 124

532

138

106

1,092

503

441

,

456

74

582

56

204

66

230

92

188

68

374

428

33

35

16

214

125

139

342

1;668

722

1,332

1976

1974

yrly PAW Ayhopyymaymio. y

2143, 271.4

300,0 462,5

171,8 264,5

115.8 294.7

256.0 4084

233.3 550,0

272,3 489.4

1,275.0 2 300,0

3oco 427.3

289,0

318,5

415.6

792,6

200,0 875.0

304,2 891:7

225',0 1,737.5

775,0 2,137,5

205,3

364,5

416,0

313.5

523,2

1,256,6

3,030

293

3,865

161

-810

253

915

57

739

984

2,023 '6016

1007 3,737

374

90 148

361

528 1,469

237

no 304

356 2,318

ymaftel"."0.

1975'

,M,Y.,...oeleyo.

.1976 1' N 1 1001

(1) 1975 1976

5,955 9,120

869 1,480

6,498, 11)640

355 1.120

2,530 ,4,080

635 1,320

2,821 4,600

10026 1,840

2,151 3,760

1,360

7,480

8,560

, 660

700

320

41280

2,500

21780

6,840

3)327

2,819

2,091

19,665, 33,360

10,177 14,440

81948 26,60

g index number (1) Estimated on the basis of 20 pupils per course,

(2) Nearly 3 months after the eart of the course,

SOURCE/CENSIS

512,!,

251,G

30%)

11800.(

291,0

301,0

297,4 369,7

371,1 850,0

164.4 717.8

278.2 610 6

276,4 21527 3

651,1 1,921 3

210,6 357 7

3614 512k 2

427,9 1,274 0
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The units, 94.3% of which are in state secondary
school's, seem to have stood up fairly well from
the organisational point of view; there has been
a small number of l'shut-downs" (in nearly 10% of
cases, the units concerned contained under 4
classes).

On the other hand, difficulties have arisen over
timetables because of the different requirements
of workers (particularly shift workers), and in
some cases because of "opposition" on the part of
'firms (reported by approximately a fifth of those
interviewed).

There has been a constant general fall-off in
attendance after enrolment: about 25%
(approximately, 3 months after the start of courses),
according to sample figuves (in the current year,
however, the figure appearp to have declined to
about 15%).

c. On the subject of contents and methods, it should
be made clear that circumstantial factors have
had a profound influence on methods of establishing
curricula.

These factors, which were the premise to the scheme,
are in fact partly substantive (new demands and
requirements of society) and partly formal (backlog
of previous deficiencies, novelty of the scheme)
and may be summarised as follows:

- collective demand from the working movement for
a non-traditional type of education which, mhile
calling for the introduction of secondary
education courses, is also the expression. of
cultural tension geared to the acquisition.of
qualifications which conventional secondary
schools are unable to provide;

- the presence-in schools of adults with a wide
experience of life and work behind them - not
adolescents straight from elementary school;

- disappearance of the narrower'type of course,
thanks to changes in schooling in which formal and
disciplinary aspects are becoming secondary,or
disappearing and are superseded by other factors
such as age, working experience, motivation and
active participa'Fion in classroom work by "pupils".

6 2



r culUral and educatiOna1 :deficiency:of,'40Ult)'
education in.Italy, which aggravates thealready
unsatisfactory situation in traditiOnsecondary
educatiOn in'terms, ofteacher trainingand lack

,

of'propereducational;methodologidal and.
axaminationreSources.

All thiS, combinedwith:theeducatidnal::.Objectives_
of the_schem0,_whiOtO:Complwith:,theA0Mandof
the tradeuniOnOrganisatiOns, mUstnOt-:tegeared',to
occupational considerations but t6 critiCalbultUral
developMent in.a 'context of reality, has:made it:
'obvious that:

- it iS impossible to use conventional
school curricula;

theremust-beno questOn of loWering itandards
as to make.it possible'tO Adquir6 an'!feasy."
diploma (this idea is-rightly turneddoWn.IPTthe
trade union organisations);-

..

- it is necessary to adopt a fresh educational .
approach suited to this new type of pupil, in
terms of content, teaching0-morking methodOlOgy
and.assessment of results (experiments in .self-
management)f,. /

As regards the establishment of curricula, it was
decided to adopt somewhat_flexible types of formula
so as to attach greater importance to a peripheral;
rather than a centralised, approach which would
have been in complete contradiction with the
experimental nature of the scheme in the totally new
situation for all those involed. This means that
it is more important to adopt,specific methods of
establishing and monitoring curricula' than to
define tbeir content.

In practice, the procedure adopted was as follows:

i. to provide general guidelines;

ii7- to demonstrate7-durkngr-the-prellm±nary-teacher
training course, the decentralised technique'
for drawing up curricula;

iii. to induce teachers themselves to prepare
practical sample curricula and/or work plans
baseeon proposals discussed durin&the course
and existing material and examples of this
nature.
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Each course comprises 4 teaching units according to
discipline or on inter-disciplinary lines, each
occupying 4 hours per week. According to Ministry
instructions, the curriculum must be built up in
relationship with:

1. the background circumstances of the pupils
on the baais of'which-praetical educational
objectives =a be dbterviined;

the past and present experience of the
participants in relation to work in school and
in society, with a discussion and a constant
reminder of the significance of the inclusion
of adults in basic education courses;

iii. the new imp2r_t_alme which schools.are now
.

assuming in-matters of oceupational trang;
studying and working experience., the new
demand for education on the part of workers;
the right of adults to study; permanent
education prospects.

The four teaching units are as follows:

1. inter-disciplinary unit: mathematics and
elementary science;

ii. inter-disciplinary unit: geography, civics,
history;

iii. inter-disciplinary unit: Italian

iv. inter-disciplinary Unit: . a foreign language.

From the organisational pointof view, .the factors
which cause the greatest difficulties are:

- funds for the purchase of material which, in the
case of the state, haNe proved insufficient, or
arrived late,or in some cases, have even given
riseto disputes in the host school about their
utilisation;

e

readyac-ces-s-ta-schoo-1 equIpment--(chatrs,-teachtng
material etc), stemming from "institutional
opposition". to a new service. In Some cases,
access to- such equipment is giyen with reluctance
rather than accepted and encouraged;

- co-ordination of teaching staff; this has been
conducted in variedand almost "autonomous" ways
by the variou8 institutions which provided their

6 4
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_
initial 'training and,as.a ,result, hai-often
depended on the initiative- ahd...needS of.the
teachers and on the "drive" of the institution
responSible for their training. .The results in
terms of effective 'inter-disciplinary work and
research, quite'apart from considerable regional
variatiohs, have not.been coPpieucuslY.
successful. Of course there have been other
contributory factors linked with the cultural
background of the 'service or that of the teachers;
it has to be remembered.that both are More
accustomed to a routine eduatImaLattera rather
than to projects and research; although these must
form a part of the objectives and modernising
endeavours of the sCheme;

- lastly, it has to be remembered.that the tendency
to resent "Outsiders" has sometimes 'been evident
in the training instituteS themselves,whese role
was in fact remarkabl, ambiguous, governed more
often by their readiness to co-operate than by a
specific formal authorisation which the Ministry
was s1OW in issuing.

d. Recruitment and selection of teaching staff. For
the recruitment of teadhing.staff for the 15c) hour
courseS, instructions Were given'in
circUlar that teachers should-be. drawn:frOm grades
employed at the lst level .of-higher secondary
education. 'Teaching posts were allocated, in order
of priority, to applicants in ordinary provincial
grades who were.not in permani..mt posts.

Posts were initially intended 'cc be permanent but .

in fact were for a specific period only; because of
this, provision was made for temporary supply.staff.

The objectiveof teacher training. f,orthe-150 hou
-courses were discussed and defingd'by the Teehnicaf
Committee.in February 1974. They 'were closely
aligned to the recommendations which the Technical
Committee had made-concerning courses for workers.

It was deztdedtoavetdpla, i11g7forward readr-made-----
plans.and curricula in,the training period and instead
to try.to enable teachersto devise A secondary
course for workers which would' not be a mere
repetition of conventienal secondary. edUCationbut
would ensure real articiotiolil_a_workers ih their_
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a_p_:_o_s9_s_sLoy_j_gowntrainixnakinthemestablisha
relevance between their actual circumstances and
the training,process itself.

Lastly, work was to be conducted on'an effective ,

inter-disciplinary basis.

Three objectives emerged from this:

to make teachers capable of working out courses,
taking account of the need ,for strict reference
to workers' experience:

to make teachers capable of working in .units;

to provide teachers with functional contents
in both these spheres, in keeping with the
context and the methods employed,

The aim of the courses was:

first and foremost,-to devise a working method
in which preference was abcorded to an inter-
disciplinary approach, and workers' actual
experience was used as a starting point;

to give teaChers certain.basic information
.

concerning the 150 hour scheme, the history and
problems of the Working, class, the problems of
the areas in which they would be called upon to.
work and recent Italian social history.

All this was to be done bY group work so as to enable
teachers to learn to tackle a problem AS a whole and
build up a work programme around it.

Teacher training courses are provided by the following
centres:

ISFOL (Istituto per lo Sviluppo della Formazione
Professionale del Lavoratori), for central
regions of Italy; -

the Technical Committee at the "Provveditorato

OPPI (Organizzazione per la Preparazione
Permanente degli Insegnanti), for Emilia;

the "Istituto di Pedagogia" at the University
of Turin, for Piedmont_and. Liguria;

the "Departimento disocializzazione" at the
University of Trent,- for the three Venezias;

FORMEZ (Centro di Formazione e Studi per il
Mezzogiorno), for Southern Italy.
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The teachers' timetable.consists of 64 hours a week
subdivided into:

lb hours of actual classes;

- .8 hours for inter-disciplinary activities;
co-ordination and preparation of teach.l.ng material.

. _ _ _

Teacher training for.the suceeSsive experiments _was
entrusted to different tlñ,ovveditoratiry which arranged
retraining courses (an initial course plus .refresher
activities during the year) bn a provincial (or, at_
most, inter-provincial) basis.

e. As regards non-teaching staff, problems.arose in
connection with the "bidelli" (school-porters) and
secretarial staff; in the latter instance, the problem
of excessive work was resolved by authorising the
employment of secretarial staff to work for several
units (one for every 300 tudents). In'the case of
the porters, a similar solution was adopted (one
porter for up to three cour6es; two porters for over'
three courses). These solutions prompt a few
reflections on the problem of the "global timetable"
to maximise the use of school structures.

In the case of teachers, the iiain problems stem from:

the system of recruitment-(according to grades
in secondary schools),

tbe period of recruitment (after the start Of the
school year);

their consequent youth and lack of professional
experience;

their inexperience in the adult edUcation sector
in particular but, above all, their total lack
of wbrking experience.OUtSide 'sChOols..;

Pathological factors (resignations, absenteeism ete)
have been less in evidence among secondary School
eac ers, on average, nan among o ers ore

specifically:

a high rate of resignations was evident at the
start of the schcmie;

a particularly high rateof maternity leave was
recorded (again, compared with teachers in
ordinary secondary.schools).
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Lastly, from the financial point of view, it should
be noted that the seheMe has proved more economic
than ordinary secondary chooling, mainly owing to
the reduction of teAch1 n0 staff and alsb the
concentration of the three.terms normally provided

'in ordinary schools Into single study period. Of
eeurse, these_censid_aratj-ons cannot be:regarded as
having a definitive ValiditY bUt they maY:be taken
as an indication of an attempt to by-pass certain
long-established stahdards and roUtine.patterns:-.
(the large ntimba,ef,,tphersemiliT0ed in Ordinary
secondary schools,Iviej-on into elasSes instead of
7units etc).

A final point Shculd be Made in connection with
state financial asstistance to promote the right to
study. This takes the f01-117 ef:

first, expendittira predominantly on teaching
material;

second, financ1-41 contributions, which vary a
good deal from begion to region and may beas
much as 453 million lire for state courses alone
but do not appl4 at all to regions With special
statutes (TrentIno and Alto Adige, exCluded .

because of-thej-1, special autonompus status-which
enables them to obtain assistance froM the two
provinces of TrCnt and Bolzano) where the
state is still _tvsponsible for the social sector
(including education costS).

In the latter instances, the only assistance was that

of the Ministry, to tile tUne of 100,000 lire per
course, within the llMit set out above.

Final stages of the cotlr'se. The first experiment in
worTcerscot.ound up oVer the period
September/December 19/4 in accordance with provisions
laid down-in a minitexIal circular.

The concluding stage,z of courses are an important_
time both from the forMal point of view (acquisition
of trTeomra'rys~1:.dl:paoma-)--and7-the7substant-7j:ve--
point of view (finaj aasessment of course participants,
units, and the experlificnt as a whole).

In-the.event, the minizitorial circular was onlyissued
at the end of Septernboz1, 1-educing in some cases the
minimum time needed to carry out the preliminary .

phase of the final ope:eation.



In addition, there was a certain amount of
resistance" evident in the submission of

documentation concerning the work which had been
done. This was primarily due to:

the subsequent'work involved which may have
seemed very complex to those familiar with
more traditional teaching methods;

the fear that the final product might
by ministerial authorities ae a means
checking on tax liability;

the difficulty of soliciting, maintaining and
promoting exchange of ,inforthation and the
neceSsary technical assistance,. ow-the 'part pf
teacher training institutions, for the-purpose
of compiling a final report on each course;

the reluctance of participants to disseminate,
through bureaucratic channelS; the 'fruits of ,

collective work and drive; there was a ,feeling
that it might be advisable to safeguard t4e
Independent planning of subsequent courses by
participants an& their trade union organisations.

However, this still leaves a considerable amount of
material which calls for a careful analysis in order
to define the concrete lines which emerge from it
_more closely.

As regardstheexaminationassuchTitseems that in
some cases, a sort of "examination atmosphere" on
the most traditional of academic lines was in fact
reintroduced. This feature, linked with the direct
and indirect experience of thoSe involved (students,
teachers, directors) received normative backing
from the monitoring procedures laid down in the
ministerial circular (the emphasis on ad hoc
assessment rather than assessment of work done
throughout the year and also.on the'individual work
produced by each student, regardless of any previous
group research work, are two outstanding examples).

The inclusion of an examiner who was not involved in
the experiment seems to have accentuated the acadeoic
nature of the.operation.

However, from the formal point of view,.the results
were certainly positive, especially in comparison
with the failure rate of candidates in ordinary
examinations (99% of candidates from the 150 hour
courses gained their diplomas as against 75% in
ordinary examinations). 69
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Comparisons between the pass figures and the
number of participants at the beginning of courses
give ran idea of the "drop-out" rate over the year.
In fact, the proportion of pupils who attended
the courses but failed the examination Ls
extremely small.

2. Other schemes

In addition to the courses organised by the Ministry for
the completion of basic education, there are courses organiseC,
independently by regions, local institutions, a number of
secondary schools and certain universities. Details are
given in table 6 below.

Table 6 Non-Ministi7 "150 hour" courses and seminars

,

Number of seminars Number of students
Organisers _,.

--
1974 3:.;)75 1974 1975

Valle .d'Aosta 5 20 No .( ) 400 (2)

Lombardy: 91 113 1,228 1,695 (2)

Municipality
.

of Bologna 18 25 379 500 (2)

Universities

and-level
secondary
schools

28 (1) 39 1,361 4,000 (2)

. 3 11 '. 90 (2) 330 (2)

TOTAL 145 231 30299 5/777

(1) Approximate data.

(2) CENSIS estimates.

Whereas the courses organised by regions and local
institutions were for the most part designed for the
completion of a basic education (except in Lombardy where,
in addition to those listed in table 6, there were 13 courses
in 1974 for "cultural enrichment and occupational

,

advancement", with 169 participants), those organised by
universities and secondary schools were of a more traditional
kind. In the case of the former, in particular, it should
be noted that'their schemes still rely, on the one hand, on
the basic "demand" expressed by workers' trade union
organisations and, on the other, on individual teachers (or

70
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groups of teachers) who have organised educational activities
for workers at universities (or rn upper secondary schools)'
in response to an actual and/or latent demand on the part of
trade union organisations

In the first,Year of the scheme (1974), out of a total.
of 16 universities involved in the experiment, only three were
in central Italy (Florence, Macerata, Ancona), all the others
were in the North. None was in the!South.

As regards the contents of the courses, it appears that
economics was most in demand, followed by subjects re1atin8
to occupational questions.

From the point of view of method, a uniform.pattern seems
to have been adopted, as follows:

presentation of subjects by one or more experts";

group work on the subjects in question:

preparation of-a,"research" project to enlist 'the-,
active paricipation of the workers.

Although the practical plan of such courses seems sound
enough, it appears that their results fell short in manycasesr-
of the'organisers expectations. One'of the main reasons for,
this was the relatively "independent" lines of the courtes in
relation to the worIcing experience of participants.

Problems_anose_in_connection_with.the location and timingL
of seminars. Usually seminars were 'held in,universities, once
or tWiCe a week, with the following exceptions:.

Modena: crash-course lasting just over a month with
five meetings a week (total: 15 hours),

Turin: where a course was held at the "Lega FIAT .

Rivolte.to facilitate attendance by workers.

The presence of both students and workers led to a
variety of responses and solutions owing to the very different

-teaching-arrangements, and-degrees-of -preparatren- and
experience of the two, types of participant.
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Only marginal attemPts were made to set up higher
secondary.educatiori courses, and tool,: the form of traditional

. types Of seminar, comparable in the main to university
courses. Th real problem now, at this educational level, is:

whether to encourage those who have completed their
basic education through 150 hour courses to continue
their studies (especially workers.in the tertiary
sector who can hope for greater occupational
mobility by further studies),

or to tackle the mighty problem of vocational
training which is a very complex matter in thecase
of adult education (especially.with workers alreadY
having experience of the world of work)..

'Teachers

Teachers employed in the first experiment in courses for.
workers tend to be much on a par with the average teacher, of
whom a profile has been built up by sociological research, with
.one or two additional specific.characteristics bound up with
the circumstances of their recruitment or the unusual context
in which.they operated.

They consist largely of young teachers (32.3% under the
age of 25 and 54% between.the ages of 26 and 30), with women,
teachers in the 'same ratio in ordinary secondary schools
(just over 50%) but predominating (72%) in the 'younger age
group. Over half came from middle-class backgrounds (56%),
while the ratios of those from the two extreMes Of upper and
lower classes were 15.8% and 15%45? res.pactimely,_which_is________
much the same as the distribution, in terms of social background,
of teachers'in ordinary schools and university "graduates.in
recent years.

Differences in social_bactound. produce, in many cases
anyway, very intereSting variations in approach. Teachers from
working or lower middle class.backgrounds are.usually the most
outspoken in their criticism of traditional school. methods
(especially contents and methods of assessment) and of.the role
of the teacher and are more interested in introducing new
contents and in establishing a new type of teacher/pupil

-Probably-thair-bchaviour-is-aIso-affected-by--
the difficulties and Obstacles they have encountered in the
course of their own education.
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Teachers from middle.class backgrounds - ie'the majority
group - seem, as a whole, to have the most traditional
approach both to the courses and-their own role.: this is dug,
at least largely, to the fact that they still regard the
learning process as a means of gradual social and cultural
adVancement, teachers with an upper class background tend On
the'whole to.reject traditional attitudes to schoel and the
'role of the teacher; in this they are similar to their
colleagues with lower class backgrounds: however they differ..
from them in their demand for changes focused not so much
on teaching content. as .on the slightly more subtle aspect of
methodology.

Professionally speaking, th.6y are university graduateS,
70% of whom haVe taken ,their Ph.D. within the last two:years
(3.5% r'Are still university students), do not have the
azregation diploma, but often (in 2/3' of eases) haVe.some,..
teaching experience behindthem0.usually in upper,er lower
secondary schools' (only 11% have had any experience in.

.

evening classes for workers).

Within the various inter-d1scip.linary_IeaCh110LITA:0,,a
fair degree of homogeneity is generally evident.. 'More-
specifically

teachers in the 1st ±nterdisciplinary unit
(mathematics and sciences), significantly enough
the only group with a male majority, seem to have
difficulty in.breaking away from a traditional
approach to teaching;

teachers in the 2nd disciplinary unit (history.-
geography ,- civics) and the )rd disciplinary unit
(Italian) are usually the most open to new ideas and
methods; '

teachers in .the 4th inter-disciplinary unit .(foreign
languages) - who, another thing to remember, consist
almost entirely of women - tend to have a middle-of-
the-road approach in the sense that they are fairly
open to new ideas in some sectors (especially in
that of teaching methods) and- More hidebound in

_

otherz- (eg contents and administration).-

7 3
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Generally speaking, the main points concerning the
teaching staff taking part in the experimental secondary
education courses for the completion of basic education may
be summed up as follows:

a. the youth and lack of professional experience of
themajority,

b. the relative inadequacy of their training before
.embarkng on a scheme of such a novel and different
kind;

0. the wide support among teachers for the general ,
educational objectiveso the trade union
organisations;

d. the attempt (according to their statements,.at
least)7to introduce new contents, methodologies,
teachin material and assessment criteria made by
a quite considerable proportion of teaching;,ataff,

e. tfie difficulties encountered and revealed in the
majority of cases in defining and organising their
role as educatora.in a manner consiatent with the
innovatory aspects of the experiment in 1150 hour
courses" in which backgroun Icnowledge is virtually
non-existent.

VI. Initial assessment
....-___......,.......

_..L._,At..., thi,s_s.tage.,_a_t_the_start_of_the-third-experiment.,---it----
is premature but necessary to take some stock of the scheme,
particularly for the 'purposes of this paper.

From the political and cultural'point of view, it may
be said that the-150 hour courses represent the first important
application of a principle which has gradually crystallised
in,recent years, that is to say, the principle that workers
(and not only their children) have the rillpt to study.

The idea of student-workers found its way into
employment contracts largely in the form .of.Lpermission to

--:-.--take-t-i-me--ofin-order---to-take- examinations-and-as- a .resuIt--
of a mass demand for education on the,part of workers, but on
the understanding that such activities largely took place out-
of working hours. In the case of the 150 hour courses,
however, workers are entitled, under agreements, to attend
courses in working. hours (at least partly: 506 in the case
of metal wo-rkeW)

7 4
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WhatA.s more-, it is'the first time the Ministry. has
agreed to allocate resources for educational ndrop-oute
on any considerable scale (relatively speaking, of couise).

But moVing on from general (quantitative and political.)
cOnsiderations, to an assessment of the scheme from the'_.point
of view of.worker participation .(self-management), andfrom
the point of view.of the adaptability and the adaptation of
eduCational structures and methods(flexibility), the
following points may be made: -

a. the introduction of paid educational leave° J.11
employment contracts is the result of '

j.nitiative on the part ofaeaders of trade:.union
orsanisations which, for, the time beingat1SaSt,
is tocused on general and not str1ct1y,OccUpat1ona1
aspects of education;

b:' there was considerable discussion once hpaid
educational leave" had been secured, not:only among
the graSs roots of the trade union movement but
also among a great number of intellectuals. who Saw
.in the 150 hour courses an opportunity to achieve
an alternative workinaciass culture; in fact,
while the scheme fends itsel.17 theoretically to'
some progress in this direction, in practice;
has come up against inadequate cultural-6'nd
methodological development in the adult education
sector, and more specifically, the type of
training given to teaching staff, which is
inadequate-aVen-foyl-o:odinary-schools4and-still
more so for courses of this kind);

c. this does not mean that the impact of the coUrses
on the.existing situation (organisation, structures,
teachers) has not yielded any results throughout the
system, especially in terms of actual teacher'
training, obviously the introduction of a scheme of
this kind has results which should mainly be
assessed in the long term.

d. nevertheless, it is already possible to claim some

even with the very wide variations pertaining
primarily to geograpl-! areas (largely depending on
the degree of pressur from trade unions), which

7 5



has given this scheme a localised image rather on
.the.lines.of 'random sampling"..In fact, the
'opportunity for meeting during 0ourses has
.stimulated cultural development; a demand for
greater participation in,.the workings of society
(inside and outzide firms) and,.in many cases-i-an
appeal for more educationa). schemes

with particular reference to the.self-mana.gement.
of educational processes, the couTeses.thay.besild
through pupil participation in drawing up curricula
and work plans - tolliark the first instance,,
possibly, of 'self-management" in state,:e.7cheels.
pf course, these are only the first :steps and:there
have-been.any ambunt of difficulties, :partigUlarlY
.in Connection with differences in participants'
eduCational background and eitpectationS'from
-"school" of which worers had both:direct Okberienee
(in the past) and indirect:experience '(threugh
their children's schooling). These_expectations
have sometimes found practical expreSien in a., '.

demand for Cultul-e and in concern fOcUsed on
subject-matter,ather than on indepen(;ent self-
management and the Under.lvinpurobse cf the'course
Naturally, the part Played by teacher:7: :oar: also
been a decir;ive factor in the practical realisation
of these attempts at selfma)ngement: etiMulating
and guiding dicusion identifying focalpoints.
of ,demand, soliciting opt:ions,..co-ordirating the
establishment of curricula .(and working procedlare
-as-weI-L,-a-ri-carTliTg-out4he-projet-i-n-prctibe.
These are ai 'facets of a professio'gx ich the
average teache l. does not yet possess (an.,.fA which the
teachers Op these courses, often young and In their
first t.pachIng :post, do not possess

.It must also. .be.said that after the r c ear
certain guiiielfce.t.! :for curricula did emerge'and'
haVe helped in the sObsequent ex.periments. This
is especially trueAri ch cse of the.metal-workers
who started off the scheme;. other categories of
worker5 who participated n the scheme after the
mete-,,,wr:rkers a-d-had less-CuTtural:-br.ekground and
experience behThd them, share the same problems
(a typical e:Imple is that of the hospital workers);

C. Lastly, with l'ogord to the f],exibility. of the scheme,
two trends ma:7 be said to have emeroed:

the first kook the form of organisational
changes unler the initial pressure of workers'
demand: fop example, organisa.zion into"units
whi;Jh cuts down the number of teachers or the
length of the course which is "contracted".

7 6
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(350-450 hours), compared with the ordinary
school year;and also compared with the normal
duration of studies (a single study Period as
opposed,to three terms at school). Another
example is that of curricula, ektensively
altered both in content and method compared
to ordinary schools;

the second, which arose after the start of the
course, a feature of which was a certain move
towards "standardisation" under pressure from
_bureaucratic quarters, was to reproduce2-the
standard pattern of educational struCture -
and also in some cases under pressure-from the
trade unions, whose aim is greater interaction
(at the moment very limited) between _th6:
150 hour oourses and ordinary schools., The
following proposals have'been put forward to
this end:

thatthe start of the 150 hoUrcourses:shoUld
be made to ooincide with:that ofYthe.
Ordinary school 'year.

that teachers,empleyed on the 150 hour courses
should enjoy Similar "status" to that of
teachers in ordinary schools, this would
facilitate their transfer from one type to
another;'

that_teacheralneady_in_serAtc_en_ar_di_nary
secondary schools should be permitted to
transfer'to 150 hour courses.

The firstandthird propesals have beenfolleWed
up, in thatat least in ,prindiplelthey haVebeen
accepted for the year 1975/b (although there
have been few results in practicebeCause.of the
delay over arrangements fer, the courses).

To sum up, we have witnessed the beginnings of a
scheme which is fairly flexible-in-itself cOmpared,
with ordimaryedUca-tional7achemesand i-s-expanding
all the time but, for the time being, haS:little
influence on the-whole on the "host" schools fel,
the courses. With regard to the latter aspect, in
particular., it should be meted that there has peen
a good deal of opposition on the part of schools
(especially at grass roots level) to the presence
of a very different kind of service which introduced
a much more actiN>e and often ''dialectic" approach
to teadhers, governing boards and the whole set-up'
in ordinary schools.

7 7
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To revert to the question of flexibilitz, it is
worth mentioning that at university level 11150 hour"
activities took a wide variety of ,forms. Hereany:
schemes which were promoted stemmed from the
"independent" initiative of teachers who organised
suitable seminars in conjunction with trade union
organisationp. University governing-bodies (at
least to start with) held themSelves somewhat
aloof from thuse courses and it is onlY now Zhat
some.sort of dialogue is being established between
.trade.union organisations-and universities in'
connection with arrangements for the ay) hour coUrses
All this, however, is being done independently of
the.Ministry of Public Education, as such, which is
only actively involvFx1 at the basiC education level,

Attempts tO integrate "150 hour".university
,activities with ordinary activities haVe so far.
yielded somewhat disappointing results (confined to
the joint attendance at seminars by studentsand
workers). In the case of universities, the'
flexibiliiIy and indeed,- SbMetimes, the initial
vagueness of the scheme nay be said to have been
contributory factors ir keeping the workers', seminars
(which, after all, are ndt very numerous) somewhat
extraneous to the work of the universities.

8
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PART TV.

'DUTCH ADULT EDUCATION

ON ITS WAY TO AN "OPEN SCHOOL" SYSTEM.

by

C Stapel



Summary

After an introduction in which the development of
adult education within the context of Dutch society is
described (I), an analysis is given of the present-day
situation, and the tendencies towards a new structure of
this field (II).

The possible influence on the organisation, contents
and methods of adult education in the Netherlands of the
government sponsored endeavour to'create an "open school"
system is discussed, as well as the,way in which the innovation
of the existing system is hoped to be reached at (III).

I. The Dutch and their adult education

Adult education in the Netherlands cannot fully be
understo,od w:'.thout some idea about Dutch society and its
typical'characteristics. Only then one can appreciate the
existence of so many different organisations and agencies
and understand the problems arising but of any attempt to
bring about change in existing situations.

1. More perhaps than by anything else the Dutch and their
society are marked by their "bourgeois" character. The
western parts of the Netherlands, including Flanders, .from t4e
early Middle Ages onwards have been dominated-by towns. Based
on farming, fishing and shipping the wealth and influencs of
these towns grew by trade and nommerce. Liberal and tolerant
they attracted many who had to or wanted to leavetheir home
,cd'antrre---And in turn-these cifizensd-dhtribut-erne
:expansion of commerce and culture.

Preponderant as these towns became.in social, financial
and -poltti-cal-'respect, that western part of the Country in
which they were congentrated internationally Was taken for the
whole:, "Holland"stood - unjustifiably however - for
°The Netherlands".

,This prepOnderance of the towns and their:"bourgois"
culture has since stamped the Dutch. way of life. .Unmistakably
cpnnected with this development has been the influence of the
Reformation and the spreadidg of'calvinism throughout the
country. Emphasising individual decisions in human life it
contributed a go6d deal to the development of local democracy,
thereby strengthening a bent to self-government prevailing
not only in the independent tdwns but also in the rural
itpoldertl .-districts (dyke-surrounded areas in Which farmers
had to protect themselves from the water).
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Individualism and the will to independency however both
in religious affairs and in matters of politics often led to .

partyship and internal struggles in this Republic of the .

Netherlands. A for the larger part man-made country; it

had and has-a small-scale pattern, well-planned and meticulously
kept.

The scenery seems to reflect or be reflected in the

minds of the inhabitants, No "grandeur", no socially or
culturally dominating leisure class - no typical working-
class masses either, but laborious "middle class" in every
respect, practical more than visionary.

2. Within this social context the first attempts in the

field of adult edUcation were undertaken by a menonite
minister.in_one of the small old towns, tpwards the end of

the Iath century. Enlightenment and rationalism spreading
through Europe hope for human happiness and Progress was set

on learning and the accuMulation of knowledge. TheSe:ideas
did not leave untouched the_more liberal,better educated
circles in the Netherlands. Societies for the proMOtion
of science, of trade and industry, of agriculture, came
into.being towards the end of.the 18th century.

.And so did the "NAATSCHAPPIJ TOT NUT VAN HET ALGEMMEEN"
(Society Por thp Promotion of Public Well-Being) (1784),,

having as its aim "The improvement of citiZenshiP and education"
in accordance with the principles of Christian religion without
taking a stand in civic or religious struggles! A rapidly
growing number of local "departments having as members

psop-1-efromthasame7aocialendcuaturalae-kgisoundasita
founder, _tried to spread "learning' - and therefore happiness -

.

by creating schools, training colleges and particularly
libraries.

Lectures and art performances were organised by the
departments for their members and other interested people.
Later on - one would be inclined to see this as typically
Dutch! - savingsbanks were founded by quite a few departments.
And time and again the "society" has taken initiatives which
afterwardL: developed into separate organisations: an inspection
of correspondance schools; an institute for research and
development-of education a.s-.o. This "Socretyforthepromotion------
of public well-being" still does exist, working on the same
lines as it had always done, through its local "departments"
mainly in rural areas and in some smaller or larger towns.

8 1.
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The example of this "socj-etY" May serve to illustrate that
adult education in its aims all4 eotents as well as in its
organisational structure not OtIlY j-s embedded in a particular
social and cultural context, Pl.lt alSo operates within a
specific historical situation. The view can be held that the
laeture of historical situatiollS in Which adult education
becomes actually operational iS marked by political and social
emancipation of groups in a giVen 5ociety. The question
whether adult education triggebs ofr e:nancipation or just
the reverse, may be left aside. Tiais point of view anyhow
gives us the possibility of deScriPing the development of
adult education Ln the Nether44nds in relation to the
emancipation of different gro0.1)s ill Dutch society.

It may be clear from the ppre0oing that both organisation
and objectives of the "societY' melltioned are part of the main
current in Europe of emancipalon or the "ordinary" citizen
within the liberal and democrotic olovements of the fjilbt
half of the 19th century. In the Netherlands this ":society'
is - sO to say - the"transla'510n" into terms of education
of that movement.

3. It lasted until the very end.or Lhat century before another
initiative was taken in the yield or adult education. Meanwhile
for young people, complementaa to the old "latin *school" or
gymnasium, a new typv; of secollQary education had been created.
The "Hogere Burger,Scheol" ("Olgr,ler school for citizens")
another offspring of the centi,lby s Main current of developing
democracy, growing technology 4nd 5Dreading industrialisation.

thesocialist 61QtreMe,At and trade unionism as
an expression of beginning emOxleipOtion of labouring classes -
in this country were .beginning to alake their way in the last

'-decades of the 19th century, 1,11derthe influende ofthe
British univesity extension rinvement; Dutch university
iprofessors tried to make a stebt with educational act..ivities
forTindustrial workers. Thol.1511.110!G unsuccessful at the outset
particularly in some larger tOWn5 they have not been able
to involve the universities j3 trie5e "eztramuraLactiVities
a situation Which still does et todaY. On the ether hand,:
however, quite a.few private osociations under the name of

---"-----ILVOLKSUNTVERSITEIT"-T-r-Popul-arThriVier-s-itsr"")--gradu-anyEame
intobeing, mainly in towns, 0/1ganising lectures-and
eVening classes in the field 0 5cience, languages, arts
and philosophy. Audiences, hOWeve.143 were by far the largest
part recruited from middle elOs groups, interested in
modern" development and scieritlflo progress
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More successful in reaching working class people within
their own environment were the "VOLKS- EN BUURTHUIZEI"
(Settlements and Neighbourhood centres)'which in about the Same
time as the university extension movement and out of a similar
concern began to work in this country inspired by the English

model. In towns first, around the countryside later, from
before World War I these "houses" started a "community work"
type of adult education not particularly concentrating upon
lectures and "classes", but more on activities to meet practical

needs. Initiatives for this.type of work in most cases having :

been taken by middle-class people, yet workers and farmers
participated far more in learning situations within "'our. houses"

(as in some instances these centres had been called) than
audiences in popular universities used to do. One should not
be surprised to.see these neighbourhood houses in recent.years,
embark upon community development activities in urban and rural
areas, these activities being considered as being of. an
essentiafly educative nature:

When trade unions became more important during the early
20th century decades the highly skilled diamond workers were
the first to start their own educational activities;
dissemination of science and strengthening class-consciousness
were their objectives.

After the 3-hours working day had been introduced
(1920) both the possibility to and the need for education under
industrial workers seemed to grow hand in hand. A national
orgcnisation with local branches, set up joAntly by the
socialist party and the (socialist) Trade Union Congress, was

the answer the "INSTITUUT VOOR ARBEIDERSONTWIKKELING"
(1959: "Nederlands Instituut voor Volksontwikkeling en
Natuurvriendenwerk -NIVON), a Dutch counterpart of the

"Workers Educational Association". Classes, lectures, bookclubs,_
films, travels and festivities were to meet the need for
leisure time activities and recreation as well as education.
The influence,of the (international) socialist youth movement
clea'..ly can be traced in NIVON's nature-education work with
its international affiliation and its travelling service.

4. So far the history and development of adult education in
the Netherlands as ccnnected (in organisation as well as
objectives and contents) with,socially and politically
emanoipating groups in society (liberal middle-class and,
socialist workerS) is not essentially different from those
in other European countries. Towards thb end of the 19th
century, however,,another, emancipatory wave brought groups'
to the fore that since then would become an important if.not
sometimes even dominating force in Dutch society. 'The
prOtestant religion since the Reformation having been the

'official" one, authorise0by the States-Generalk- lost its

'exclusive position when under the liberal government in the

1350s.the Roman Catholic church wasallowed to restore its
bIshoprics and perform its serviceS again and under a new
vconstitution all denominatiens had an equal freedoM.safeguarded.
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From this time onward that part of the Dutch population that,
practising the Roman Catholic religion.and living in the
poorer southern parts of the country, merely had been
tolerated and had been treated as "second rate" citizens, was
taken up by a broad emancipatory movement. The clergy leading
it organised itself in every field of cultural and social
life claiming its legitimate role in the nations affairs It
goes without saying that from this point of view education
should be one of the'mostAmportant tools to have in hand., .... _

But this same held-good fol.another group within the
Dutch population. The Calvinist group, socially belonging mostly
to the lower middle-class (small farmers, craftsmen, fishermen)
inthe 19th century had to struggle against liberal and
II

modernist" tendencies dominating the 'official".PrOtestant
church. And although they were the ones that had been_most
fiercely opposed against-the tolerance of the liberal goyernment
towards the "papists°, they were the first to join them in their
claim for a "free school"; a school exclusively'paid for by

' the government but run by parents through their - denominational -
organisations. they found liberals and socialists, both'in
favour of a state (public) schoOl system, on their way. A
politically rather remarkable situation was the outcome?
Roman Catholics and calvanists after having created their own
"church directed" political parties formed a "coalition".on
the issue of the. Yfreedom of education". And since the liberal,
political party was losing its grip on an in numbers growing
electorate, the "coalition" with about 40-50% of the voters,
dominated the political scei.e in this country until very
recently.

Not in politics only, but just as much - or.perhapS more -
in matters of education churches and religion were going to
,play an important role. After the "pacification" in 1920
education became "free": every small-size group of parents
had the right to create a school of its own, to be paid by the
government:. Primary schools firsty secondary schools'and all,
types of vocational and technical education later, and:inthe
end universities too appeared, the Dutch educational system
thus becoming atripartite.(or "three pillar") system: "neutral",
Roman Catholic and Protestant schools and,ed4cational-
organisations going side by side. .

Apparently - and ruite-understanddbly - most energy during
,the firs.t decades of the 20th century was put into education
of youth; it was only - as we will see - after World War II
when'the churches and their.organisations were losing their
impact on social amd cultural life that education'of adults.
as a sort of secularised church activity became a major
concern - often of former priests and ministers,.:
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It should be noted, however, that inside some of the
religion-based social organisations, such as trade unions and
womenJ guilds, quite a bit of adult education activity was
developed:fôr general or more specific training purposes.
Obviously the emphasis on education of adults within these
organisations had to do with the fact that here again the
political emancipation, more precisely the right to vote of
both labourers and women was at stake.

5 Particularly WOMEN'S ORGANISATIONS in this country - carried
by a "double wave" of emancipation: one as women in general
and another as belonging to the religious groups mentioned
or, later on, to the rural population - turned more and mbre
to educational activities. Local branches, with volunteer help,
organised a large number of programmes varying from health care
and cooking to civics and literature.

The crisis of the thirties gave another impetus to these
activities: economic and social reality togetherwith the
rise of the new field of social sciences presented not only a
necessity of intensified adult education) in particular in
poverty stricken rural and'urban areas but at the same time
the possibility Of a new 'approach - less rationalist and
abstract but more concrete and human. NEIGHBOURHOOD CENTRES
in the countryside, SETTLEMENTS in.the cities with a growing
number of "professional" though hardly paid workers tried to
answer the challenge: Responding to the same
were HOME ECONOMICS- ANDFAMILY GUIDANCE- ADVISORY SERVICES
working in close collaboration with womenrs organisations and

in rural 'areas - with the "SMALL-HOLDERS" EXTENSION SERVICE.
Wide-spread unemployment under youngadults and concern about
their future in a country and nation which, divided oy
religious and political controversies, seemed to be unable to
cope with the prOblems, made some people wonder.whether the
Scandinavian "Folk High'School" idea ifibuld not offer an
adequate - educational - possibility of building a "better"
national community in which the underdog would not be left
'out of sight. Young sociologists were,among others, the
initiators of this new "movement" in adult education. The
founding of the first FOLK HIGH SCHOOL in 1931 marked the
beginning of the development.of (sho:ot-terM) residential
adult education in this country. After 1945 it beCame one
of the more important, anyway the most "professiOnalised"
parts of Dutch adult education - of course, apart from the
general" or "non-confessional" Folk High Schools, having
its confession-eased centres of different denominations.

Economic distress too compelled people to look for and
prepare themselves for other jobs', EVENING SCHOOLS of which
the first one started around 1930 after a German example,tried

7to offer possibilities, mainly leading to diplomas on
secondary education level. Technical schools as well were
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beginning_to develop evening courses, in some cases building
_on older traditions, where courses-for workers had been
,organised by' benevolent societies. CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
on a commercial basis offered opportunities for diploma
courses already from the early twenties and were now sometimes
co-operating with Folk High Schools and other institutes
organising courses.for unemployed.

On the whole, however, relatively little was done -
even in these days of unemployment before the war - in the
field of vocational adult education, the emphasis being on
the cultural and.social or political side, thereby stressing
the emancipatory implications of adult education more than
the labour-market ones.

6. After World War II at first this situation virtually
did not change. Economic reconstruction instad of economic
distress had a similar though stronger effect on adult

.

education. TRAINING and RETRAINING FACILITIES were created
by the Ministry of Labour as part of a developing labour-
market polidy. A real industrialisation process taking off
in the Netherlands only after the loss of the former
colonies, industry itself tooTsaw the necessity of in-service
tvaining schemes for its adult workers. For young'people a
rapidly-growing number of vocational and technical schools
were created - on the initiative and in the interest,of
industrial employers, and paid according to the agreed
principle of freedom of education - by the Ministry of
Education.

Farming on its way from a family "way of life"-affair
'to "agri-business" needed majoradult-,education operations -
and got them in different forms such as INTENSIFIED
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICES both technical and economical,
adult courses provided by-agricultural schools and rural
areas development schemes, for the largest part organised
by the farmers'-unions and rural women's organisations and
paid by thE! Ministry of Agriculture.

An apparent economic growth opening up neW prospects Pnd
resulting in more prosperity evidently led a growing nqmber
of peopl to look for more education in order to have better
opportunities.

The need for up to date and easily accessible-±formation
together with the.rapid spreading of television in the
sixties led to the creation of "TELEAC" (Television Academy)
in 1963, on the initiative of thg=iety for Trade and
Commerce" :otle of the still existing 18th century "Societies II ,
known for its outstanding record in the field of initiating
and promoting sociar and cultural institutions.--
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Broadcasting - as education and other social and cultural
activities in this country - is in the hands of private
organisations (denominational and other) licensed by the
government to use the state-provided technical facilities
for a number of hours according to membership. Under these
+ 30 licensed organisations, there are some which have been
set up particularly in order to provide educational broadcasts:
the "RADIO POPULAR UNIVERSITY" an agency of the Association
of Popular Universities, has been one of the first (1930);
the denominational broadcasting organisations together have
come to an understanding on the basis of wt.j. '%chool
Radio Broadcastings" are offered for the deno.:;,:,cional
different types of schools, the national school organisationS
have formed a common.."School Television" service (NOT).'

Although some of the broadcasting organisations from
time to time offer adult.education programmes (mainly on
radio),'the two organisations specialised in that field so
far are the "Radio Popular University" and "Teleac"; the
latter - by far the larger and government supported - is ,

particularly active in post-graduate and language courses
as well as courses on topics of general interest. For its.
courses "Teleac" has developed a:multi-media system, including
sometimes group discussions organised in co-operation .with
local adult organisations.

More directly geared to offering diplomas ..L which Teleac
is not - EVENING CLASSRS and all sorts of VOCATIONAL COURSES on
a. commercial basis have sprung up in post-war years to
fUlfil the adult's demand for education.

And under pressure of parents and the laws of
,imitation a rapidly expanding school system began tov
exerCise a capillary function, bringing an increasing number
of koungsters up to the level of their incompetency. Anyhow
the general level of education started to rise considerably.

At the same time non-vocational cr non-diploma directed
adult education developed as well -, immediately after the
war the residential sector in particular. FOLK HIGH SCHOOLS
since pre-war days wishing to strengthen national and inter-
national community wer.e strongly favoured by ideals of
national revival and international co-operation. Under
the influence of's. reactivated and sometimes oecumenical
missiOnary zeal the churches went to set up RESIDENTIAL
COLLEGES to serve a renewal of christian life.. It did not
take long,to see one convent'after another monastery being
converted into residential colleges notably after government
grants for residential adult education had been allowed and
lastly risen up to 70%.

8 7
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The non-residential sector, in which still mainly the
non-religion based traditional institutions as yell as
women's organisations, together with settlements and
neighbourhor centres were active, was growing alike but
financially _ess faVoured, with the exception of the latter
category.

In this sector however a new development took place
when as a consequence of al-going secularisation on the one
hand and new concepts of religious practice on the other
churches or rectories were going to be used as LOCAL ADULT
EDUCATION CENTRES, or, as.happened in a number of cases,

'

when priests or vicars left their premises and privileges
(or ties!) and eMbarked upon adult education. activities
mainly in the larger cities and under loss favoured groups of
the population. Little institutionalised, flexible and
mostly rather. progressive,these, as yet not or hardly subsidised,
locally-working agencies present a new element in adult
education challenging'the traditional - more institutionalised
and liberal - ones.

And evidently influenced by religious notions and
traditions they stand for a concept of adedt'OdUcation which
stresses the emancipatory, the- liberating elements and reject
the "schooling" elements as having a socialising effect
affirming the existing power structure.

Sind-e in this country quite a few servants of the
churches have quit their former calling and turned to the
new profession of adult.education the influende of this
conept of adult education has widely permeated the whole
field and has led to some controversy between the two concepts
in actual work today.

With this picture of the development of adult education
within the context of Dutch society a background is given for
an analysis of the present-day situation.

II. The function of adult educatImanclitslatessl in
Dutch society

The picture shown in the first chapter-may rightly,
give the impression of a number of scattered pieces of a
jig-saw puzzle. We now may be able to identify each piece
.as to its origin and the place where about it might fit in,
but by no means does it present a coherent system of adult
education. UnderStandable as this may be, most activities
or institutions having been generated by a sequence:of
cultal, social.or economio.development, yet.the. need for a
comprehensive approaqh to the whole field became stronger .in
post-war years.

88
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1. The first step to put "the pieces together". Was the
creation, on British example, known through the contacts
within the European Bureau of Adult Education, of the
"NEDERLANDS CENTRUM VOOR VOLKSONTWIKKELING" (NCVO) ("Netherlands
Ceft re or dult ducation in 19

In it the national organisations in which the different
types of education activitie§ and institutions were
brought together, undertook to-consult and -6o-operate with
each other in.order to clarify and strengthen the position'
of adult education in this country. Unmistakably .tim arid

again the co-operating organisations exclusively belongin'
to the "liberal", non vocational sector of adult education
(evening schools nor correspondence schools for inStanee are
represented) seem more ready indeed to defend their own
position as a "weak" sector against thedominant formal
school sYstem or the - for political reasons - more influential
youth work sector.

This relatively weak position of the "liberal" part
of adult education is reflected by the repartition of
responsibilities under the government departments concerned.
Before the war the government did not take any responsibility
at-all for adult education as such: ,only in as far as it

'
had anything to do with unemployed adults there waS some
.financial support, within the framework of uneMployment policy,
from the Ministry of Labour. The first Minister of Education
after the .r however, trying to .constitute a new, comprehensive
policy.of .Jucation, created a directorate for out-of-school
education within the ministry, started to give grants-in-aid
to Folk High Schools and other residential colleges, and
made a beginning with the drafting of regulations.

.Very soon, unfortunately, this far-seeing policy had
to give way to a more narrow, traditional one, and after-
some years "adult edubation" as a restricted, small sub-.
division was added to a newly created government department
for "Culture, Recreation and Social Work".

Although belonging to the "culture" division And not
to "recreation" or "social work": - "adult,edUcation" was
not very weli placed there either, since the "welfare state"
Policy in this'country during the fifties very strongly
though not unjustifiably emphasised.the ."social dimension".
of the then big issues of industrialisation, rural,reform
.and town and country planning.

CommUnity organisation and social work in the broadest
sense Were promoted, the official government policy
neglecting' the educational (preventive) aspects of both,
notwithstanding the efforts on the part.of adult education
organisations to point out and prove itsimpertance,
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Evidently in the early sixties in this country the time had
-not-yet come to consider education and particularly adult
education as a "dimension" inherent in alr major movements
and developments in society. Let alone,that it would be
conceived of as a function in society in its own right.

2. It was exactly to throw more light upon this function
that the Netherlands Centre for Adult EducatiOn as one of
its first major projects in 1967 took the nitiativelto
have a committee of experts work on a study about "function
and future of adult education in Dutch society". It may
be characteristic for this country's situation first that

.
it was not the government that had taken this initiatiVe
leaving, by a long standing tradition, such matters as
religion, charity, education and arts to private initiative
to be cared for, and second that it was not a very original
initiative, other countries having taken the lead by
publishing similar studies. But eVen the world's Doomsday,
.according to Heine, would appear in-the Netherlands-fifty
years later! Not only these other studies, but just as well
the outcome of the UNESCO Montreal Conference on Adult
Education (1960) and more in particular the Council.'of
Europe's 1967 Marly-1e-Roi Conference on "Permanent Education"
.had a great influence on the discussion in this country.

These influences worked out in,a double way: on one
hand in the set-up of the committee of expertS' study
mentioned before and in another way in the organisation
of a government sponsored "Round Table Conference", held in.
1969 on "Permanent Education" and the implications of this
policy principle for the restructuring of the field of adult

.edUcation. Both had their consequences in theory and. practice.

The study on "FUNCTION AND FUTURE OF ADULT EDUCATION IN

DUTCH SOCIETY", which appeared towards the end of 1969, had
the intention to clarify the function of adult educatiOn as
implied by the permanent education principle and the
policies to be pursued both by private organisations and
the governMent in order to have this function realised.
Since thfs study has become - more implicitly howeVev than
explicitly a guideline for official politics it Seems
'appropriate to summarise here_its main points.

1. Although a distinction is made - more or less parallel
to those made in other countries and languages - between the
broader notion of "vorming" and the more cognitive aspect
of "ontwikkeling", both might-be covered by the translation
"(adult) education", this notion in turn being distinguished
from "instruction" as well as "training", ranging these
concepts from involving-a "whole person" to merely'certain
aspects of outward conduct. Adult education thus is not

9 0
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it value-free", but-has to take a stand aS to man and society.
As the study has it adult education should contribute to
the realisation of human freedom, knowing that this cannot

achiee'71d without striving et the same time after structures
society that permit this freedom to become real. Therefore

freedom,and solidarity are key-notions in this concept of
adult education. Stressing as the study does that this
concept in its value - loadedncss could be supported from
different religious, humanistic and political view-points,
it proves at the same time the essential pluralist
character of Dutch society as well as the'typical impact
of-religious and theological debate on every important issue.
It is clearly pointed out that adult education thus
conceived cannot limit itself to reflection, clarification
and better understanding, but has to prepare for action
and to help find ways and means to change structures in
society.

Eventually the unavoidable coasequence can be that
adult education and social action have to go hand in hand..
Anyway adult education neVer can .limit itself to aeService-'
function to actual society.

ii. Based on these fundamentals a set of tasks is assigned'
to adult education in present-day society. Together they,
have to answer the question how in a permanent process of
rapid and profound change human freedom and solidarity can
be safeguarded and fostered. The tasks that have to be
performed are lying in fields constituted by (a) the
accumulation of knowledge; (b) the enlargement of life-
chances; (c) growing prosperity and revolutions in
occupational life; (d) intensification of communication.
A further analysis is made of the requirements which ,in
each of these fields have to be met by adult education.

As to accumulation of knowledge (a) it is stated that '

all education, formal and non-formal, should take into account
the stronger critical attitude and: the need to participate
actively in and influence the course of affairs, as well as
the necessity of democratisation and speading of access to
and assimilation of kuowledge. Equality of opportunity
should be one of the leading principles in this respect.
AS a consequenee of these demands the study,advocates
close coeoperation between formal:and non-formal (adult)
education; a broader scope for pOpularised scientific

, information; a continuously.breUght up't0 date offer of
basic knowledge; the development'of documentation and
information services; more attention to be paid to babkground
questions.

9 1
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Most impertant,challenge for adult education_by the
enlargement of life7chances indicated under (b) is,according
to the study, the widening margin in life in which man can

'choose. In order to make one s personal choice, one should
be able to understand one'3 self, and ii order to shape
one's life, develop creativity and ability to- relate to
others and participate in action.

Answers to this challenge would have to be: political
education meant to enable people to contribute to a further
democratisation of their own environment; family- and .

parent-education, with a view to changing family-patternS
and marital or male-female relationships; educational
activities directed toWards more involvement and participation
of young workers as well as elderly people, bOth groups
until now having been looked upon as not yet or.no more
II active adults".

In these tasks in particular one can recognise again
the emancipatory function of adUlt education. Today no
doubt a similar study explicitly would have paid attention
to women's role in society and have made an even more
fundamental plea for'emancipatory education. It is
remarkable on the other hand - and a warning for the-
inevitable limitations of every such study - that:only six
years ago this had not been done. Not evenone woman served
on the 18man coMmittee!

In relation to (c) the growing prosperity and the
revolutions, in occupational life,the most important task for
adult education_is considered to be clarification of the
increasingly complex economic and social problems and,the

.related shifts in occupational structure with their. connections
with third world development .problems. It is ,stated as a
necessity'that "general' and "voCational"educatio6 being-not
just a."cUltural fringe" tube added to the "hard core of
vocational, diploma-directed education,Jout an-essential element
meant to sharpenthe critical attitude of workers and eventually
having the work-environment itself as its object of change.

Special attention is asked for vocational education in
.agriculture and the trades and crafts, for education mithin,the
civil service, for vocational guidance, counselling, (re)training
and education of women, and for consumer education.

The intensificatiOn of communication (d) confronting every-
body with arropen, tradition-lacking society with eXcessivel:
often stereotyped, world-wide Mass-media information,'makeS it
necessary to hc-llp peOple to*master this situation.

Education should aim at a critical use of information,
honesty to facts, expose prejudice and dicriminationi and

_

strengthen tolerance, thuS making possible a real communication.
Ways and means for communication, notably the arts and' the mass
mediashould be integrated in adult educatiOn',activities. :

9 2
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Adult education.that, according to the study Summarised so
far, in..present-day society-has to fulfil this complex of tasks,
thiereby is going:to have a function'qUite different-from the one

it used to have. Could this former function be described:as an
'incide'ntal corrective and complementary one to (formal) youth
education, the future function is far more essential, adult
education becoming - just as education of youths has_already,
been before long - a permanent.function integrated into modern.

society. In other words; adult eduCation, as part of a function

that-has to be provided fo4 permanently and generally,is.going.

to be socialiSed.

iii. Admitting this fact the.:Committee of Experts in its-study
specifies.a number of wishes as to structures to be developed
and Measures to be taken.

a. The existing organisations and institution6 are summoned

"to put their pieces togetherir, in oraer to ereate ah
adequate and rational coMplex of provisio6S; If need be
organisations,should be ready ta change their operations

or eventually terminate them.

To avoid overlap or fill gaps specialisation and
differentiation will be necessaryl not every Organisation
should, try to do everything. CoMmen programming and
mutually adjusted policies will be required, not only from

adult education organisaticins in'the narrower sense, but .

just as well from youth-work agencies, the schools,
universities, libraries, museums mass-media and community

development agencies. To this end the study recOmmends
the establishment of local or reLional "education councile

or bodies based on co-operation of existing agencies.
Conscious of-the problems and en lements this,might
cause, the committee, according Jutch tradition,
decidedly preferred this more difficult way instead of
advocating a-new structure beside or over the existing one.

b. As to accomModation and personnel the study stresses
the necessity of using more fUlly existingfacilities, such
as school buildings, cultural centreS, neighbourhood-houses,
libraries and the like. Multi-purpoSe'buildings shOuld be

built when existing, aceommodation is insufficient

Sinee only residential adult eduCation and-neighbour7
hood centresLare more or,less.Properly staffedYthe dernand

iS made in order, to.have the.local education bodies well

manned,. to haVe oneprofessional worker foreVery 2030000
inhabitants. It goes withoutSaying that:this' demand in

its turn has to.lead to a higherydegree of prOfessionalitation,
without howeVer leaving out:the necesSarY and' valuable

role volunteer workers will always'have to play. Therefore

more ,training facilities are.asked fOr, to be realised

preferably by an integration of university and higher
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professional education. In-service (rOtraining facilities
.should be orzanised regionally based on cooperation of
practice, research and training, whereby residential:colleges
could bring in their knowehow and facilities'. Although
'the study sees the adult educatorprofession aS a "free"
-profession, it advoeates at the same time an adequate personnel
-policy, a coherent career.planning and a solid legal status.
The question might well be whether an increasing degree of
socialisation of adult education will be corpatible with a
."free" profesSion; developments today ,shoi a gi'Owing
tension between the workers' claim for'freeom of -
criticising - action and their demand to have a Well
guaranteed civil servants position.

c. Research and deve" mant as yet are of little
importance in this country. The committee thus recoinmends
the setting up of a research policy stimulating new
and co-ordinating current projects and urging co-operation
between universities and research institutes. A ,coherent
publications policy and the provision of transfer and
'translation-to-practice" facilities, particularly in
the field of curricula and methods should have' high
priority.

d. With recommendations for government policy the
study winds up. Most of these recommendations follow
from desiderata formulated previously: further-
decentralisation of eduction policy, but, as is
emphasised, along with enlargement of-financial
possibilities-of local and regional authorities;
elaboration of legal measures to ensure co-Operation of
organisations and institutioris on local level and-its
adequate financing; the-introduction of an educational
leave, beginning for instance with adults in the years_
before being pensioned. To work out the recommendations--
it is suggested that a ministerial committee be set up
to make more specific proposals.

3. This study on 'Function and Future of Adult Education"
has been summarised here at some length because it has
become the main policy document both for organisations in
the field as well as - although never adopted officially as
such - for the government departments concerned. It so
happens that in this relatively new field workers, experts
and policy-makers are still largely the same,people. Thus
lines of communication are short and mutual influence easy.
So concepts and ideas fran the 1970 study formulated by
the committee largely could be put into practice by the same
people and their organisations. And to a great extent these
.same views could be brought to the fore in the 1969 Gove-rnment
RoUnd Table Conference, mentioned.before, the initiative to
-Which after all had come from the same circles that had ibeen
behind *the Netherlands Centre for Adult Education and its
study.
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So as a:consquence.of both.:the_study'on "FUnction'atd .

Future". and the Rdund Table Conference, in 1971,the
"Advisory Bord on Adult Educatien" was established by the
Ministerof.Culture, Recreation and Social Werk, for'
a large part having. as Membersthe same persons that had
been serving on the expert committee that had prepa---1 the
study. The Board was commissioned to advise the Minister
either 'on-his-request-or-on Its-own initiativeinall
matters.regarding-adult education. One of the first requests
made by the Ministry was to make proposals for a regulation
of-iocal adult education and a revision of the regulation
concernit. residential adult education, existing - as
the on1;: , - in different versions since 1953.

The' 'Joar'd had a special task-force draw up.these
proposals in the form.of draft regulations. As to the
proposal concerrocaladulon - which had
highest prioritk-beCatise-ef-it-S7'EiderdeVeloped" position -
hearing's. were held on the first-draft, which was critically.
cOmmented.by a.large number of people .and organisations in
the field. A second version passed the Board and was'
presented to;the jlinister. Onashould not be astoniShed to
see that-theproposed.regulation largely 'had been inspired
by the ideas already knewn from, the Centre.for AdultEducation's
study. The main point-Was that.the Ministryof Culture,'
Recreation and Social Work should put a premium on efforts
to co-operate at lotal level in offering an adequate.'
(ie responding to thc real needs of local communities)
range of adult tducation activities using .existing facilities .

'as much as pesbi.=). A set Of criteria.' was indicated by
which the premium could be'fixed: the more. ".forgotten" ,

groups in local societies could be reached and 'the larger
the'scope .of co-operative efforts'the higher the premium
would be. Lec!al government should have decisive influence
in allowing' grants, although the regulation in fact wo-ld
-.:Joe-a basis for central government's-Subsidising-policy.
The.regulation should be effective only for a limited-number .

of-lrears,since it was meant to be an.'educative" measure.
Local governments never had had - if they had not taken'it
.upon themselves - any responsibility for education, of adults, .

.nor had private organisation's been,very much inclined to .

co-operate and plan together their operations. It
therefore seemed necessary to-allow for a period in which
local authorities aswell as adult education organiSations
could try tc find each 'other and maketheir way teww:ds a.
comprehensive local education system. ..ThLis..temporary .

central regulation granting subsidies on certain specific
conditions aiming at bringing.about the integration process,
then should be replaced by a law that would .place the

.responsibility. exclusively-with the autonomous local
authorities. Tn the meantime central government would have
the power to intervene r- alake on request-the'necessary
prOvisiens, if locally nu agreeilent could be reached.
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4. During nearly two years in which the nation-wide
discussion about this proposal went on - in itself having
already a "sensibilisation" effect on all agencies concerned -
the Ministry in its budget opened up the possibility of
"local co-operation" eztperiments. Three cities and tWo
rural areas were selected in which the principles of the
draft proposal, though not yet accepted by the Ministry,
'should te tried-out. The Ministry commissionedtheNetherlands
Centre for Adult Education to ::onduct a-research project on .

these experiments.

The Centre meanwhile had taken the initiative to
organise'in evJry province, together with the provincial
advisory "Councils for cultural affairs', information meetirls
for local authoritios on the policy issues with which they
would be confronted once the proposals would have been'
accepted by the Ministry and had become effective, Local
authorities showing 'GI. Ilselves rather interested - on the
condition that money would follow ideas - quite a number of
national organsations demonstratc,d scepticism about a
it co-operation" which would be "forced upon them", fear of
losing their freedom under central regulations,.and.at the
same time mistrust of local authoritiesland their sometimes
narrow-minded politicians. It was evident howeVer that on
local and regional level there was much more'willingness to
try and find ways by which adult-education could, fulfil a
more adequate function in local society, as an increasing
number of applications for governmnt grants- to initiatives.-
in this respect did prove.

The Ministry deciding about the Advisory Board's
proposals in a first draft regulation had them sharpened up,
strengthening its elNm discretionary power. When the organisations
and lbcal authorities, being consulted brought up fi76rOP
criticism, a second draft changed even more in the original
proposals, leaving out the "educational" elements and the
Ministry's'own possibility to ihtcrvenc. Under the regulation
as it has been drafted now (1975) local authorities that -will
have drawn up a.plan for the structuring of adult education
proVisions (based preferably on co-operation of'existing
'institutions) and within it have a yearly programme of
activities organised, will be entitled to have the Costs of
this prOgramme reimbursed, probably (though this is not yet
dedided, upon) up to aboUt 70% overall, Very few indications
have been left in,the hew draft as to the ways and means
local authorities and Organisations should use toreach.the
goal Of an adequate adult education Structure. integrated
into the :whole.of the local education system.

9 6
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On the one hand this may be looked upon as being a.
real breakthrough in the centralist attitude for which
the gOvernment is so often reproached and s giving full
credit to the autonomous local authorities on the other hand
it:might well be feared that the most active and well equipped
municipalities will use their power to influence both local
organisations as well as central government to accept their
plans. The more so.since the draft is not very specific '

in its'critcria with which structures and programmes should
comply and, therefore, decisions in this respect will have
to be rather arbitrary.

It is hoped however that a new committee which in 1975
has been commissioeled by the,Minister 'of Culture, Recreation
and Social' Work, in view of. the intended legislation, with
-the task to advise about-the nature, structure'.and scope of
local ed.c.cation "networks" will work out procedures and
standards tnat can be used in implementing.the new regulation.
In this "Committee on Local_Education Networks" some of.
those that had been engaged in preparing the study on
"Function and Future" are to be found again, so thatfurther
elaboration of the study's ideas in this respect can be
expected. The committee-particularly will have to cope
with the problem of-planning; once adult education is no
longer going to be a marginal, hardly subsidised, affair or
a more or less commercial enterprise, this problem arises.
Essentially it will mean whether or not, and how, can be
quantified what will be judged (a political. decision!.) a,
reasonable or minimal, well spread set of provisions for
adult education. By no means an easy proolem since it
pertains to a field in which thinking in terms of "quality"
and freedom of action is preferred over quantification with
its.unavoidable fixations and restrictions! It is only
with respect to public libraries that a step in this
direction has been taken-with the new (1975) Law on public
libraries.

.5. This very problem of planninrr had arisen as well with
regard to residential adult edueation. As has been mentioned
.Folk High Schools and residential colleges in general.in this
country have had the privilege of having a system of grants
in aid from oentral government since the early fifties, as
the only sector in adult education. Together with the drafting
of a new regulation for local work the Advisory Board was
asked by the linistry to propose a revision of the existing
regulation for residential work and see to''-their mutual
.adjustment. The main point of the suggested alterations was
that it be allowed to residential colleges, being the most
pron-Sbionalised institutions, to have staff members-undertake
"out.-7reach"' activities in local situations, in co-operation
with organisations or groups on the spot. Many residential

9 7
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colleges, in particular Folk High Schools had already
established this type of work as a sort of.Community
development activity, without so far having-been entitled
to have it subsidised. .New the envisaged co-operation of adult
education institutions in local situations should have a
further component in a regional co-operation with residential
colleges.

. On this point again the problem cf planning. becomes
topical. It had, already been introduced though when the
former Minister had raised the question of how many residential
colleges there should be and where they should- be. The.

development of these institutions in the Netherlands gives
a good example of what happens.when there is no clear policy
either on the side of the zavernment, or on that of the
institutions concerned. Since,central government started to.
subsidise Folk High Schools in 1940, it continued to pay
with 70% in fact every new college that asked for it and
that had been in operation during One- year. As long as
economic growth and prosperity went on pressure from churches
and trade-unions particularly.to have "their" colleges
subsidised too, had little resistance from the part of
central government.

Provincial governments for the same reason, and.since
afterail this whole residential business was.a minor concern;
gradually had come to give a grant in aid as well (+ 10 to 15%
of the central government's 7(*), although they had-not had
any say in the decision whether or not a centre-should be
established within its boundaries, nor whether or-not central
government should subsidise it and by doing so in fact, would
oblige provincial government to 'do the same.

The consequence has beeu that apart from the'Folk High .

Schools, which had constantly followed the policy of establishing
-one La every province - residential colleges are scattered all
over the country, sitUated mainly in the centre and the,north,
whilst only a few are to be found in the More densely populated
areas in the western parts of the country. Programme planning is
more or less is donc by each centre itself; on a few occasions
there is some co-ordination between residential centres mutually
or between them and local organisations. Thus in every respect
the picture is one of undo-ordinated growth, no criteria for
adMission being available.-.'Conseouently when publicmoney
became shorter the Ministry .simply 1441d less than the regulation's
70% and the colleges had to meet ends by cutting their budgets
and raising fees. It goes without saying that such E.Isituation
could not last, and the Minister, therefore, in 1972, asked
the Advisory Board to advise him on the planning of .reSidential
colleges. Although the then Minister's concern was primarily-
a financial'one, his successor, according to the developing
trend-of comprehensive planning, attribute's a mUch wider
significance to this,planning advice. The Board, with this in
view, .

first wanted to have some research done; a repOrt now has
beenfinished, but as usual presents mainly historical data
and views of interViewed staff-members.
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6. Whether or not this may be helpful in reaching a decision
on a planning mechanism, this decison anyway has to be a
political ono, and thus will go along with the decisions to be
made on the development of local adult education networks.

'The main of the future organisation of adult
education thUS emerge: the so far "underdeveloped" lOCal adult
education institutions, both the traditional as well as the
more recent ones, will be the nuclei .of local "networks"; they
will have to be developed in connection with the school system.
The "over-developed" residential colleges will have to adapt
their operations in such a way that.they:fit_into.or. cooperate .

with the network systems either regionally or nationally.
Nationally.too, a relationship with correspondence-schools
and the mass-media - in the way of a. multi-media co-operation -
will have to be developed.

Adult education structuring itself along these lines -
and stimulated to do so by an adequate policy - and financing! -
both of national government and local authoritis - would more
than ever before become an integrated part of modern society
and be able to fulfil the educational function this society
requires.

On one condition: that the adult education system as it
Alas been described here will find its "connection" or if
possible its integration with the School Systems in order to
give shape to the idea of "permanent edtication".

III. Adult education and itc* intecPration in the Dutch educational
system

1. So far adult education has been described as being mostly
fl out-of school" education. However correct this may be, "in-
school- education" having traditionally been reserved to
yOuth, yet in some instances:- as has already been observed -
schools too have developed adult courses. .Mainly im the field
of vocatIonal training, evening courses havebeen and are
offered by technical schools of different level; commercial
and agricultural schools and scheols fordomestic science.
As far as the teaching profession is concerned, notably as a
consequence'of constant changes in science and occupational
life, retrainipg or refresher courses for teachers always,
though in particular after the war, have been organised. And
to obtain general education diplomas on secondary level
"evening schools" have opened their doors - as has been
mentioned before - since the early thirties. _These .formal'
education opportunities for adults .howeverv being mainly
administered by the Ministry of' Education, and therefore
subject to the complex legislative and administrative machinery
grown within this governMent department, in most cases have
been. more "formal" indeed; less flekible,"and usually in
contents and methods still more geared'to young than to adult
people.
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It may be understandable, therefore, that few if ary
contacts ever have existed between these parts and pieces of
formal adult education and the informal adult education azencies,
the more so since the latter came under the authority of the
new and highly "informal" Ministry of Culture Recreation and
Social Work!

Even less is the relationship with the "Accelerated
Irocational.Training" courses a.nd other training facilities (in
or outside: cOmpanies) from 1946 onward organised directly or
paid by the'Ministry of Labour within the framework of a
gradually developing labour-market Tolley. Not-only-because--
here again another government department is in charge of a. set
of adult .education activities, bUt Inc:5re fundamentally since
the philosophy behind the three "domains" of adult education
indicated seems to be that much different that it would hardly
be conceivable to bring them together in one' coherent system,

. These philosophies vary from an "emancipatory personal
growth" - and 'critical attitude towards society" - philosophy
on one end, via 'knowledge means power and profit", to a "training
adapted to requirements of economic grolith" philosoPhy on. the
other end. More clearly however than in the respective government
departments policies,- these philosophies find.their expression in
eoncepts and ideologies on which groups and organisations that
have to do with education of adults base' their policy and actions.
These groups range from "adult education" institutions via .parent-.
and teacher-organisations aswell as trade-unions to employers'
unions.

2. In such a situation any attempt to try and integrate what
has both structurally and ideologically' grown already so far apart,
must be rather hazardous. Yet, Urged by the necessity of coping
with "rapid change" all over, more so perhaps than attracted by
the lure of "éducation pormanente the then Minister of Education
in 1968 published.a statement in.mhich he
emphasised the necessity of co-ordinating the so far incoherent
parts of the educational system. This should not only apply to
the school-system itself - for whi-ch it would mean an increasing
degree of integration ID-6th horizontally (for.instance between
vocational and non-vocational education on equal level) as well"
as vertically (eg between the, in this country, still'separated
"kindergarten" and elementary education).but just as well to the

. school-system as such and other "out-of-schoOl" types of education.

By that time however this remained just wishful thinking.

In 1971 the Ministry of Labour published a paper on its
"Philosophy and policy with regard to training in the framework of
an active Labour-market policy". Here too, as in other seCtors pf
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education not only social and economic circumstances compelled
to review the existing situations,-but so did international
opinion as well. Already two years earlier a wOrking groUp
of representatives from the goVernment departments concerned
(Labour, Education, Culture, Recreation.and Social Work,
Edonomic Affairs and Agriculture) had made a plea for the
co-ordination of policy making in the field of training and
retraining. One of the main features of a Policy to be
developed would have to be the co-operation between on the
job-training programmes and the government provided education
and (re-) training facilities. And emphasis should shift
from purely eConomic consideratiOns qiiderlying the new policy, o
social ones as well,Eiming at personal development of
individuals. Little.thought howeVer was given to the question
whether or not'an "educational leave" would have to be introduced
as a means to promote occUpatiOnal mobility, let alone cultural
:enrichment.

Evidently during, the late 60s and early 70s within,:
,the government as well as the non-governmental organisatiOns
thinking had ripenedthat.far that measures to implement these--.
.ideas could nOt failfto;be taken.

Thus, whea the present government cathe into ,power (1973)
it did not take long before - based on a Cabinet decision -
the Minister of Education together with the 'Minister -of Culture,
Recreation and Social Work installed a Task-force-to advise theM
on.the development of an "Open School" in this country.

Shortly afterwards (1974) the Minister Of Culture, Recreation
and Social'Work this time together with the Ministers of Education
and Labour, had another.committee started to advise - as has
been said before - on the development of local adult education
networks. The Ninister of Labour at this moment has en
inter-departmental working group studying the question of .

how to tackle the problem of educational leave..

The two first task-forces are coMposed'of 10 t615 members
selected as being experienced in the field of education in
its broadest sense and not representatives of any group or
organisation. (a noteworthy fact in this country). _They are
not supposed to do more research'or embark upon new ...studies,
but to make policy recoMmendations in order to have the government's
aims with regard to the development of_the educational,system
realised.

They are hired to do _this job for two days a week during three
years, and are equipped with secretarial staff. Inside the ,

government departments concerned a high level officials' working
--party has been created '66 consider the recommendations of the

task-force and, after the Minister's decision, to take the necessary
steps to have them implemented. By mutual representatives communica-
tion between the task-force is guaranteed; similarly the government
departments' working party has observers in both groups.
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3. The 'Open Schooln Task-force has had its commission
specified on four points: the "Open School" should have to
be an autonomous instItution, offering second chance and
second way education, without however becoming a separate
"education empire"; it should be a multi-media operation; it
should concentrate on secondary level education; and - last
but not least -; to "disadvantaged" should be given priority.

It is obvious that.in these terms of reference traces are
to be found of foreign examples such as the British "Open UniversitY"
or the Bavarian "Telekolleg". The important difference however lies
in the fact that here, in accordance with the present Cabinet's
general policy of spreading power, incoMe and knowledge, an atteriipt
will be made to spread educational-oppOrtunities more.widely than to
those' only for whom they are-anyway.within easy reach. That's why an
open schOol".was given-prlority over an "open university", not-

withstanding severe criticism on the part of some university groups.
The task force in its first recommendation to the Ministers, went
a step further: since over 25., of the adult Dutch population
never has had any more education than six years elementary school
plus, at the most, two years of further education, it was proposed -
this population being conSidered to be the most important education-
ally disadvantazed group - that an 4open school" operation should
start not with secondary level education as such, but with a
programme aiming at bridging the gap between'elementary and lower .

secondary education to the effect that participants, ifthey would
wish to do so, would be able to continue a secondary level.study
either on the vocational side or in general edUcation.

The Ministers have accepted this important shift in emphasis_
and the task-force thus has set out to.discuss the requirements an
adequate curriculum should comply with.

ii. Taking into account the wide-spread anti-motivatedness caused
by former school experience and - one would be inclined to say - by
our present-day welfare-state situation, it was clear that the.
curriculum should have as much "motivation-power" as possible; an
open_burriculum seemed the answer. "Open" first in this way that
it will present issues relevant to the "targee-population and
clearly to be secognised as being part of their own ife and work
situation. It is hoped that this 'openness" towards the potential
participant's situation will have a strong enough motivating-effect
and rouse their interest to participatein small groups in order-to
work on these - their "own" - problems and situations.

In another way too the curriculum will be open: having started
with working on a "thematic" issue with which participants haVe
identified theffisclves they may discover specific topics or subject
matter on which 'chey feel they should aCquire more ability or
knowledge; they then .can make a choice out of a great number of
"learning-modul,:s" of about 6 study hours each, with which they can
build their own programme.
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The "learning-modules" are constructed on the basis of an
.

analysis of the final terms of the lower secondary eduCation
level, and as to contents and wording of course adapted to the
adult population concerned.

As a matter of fact'options of.thematic issues and learning
modules will have to be limited to the moSt relevant.ones, certainly
so in the first years. In so far it would be more correct to say
that the curriculum will be "indicative" as to the options available.
The counselling which will be part of the learning process, may help
people, if they wish, to find other suitable ways to get the
education'they need.

In any case there will be ample possibilities of pursuing all
kinds,of studies and activities that will enable people-.to-participate
more fully in social and public life as well as in personal relations
and.family life without being urged to acquire certificates or
diplomas. But on the other hand,.by "building" a programmeaccording]i:
one faay just as well prepare for admission to courses.or schools
on the next higher level and thus acquire certificates having an
"effectus Without this being possible an"open school"
necessarily would remain a "second rate" form of education, and
would never be integrated into the educational system.'

This "openness" of the curriculum and the extent to which it
can be individualised will make it possible - it is hoped - to credit
participants' life- or work experience. Difficult though this may
be, and unfamiliar as it is in Dutch education, the Ministers have -

agreed with the task-force's proposal to thiS effect, which will
have to be tried out in the first experimental years.

A curriculum of this nature and, therefore, a learning prOcess
of this character has the pretention to integrate the twO "forms" of ,

adult educa:tion which in this. country - unfortunately - have,-_since
the last decades particularly, grown apart: "vorming" (non-formal,-
attitude directed education) and "ontwikkeling" ..(cognition directed,
formal education) which, when leading to diplomaS,,is called
"onderwijs".Or "school-education".

Although in either case it essentially is just a learning
opportunitywhicil is created, adequately adapted to the learners'
situation and needs, the dichotomy between "vorming" and "onderwijs"
in this country it treated as an almost metaphysical issue and ,has
been institutionalised accordingly. No wonder that any.attempt to"
integration is-met with suSpicion and criticism:

iii. The "open school" should be - as has been said - sAlulti-media"'
operatiOn. The impact of TV - and 'other. technological-devices asto,
audio-visual media - of course has been irresistable:
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The government in 1971 had already its views,on !'instructional
broadcasting"published in a statement in order to .promote public
discussion. The term "instructional" had been preferred over
educational" as indicating an intentional process of offering
learning opportunities by broadcast to be combined with other media
and requiring a controllable activity on the part.of the learner.
An "a.,:ucational" effect can be attributed to many more broadcasted
productions, Soit seemed appropriate to use a more restricting term.

Main points furthermore were that "instructive" broadcasting
should not primarily be a special type of broadcasted production,
but on the cont,rary be education making use of special.technology;
that, therefore, a special institution should be created based .on
and governed by the autonomOus organisations and instititions, in the
Dutch situation responsible for education in all its varieties and
denominations, and having at its command its own TV and radio. channels..
The then Minister of Education responsible for this,statement, now
acts as chairman of the "open school" task-force, so one should not
be surprised to see the views expressed in the statement play a
considerable role in the task-force's discussions.

In as far as its first project is concerned, giving.priority to
the educationally disadvantaged, the task-force however decided that
.the most impbrtant "medium" to be used would have to be the immediate'
personal contact, whether or not within.small groups, of "teachers"

.

or"animateUrs" and "learners".

The "media-mie, it was concluded, would in each case, varying
with the target-group to be reachedi and the sUbject matter offered,
require careful study. University-level_students eg mightbe more
easily reached with TV onlyand remain nvolvedwhereas less
"learning-minded" people mill need constant encouragement by
"animate-tars": So emphasis will lie here; next,iMportant will be .

written material and other visual aids; radio- and more particularly
regionally or locally adapted broadcasts (languge:) - will be more
used in this case than nation-wide TV-production.

The latter.mainly.will have a promoting function and present
the "case-study- type issues with which potential participants
should be able to identify and thus bebome involved.and interested
in the subject-matter and the learning process.

4. Target-group, curriculum and Media- use, as described here
-according to the first recommendation, having been approved of
by.the Ministers, the task-force then had to consider how to _make
these ideas operational. It deserves special attention that,

.

contrary to LTSUal practice in this country, structures and
organisational problems had not been the_task-force'sfirst
preoccupation. It has,preferred to.seek acceptance first of its
Ariewsand priorities, structure and organisation having to be
-developed in function thereof.
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Since very little experience - either.in the Netherlands or
.,elsewhere - has been made with educational activities outaching
to disadvantaged groupso'it was considered a necessity to'have
eXperiments to try out the validity of assumptions underlying the
triewS and suggestions made in the first recommendation, as well as
the practicability of the whole operation as the.task7force had.in
mind. On the other hand, the decision having been taken by the
Cabinet that an "open school" had to be introduced as part of the
educational system.experiments would not have to answer.the question
.whether or not an "open school" would be feasible, but how it best
could be realised.

It was decided therefore that'pilot-projects be set up, lasting
two.years, these two years eing about equivalent to the first year:
of lower secondary education, thus permitting participants to
continue, if they would wish to do so, their study and obtain a
lower secondary level diploma either on the vocational side or on
general education side.

i. In order to be able to focus the necessary research-studies
to specific problem-areas, the target-population ha-s been divided
4nto three different categories, vis married women, working yount
people (aged ]J3-30), ang adult workers (aged 30 - 55/60),
actually occupied or not.

Although' the curriculum will be one and the Same, its."openness"
will allow adjustments to the-specific situaticin of each category
and Oven of different groups within each category. Research will be
focussed first to the question whether a curriculum as it will have
been elaborated.does meet the expectations of participants and the
requirements of the task-force; this will be studied in the three
categories of participants in the way of constant.eValUation with on-
going feed4back to the curriculum construction team so as to permit
permaneht adjustment. Furthermore there will be three,different
objectives' fOr research: different forms of presentatidn by tra--s.
media and the use and effect of them will .be studied within the_
married women-group; educational needs will be studied in depth with
the yoUng workers-group and this for obvious reasonS since their ne,q-.
will decide to a large extent on future adult eduCation actiVities;
the way in which the existing local "educational infra.-structure"
(s6hools and adultieducation organisations) will work and co-operate
in providing the anithation, teaching and counselling functions for
groups and individuals will be Studied' in the adult.workers project.

Pilot-projects will' be differentiated according to the three cate-
-gories of potential particiPants and will be set,up in ,different lo0A'
tionsl the young-workers project in three.middle-size.towns;' the
Working adults project in three rural areas; the married'women!s pro.-
Aects in some larger cities and some rural areas, 'eight'locatians in
All, this larger number being accounted,for because of the apparent
and urgent need of this group in our society to have,more educational
opportunities. In.each.location a number of about 150 Yparticipants is
hoped.to be reached; small as this number may seem, it shoUldbe
'borne in Mind that it will be far from'easy, as experienCe haS shown,
to Contact and encourage people belonging to the target-population L.
:resume any form of education. Moreover, for research purposes as well:
riuillbers should not exceed these limits. And less so, because Of the
time limit for these pilot projects of two years'.
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(ii) Before coming to the organisational aspects of the pilot-
projects and the long term structural problems of integrating
adult education into an overall educational system in this
country, some information seems to be appropriate on the
financial aspects of these efforts to develop an "Open School"-
situation. In the 1975 budget of the Ministry of Education
Hfl. 6 million was allocated to the task-force. That year
being mainly, a preparatory and discussion phase the money .
has not been used'to the full. For 1976 an amount of

Hfl. 7 million is available; with it have to be covered the
task-force members payment, secretarial costs, and - by far
the biggest item - the costs of curriCulum construction, of
mass-media production and of the animator - and teaching teams
in the locations.

The task-force had to hire its own curriculum Since in .

the Netherlands no adequate programmes, meeting the reqUirements
of the task-fbrce, were available. It was eVen necesSary to .

have one team-member from the Dutch speaking part of Belgium:
.It is hoped that part of the research will be,done by existing
(university) institutions, but no eloubt some research people
will have to be employed by the task-force. The production
of written material and of radio and TV broadcasts, at least
partly, will have to be paid to the co-operating organisations
out of the task-forcels budget too. And last but not least
in each location the salaries and overhead costs of three to
five full-time staff will have to be paid.

Of course there has been some discussion whether it

would be worth while to spend about,Hf1.4000.-- per participant

per year in starting up an "Open School" of which the positive
effects upon and usefulness for the participants still have

to be proved. What else could not have been done with this

money if-simply it would have been given to existing.evening
schools or other adult education organisations:

This point of doubt and criticism again discloses the

at least ambivalent attitude not-only of the regular, school

system and the adult education System but just'as well of

correspondence schools and mass-media organisations towards

the "Open School" set up.

They all applaud the idea of "permanent education", -and

agree with its realisation, but, so far however have dOne or

could do very little to put it into practice.

It is quite understandable, therefore, that oncethe

"Open School" task-force had set out to try and realise, this

idea by way of an integrative as well as.innovative strategy,

fear of loosing their "identity"influenced theattitude. of .

many an organisation or institution. And, even more so

because of the fact that notwithstanding an.ongoing
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aecularisation, in this country the school system as well as
the broadcasting system are for the largest part still firmly
denomination or religion based and eagerly watch over their
privileges.

Taking into account moreover a growing senaitiveness on the
part of local authorities - this too a deeply.rooted Dutch'
tradition-- for any-encroachment-by-oentral zovernment-bn-their-
autonOmy in cultural and educational Matters, it will be Clear
that the task-forde has to operata very carefully in carrying
.out its mandate.

ciii) Thus, considering the question of how to structure an
'Open School" which on the one hand, according to the mandate,
should have to be an "autonomous" institution, on the other
hand however not a new "educational empire", the task-force
decided, before coming up With a proposal, to consult all the
important national organisations and institutions ooncerned.
The problem discuSsed with them has been: where on the
continuum between a monolithic autarkic open schOol "empire"
on one side and a multi-component system based possibly on
contracts with private organisations and commercial producers
on tlie other side an open school organisation should have to

be placed? Without going.to the latter extreme most
organisations consulted have appeared to be in favour of a
multi-component system, in which for instance the broadcasting
organisations, the correspondence schools and companies
publishing educational material each seem to be ready to make

a "consortium" to render their.services. and offer their
specific know.7.,how, avoiding unnecessary competition, to a

multi-media open-school system.

Not only on the "production-side" however of a'multA7
media learning system, on the ".processing side" as well ai

a multi-component system is preferred by all the agencias concerned:

local authorities, who want to have their say in an educational
network system; schools and adult-educationinstitutions,
to be able to provide adequate educational opportunities
using an Open,multi-media curriculum.

Thus, based'on this outcome of the consultations in the

two years pilot project phase a multi-component system will

be tried out. In the "curriculum constructidn" and "multi-

media production" sphere "consortia" as mentioned above are
working on the directives of,the task-force's curriculuM

team. In the fourteen locations (together including_the
territories of about 50 municipalities) in which the ,pilot
projects are going to be launched, task-force members,

before definitely recommending thase municipalities to,be

selected as project areas, have discussed the problems of

participation and of follow-up with the local authorities,

and requested their co-operation and ddvice. This in some
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cases has led to changes of the area's delimitation._
Furthermore inforration and discussion meetings have been
held with the local schools, adult education institutions,
the churches, chambers of commerce, women's organisations,
employers and trade unions, labour e3:change officials etc.
Their co-operation, is considered to be essential firstly in,
order to reach potential partiCipanP_Which .7.a.s_experience_eg_
in-Sweden-haS thOwn - can Only be.hoped to be successful
through their int9.rmediaryc7Secondl3r because, since they are'
local agencies providing education (as main.function or
occasionally) they together form the educational :Imfra-
structure, in Which and by which an "open school" situation,
within easy reach of.everYbody, has to be developed using,a-
'centrally provided.open curriculuM with multi-media
presentation.

Schools and organisations therefore have been asked to

make available not only their premises and facilities, but
particularly some of their teachers and workers in order to

make up the local "open school" staff. They should be
recruited primarily from those adult education institutions
and schools that are most familiar with the target groupand
the subject-matt,a, on the relevant level, and will of course
have a special training before starting their work.

5. This "multi-component" organisational set up and the
process by which it is introduced and put into operation (in
the way more of "problem solving" strategy, than according to
the traditional "research development diffusion" model) in the
view of the task-force has a twofold 'aim. .

Firstly to have '

an innovative effect on the already existing educational
activities for adults; as far as these are evening school or
training activities they are, as has been explained,, up to

now rather traditional or one-sided;as far as they are
"adult education" activities in the usual narrower senSe,

they have been stressing - in another one-sidedness - their
liberal or attitude directed character. Innovation thus has

a double objective7 to integrate the different, more or less

opposed currents in the education of adults, and to open up
new ways, which are hoped to be more adequate and effective,
for adults to learn when and:what they need. Secondly the

effect of this operation should be an integrative one as far

as the different, so far rather uncoherent parts of the

local educational infra-structure are concerned. The

outcome of this integrative process should be the realisation
of a coherent education network on local or regional level.

Here the "open -6-6-hbol" task-force's operation fits in

with the work of the "Committee on Local Education Networks"

ofthe.Ministry of Culture, Recreation and Social WOrk

mentioned before (page 22). Logically the latter's work
-shduld have been finished before; those networks already
existing the "open school" would have had a well prepared

infra-structure. As things are both operations - being part

of one and the same policy of integrating the educational

system -liave to be and are coordinated as well as possible;

cm committee level as well as on government level.
1.;



At this point too the relat!onship can be made clear of
the "open school" as it is conceived up to now by the task-
force, with the 'regular" school system as this might be
developed accord.ing to the blue-print the present Minister
of Education has recently presented for public discussion.
t"Contours of a future education system"). In this blue-
print the "open school" is suggeF' ' an autonomouS
institution separated from the 301 system, and
including or at least co- rv

II second way andordi
"second chance" educational e, ,o- J.lready existing as well
as those yet to be developed, oidc.ii ,u adults after the age
of compulsory education, which would have to be 18.

In the discussions of the ''oprJn school" task-foree
underlying the recommendations mada to the Ministers so far a
somewhat different perspective is emergin.F. A perspective in
which.adult education by way of an 'open school''situatidn' will
be integrated into the school system to a much larger extent
than is suggested in the blue-print.

In that perspective the concept of "recurrent edUcati n"
as developed by the OECD in some of its recent reports0, would
play a role as operationalising more concretely and practically
the "permanent education" concept. Taking into consideration
the growing doubts with regard to a prolongation of compulsory
nducation up to the age of 18 and the rather discouraging.
-c:xperiences even with part-time formal education made compulsory
fbr young workers aged 16 and 17, it might be questioned
whether compulsory education should not end at the age of 16+,
after one has finished a "middle school".

his blue-print the Dutch Minister of Education 'suggests

that this "middle school" should be a comprehensive'school of
such a nature that "dropping out" in principle would not be
possible.

It could be imagined that after this "middle schooll
periodeverybody would be entitled to further studies, on condition
that one first should have had a minimum period of work or
social experiences. Such a condition, cutting the continuous
learning situation with its capillary effect, would probably
lead a good many people to reauming further study only at
later stage in life for very specific purposes and 'therefore

being better motivated.

It goes without saying that as a prerequisite of such a
possibility 'of "recurrent education" a well defined right to
it should be legally and not only by collective bargaining
guaranteed to every adult citizen. And in this perspective
there should be no more "second way" or "second chance"
education, but after "middle school" all education should

1 09
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have to be "open" ie open to young adolescents as well as_
older adults, loolcing for,learning situations on whatever
level, adapted to their circumstances and. their,particular:_

-needsi-and-Ilaving the opportUnity of "stepping in" at any time
in life. Then adult education as a separate entity ("out;-of-
school education") Up to now distinguished from "school
education", not only as to its organisation, but as to methods
and contents as well, would be fully integrated into an "open
school system".

In the Netherlands some first ster- )n this way have
been made - will it be worth while or should we say:
"omnia vanitas"?

C. STAPEL
BERGEN (NH)
(Netherlands)

January 1976.
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SELF-MANAGEMENT Cri, ADULT LEARNING IN. NORWAY



I.. Introduction (1)

There is no empirical material which can give us a general
..survey of participants influence, within the different
organisations and institutions engaged in adult education in
Norway.

. An eva'.1.uation of this question must therefore be based
on relatively scattered impressions.

It seems that the organisers of adult education have
different traditions as regards participants influence, often
closely connected vvith the,type of learning which characterises
their activf.ties. The voluntary study organisations, for
instance, have sgemoc '-oy and participants influence as central
values. Tho- democratically organised studies as
important i democratic work in society.

-Schoo] systems traditionally concentrate on the transfer
of knowledge from teachers to the pupils. .Adult education
seems also to be marked by this concept. One has, however, the
impression that the participants. influence is greater here than
in education for ybung people. In recent years there have been
attempts to change the authoritatian relations in all kinds of
schools. These changes aim'at producing more co-operation
between teachel's and pupils in classrooms as well as in the
management of the school as a whole.

In indi.i.sry, plrticipants influence in tvaining programmes
can differ vich. Some kind of management traintngt.s, for
instance, basod on the moot extensive degree c" parttcipantsl
influence. r-hEr kinds of company training (;:,4, on the other
hand, be vu authoriti:rian.

The esjve chan,z2s in jnternal human ntions in
industry si-n: 7,he 1?st wa-, seem, however, ai to have
influenced po).D.eles. Today, increase employee influence
over com!..:an:: pro(.x,..mmes is more and more common (cf. 2).

The (1c of participant:: influence both in schools,
voluntary ornisabjons and in company training, is probably
related to the kind of learning involved and to the extent
teachers uti U..s mazeials that allow influence over the
managemenz pf lc.arnfng process. Problem-related and
unstructured t,p3:- will ofte.n lead to co-operation between
participE-nts wl.th a view to utilising their joint:resources.
For such t.-.sks e,c will seldkr,n find a "teacher" who is more
competent the participamts as a...joint group.

Educazi aiming at introduction of established professional
fields will 1-1.ten be directed to a considerable degree by teachers
and/or mate: i.ls. The authority of the teacher is based on

.professional. 111,341;ht whinh gives possibilities for extensive
influence. narticipms' influence I such cases is often
limited to querlions re)ated to training methods.
(15- In this por the concepts of "self-managenent" and

"participo-oion" aro used in the sane way as in the,papor
prepared for the Lillchnuner Cellequy\(COVEES (75) 9).
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7.

In this paper I will give a short presentation of 'sothe,Norwegian
experiments based on different degrees of partiqipants'inrluenee.
Will also indicate how'selfmanagement:of learning'is introdut-ed in
the GoVernment Bill on adult edubation which isms published in 'August
_this year._ This presentation wil1_payspecial:,attention to the
relationship between the .Bill an... the Work ror democracy in industry.

Policy of democratisation in industry

Industrial democracy concerns many aspects of the relationships
betWeen labOUr,:thanagement and eapital-..-4117:0f:themare :cOncerned
with involving the emPloyees in the Worksituationand in:the:,decisiener
making process of the Company te..a mUch greater degree than haa been
usual up to now. The concept "industrial democrace:.:ineludes4n
Norway both participation in deciaion-making,bediesAmanaging:bearda;,
company assemblies) and oo-operative:countils,:cembined with greater
influence in organisims of one's Own. WOrk Situation.

On the shop floor leveli experiments.-havebeentarried-outbreaking
, , , _ . . _

production line patternS and.diSenSingmithjoreMen. -The'::Werkera Are'"

divided into small, groups which are partly selfaustainedas regards
the management-of their target (cf:3,:a.:J.

, ..

With the toliClusion of the Main .AgreeMent.0966 between .the
Norwegian Feder2t/dn of-Tradelamions'andtheiNorWegien'EmPloYer
Confederation, 7:,',71* valuable agreement, on.ProduCtiVity counells:_was.
completed. In-4104,0o-eperativ council-ofeaeh- company (from-066):
the employer and, ;late employees have equal.representation. The coUneil
has an advisory function to the management-Infieldslike factory
management:and proeuaztion,.measures for. rationalisatiOn, health and--
safety measures etr,,

.

,

The workers- representatkan in decision.-,making bodies is based on
the neW legisletlan *hi:eh Was adopted dn 122.May-1972, 'In the Aet,

regulations hava established for extending.,employee, participation.
In joint-stock 4402panies of a certain,size:.. ,In.such companies mith,
!more -than 50 eiyees, a majority of the emplOyees may ,request that
:a third of the oefters of thelBoard,,of, Directors, and at_least two
members, shall1160 elected and.aMong 'the employees.:In cOmpanie3
with more than POO emadyées, a new OmPanartnatitUtion,slidal,be,
introduced - 6prporate Assembly.' ThtiOlnstitution, which shall ,r

consist of one tMlr4 elected by and, amon&-employees,;. :two-thtrds,
.by the generalsnarekolders' assembly,Tigiveri.iMpertant tanetions,.
The.Corporate ApseMb2y shall elect:the- cempi*ny':sBoard :of Tirectors,..,;

and be.the aomp*nyra final authority,conce#ing decIsidn's on imi-elstmerit

which are of toinstitetable scope in r'elatfon.%td,thepompany!z resour4s'.,'
The same.appliestodocisions on rationalisation:di, reorganisatiOn.of
the enterprise whidh Will result in major changes. to, Or ,redi.sipos.i4oh

of, the work fored$ 'She amendment alSo gives the employees in companies
with a Corporate Atkaembly a guarantee that, if requested, one third of
the Board of Dirvtors shall consist of representatives of the

employees.
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III. Experiments in self-management of adult learning

Norwegian experiments, aiming at examining the impact of more
participants influence in the learning process, are problem oriented.
In the experiments learning is related to problems which are imrortant
-to the practical or theoretical interests of the participants. The
degree of influence in these experiments varies from co-operation
between employee and employer or between student and teacher to
extensive self-management on the basis of the interests of the
participants. The experiments with open curricula and learning
related to job-enrichment are based on a co-operation model. Problem-
related study circles are to a higher degree, managed by the
participants themselves.

1. glpen_curricula

Experiments with open curricula, where influence by the
participants on the learning process, group work and group evaluation

-are central -elements, woe functioning in several institutions,
especially in teacher colleges and regional colleges;

In these experiments stress is laid on statements of objectives
and search for educabion activities which correspond with the
objectives. The realigation of objectives will then be'a problem
which has to be solved by current decision-making as regards objectives
and means. This means renouncing a systematic learning process which
is managed, evaluated and revised on the basis of models from
education technology.

Decisions during the study period regarding objectives and means
are taken by those participating in the learning process, which
presupposes that the student:: share in the decision-making and
co-operation during the study period. Curricula which are strictly
preplanned will not satisfy this condition.

Student participation in the development of objectives confront
both the students and the teachers with problems which require
methodological solutions. Adjustment of traditional methods seems
possible here. In interpreting both experimental and logical methods,
choice of method must be related to the actual kind of problem.
Methods of a more political nature are also possible.

The results of the methodological work will be continually
evaluated by teachers and students in co-operation. Those involved in
the learning process evaluate it the same way as they would have
evaluated other kinds of methodological experiments. Formalised
evaluation, with reproduction of knowledge as the criterion for
learning, does not satisfy the demands for evaluation in learning
processes based on cp3n curricula.
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.2. Learning aspects of lob enrichment

In recent extensive experiments in the field of new forms of
collaboration within Norwegian industry, interesting results have been
obtained that are expected to have an impact on the management of
vocational learning processes. In these experiments the workers were
organised in partly self-sustained groups at plant level (1).

The experiments themselves succeeded in creating a situation
where the employees achieved a greater degree of influence over their
own work situation than had previously been the case. This increased
influence has led to an increased desire for learning related to
the individualls own job and trade union activities.

The experiments confirm that the motivation for vouat-4a
learning .depends on how relevant the content is for the individual's'
work situation._ From,this_it fellows that;:rif_the learning_is_te haye
relevance in the work situation, the individual must have a say in:the,
'Content and -organisation of the bourses. This experience will Trobably
lead to further experiments in industry where the employee is
responsiblefor the learning7process in the light of those needs Which
areactualised when the workers are given greater influence in the

.work situation.

This kind of experiment can give the par.ticipants decisive'
influence on content and organisation in the vocational courses related
to their work situation. The limitations to the participants' influence

are attached to those limits for self-management which are defined for

their jobs. In several companies Norwegian workers have some
influence on the shaping of their own jobs. But they have no decisive

influnce. Workers with desires for qualifications which can give them
influence in the company beyond their own job, must organise their
studies outside the company, eg as a part of the study programme 3:11*

the union.

3. Troblem-related studx circles

Voluntary study organisations based en Individual or collective
membemship coVer a great part of adult learning in-Werway. Their
activities are usually organised in the form of study circles, evening
classes or correspondence courses. Most of the learning is related
to sUbjects or problems which are important for the participants.
Study circles are, in most cases, managed by the participants.
Officially, many study circleshave a "teacher". This is usually a
perSon whomorganises and.animates the work of the group;

(I) Cf.Soc_sci.inform. 9 (5) Tip 65-90. "A .Strategy for research
cmali. social change in industry: A report on the Industrial
:aemocracy Project in Norway.
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The unions have their own study_ organisations which organise study-
Circles for the members. Most of the subjects Jri these-circles are
'related to the duties of the shop stewards. In the last years the role
of the shop steward has been changing. This role has developed from
concentralion on wage negotiations to obtaining more influence for
workers on all aspects of company policy and activities. Study circles
are organised as a method for the development of new qualifications
relevant for worker& influence in these new areas. A good example for
this way of organising learning is the Norwegian metal workerst union
project which was presented to the Lillehammer Colloquy as a
case study (1).

Recently the metal industry has undergone-rapid technical
development with extensive use of rationalisation and automatisation.
This development has given many metal working union members safer
jobs and better pay. At the aame time hany of the new, jobs have a less
interesting content and give-the workers less influence on their own
Work. Thls lack of influence is a direct Consequence of cOMputer-
based systems for information and management.

The metal workers would_ not accept the role of a passive onlooker
in this development. Their_union provided public resources for the
development of management amid information systems based on the interests
of the members. The union branch of four companies in the metal 'industry
utilised both the money and=esearchers to analyse the company with
special stress on these management and information systems that were
operational or under preparation. The branches organised their work
as study circles. Their analyses provided the bases for constructive
proposals for changes in the-systems and partial proposals for the
development of new systems. These proposals were designed to give the
workers a_more equitable influence in their own work situation,
possibilities for learning and development in the job, a more varied
job environment and more contact with other workers.

The reports from the four:branches cover programmes for attion
which are currently being implemented. Many of the proposals have been
accepted by the management. Others are being handled through
negOtiations.

The experiences from this project, in particular the working
method, have spread in an Informal way to other branches, both in the

r.metal warkers union and in other unions. The project has also-provided
importantbaCkground material for agreements on the utilisation of
computerbased 'systems between the unions and 4he emPloyers
organisation, both,on company and on national levels.

(1). 'The-Norwegian_ Metal Workersi Union Project - Management,
-Planning .and :Electronic Data-Processing, by Union Secretary
JanBalstad ZCCC/EES (74)-17 revised).
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Bill on adult education

In August 1975 the Norwegian Government published a Bill on
adult education. In this Bill the idea of self-manageMent of the,
learning process is a central topic. The .motives for giving priority":
to this idea are clarified in the general objeeti7es for r.lult
education,

1. Oblectives

The main dbjective for educational policy in Norway is to give,/
the individual possibilities for developmant, both individually and 'in
relation to tasks in industry and society- This can only be a 1 )

reality for'everybody if eduzation policy is developed in the contTxt
of general objectives of equality and denocracy.

'1

The Bill is-drawn up accordingly. Ihe law shall be a tool .in- he
work for equality between individuals and groups, between women andi
men, between the old and the yOung, between the physically handiedPbed
and thc healthyland in the regional distribution of resources. \

Particular methods are proposed to reduce or remove probleMs which
hinder groups of people from utilising adult education. The objectiAe
is to give all groups more equal possibilities to:

- have learning,programmes developed-whichare adjusted-tb their ,
own needs and .interests;

- take part in these programmes;

- benefit froth the programmes', independent oflbackground,factorS''
SuCh as education, social-milieu,'etc.

The work for democracy is closely connected with the work fôr
equality. The aims are, on the one hand to 'work for formal rights to .

influence and participate in decision-making and, on the other hand,
to cohtribute in such a way that people get equal possibilities to
utilise.these rights. Today many people neither have offers of
relevant edueation, nor sufficient time for' democratic work. By means
of adult education possibilities are to be provided tO help the '

individual to defeat those hindrances of a professional, linguistic
or psychological nature, which reduce the possibilities for democratic
influence.

Thc law proposal stresses that the individual must have the right
to chose between different offers of education. Further, the
participants in a course shall as a joint group have possibilities for

decisive influence on content and organisation. This implies extensive
democratisation of education institutions and argantsations.

In relation to the dominnting tendencies in soaiety, the activities
under law on adult education gan have a two-siLod rolu. They can be
utilised either as a means of conforming to such tendencies or for
emancipation from them through working fbr the transformation of society...

This two-sidodness can have Its effects at thui.ndividual, professional
and social level.
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In relation to the expectations of t1,- individual, the government
has formulated the rr- e-ing objective fol dult education and the
Bill:

/

"The objective ler ad.; education is to help the individual in
his/her work towards a more meaningful life,for himself/herself
and others. To realise this for everybody, the Bill shall
contribute to increased equality as regards the possibilities for
adults to master their own life situation and the possibilities
to change the life milieu through their own activities and in
co-operation with others."

This view on the interaction between the life of adults and the
offers of adult education, makes recurrent education for everybody in a
life-long perspective a natural overall policy for all kinds of
educational activities in society. The development of adult education

_011.__the basis, of, the _actual_Bill_is a step ...towards_this_long-term
_policy. In the further work, the government desire to transform all

--kinds of education activities on the basis of the life-long-learning--
idea, ie to get one legal system where both lamon adult education and
other laws in the education, field are integrated. The government will
initiate development work aad experiments aiming at this long-term
transformation.

Democratisation of adult education

Democracy in adult education is to be developed both at course
level and at institutional level. Education institutions and
organisations which have a democratic organisational basis can be
approved and get financial public support. The'deMoeratic organisational
bas.s shall ensure members ane other participants possibilities for
decisive influence on the activities. By democracy in this context is
meant that the institution/organisation either is public, based on
individual membership, or collective membership of organisations with
individual members or else that,the board of the institution/organisation
is appointed by the Department of Education. The approved
institutions/organisations must have a pedagogical practice which
ensures the participants within each course possibilities, as a joint
group, for decisive influence on content and organisation.

It seems clear that tha foll*ing types of ergantsations and
institutions could be approved on the bReln of the demands referred to
above: elementary schools, seconda7 schmols, universities, regional
colleges, folk high schools, vocational training as a part of labour
market policy, veluntary study organisations and in some cases
professional organisations. Other insttutions with a managing board
appointed by the Department of Education', could also, as mentioned
above, be approved.
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:re is difficult to evaluate the institutions and organisations
mentioned c_bove as regards the possibilities for participants
influence within their courses. Control over this practice will
not be &Part of the appointment procedure, but could be effective
in connection with complaints registered with higher authorities.
An organisation/institution which is approved on the basis of general
demands will be obliged to adjust its activities to the principle
of:participants influence. This implies that the organisation/
institution will have to inform the course participants about their

rielts on this point. It also implies a kind of course planning whi#1
makes such infruence poSsible.

Several factors can limit the influence of the paAicipants.
Demands connected with examinations, necessary prequalifications within
some topics, clarification of thc subject as a part of the course
desnription, the duration of the course and those demands of quality .
which the government will stipulate, are examples of such.limitations.
-Demands for quality are the-most important-of all-the demandsfor
_positiveness and versatility.

3) Company, training

Private companies and their different kinds of organisations will
not:satisfy the delete demands referred to for organisational bases.
Company training which is organised in co-operation with a public
education institiAion, approved organisation, national trade organi-
sations or by the company itself, might still, under ccrtain conditions
have the possibility of obtaining public economic support. It
presupposes a company board where decisions are taken with equal
representation from the employer apd the employeed. For training

which is organised in co-operation with a national trade organisation,
one also presupposes that the study peogrammb is accepted by the

employers and the employees organisOions at the national level. The

principle of the participants infiuence within each course is a pro-
coudition also for company training with public support on the basis

the law.

The conditions for .public.dapport for comPanY training'will 'give,

,the workers and their.unions,poSsibilities for decisive-influence on'

thuse training activities which get such suppert. ,

This means, as

.regards the content of-the courses, that the morkersi viewS .on

protbssional work and on/management of..the.company could.be introduced.
Mara priority could for-instance be given to-training needs .of the

_werkers!,reprosentati74S 'in managing :boards and co-operative Councils,

and to-suojects whion enable the workers to a more self-suatained
working situation,/ This illustrates Possible relationships-PeWeen the

gennraI.work for industrial democracy and effects within the coMpanies

of the_Bill-bh adult education.

V. Concluslon

Mile Parliament will probably deal with the Bill in the beginning
of 1976-;, Assuming that those principles of participants' influence
-:.-J6eharrod to above are accepted as a part of the law, we will have a new
:113aStEd,:ffor democratisation of adult education.. The law will give
possibtlities for_exporiments in' which tho. Self-management Of. adult

.1e4m1141t4s the fundamental principle. If those experiments-are
thdap :probably,, at a'later:,.stage,giverether

cbalersieSaOrwegian,..contribUtievib'asedemexperienCesof.,&.Moregeneral&.A.:;A. ',...44444A54410,0trir.i.6..liaig:4;1(API e ,


